“Disillusioned by an academy that too often seemed to be divorced from the social realities of the outside world, James Downs and Jennifer Manion sought to locate a tradition of historian-activists from which students and scholars might take inspiration. The result is a challenging and engaging collection of essays that is essential reading for aspiring and seasoned academics alike. *Taking Back the Academy* brings together a dynamic cast of scholars and activists representing a broad range of generational, institutional, and disciplinary backgrounds. They invite us to consider the multiple ways in which colleges and universities can stimulate social change.

“While celebrating the achievements of past scholar-activists, this book also offers a searching look at the present state of the field and a provocative call for future action. In an age of increasingly demanding hiring and tenure committees, *Taking Back the Academy* challenges scholars to recognize that their duties nonetheless extend far beyond the profession. In considering the broad social and political responsibilities of intellectuals in society, this book calls for a revitalized definition of what it means to be a scholar-citizen in the twenty-first century. For scholars in the humanities, that call could not be more timely. Alternatively maligned as politically irrelevant or dangerously subversive, historians and other stewards of society’s subjective truths increasingly must be prepared to articulate—and defend—their function in today’s marketplace of ideas and corporatized universities. *Taking Back the Academy* reflects honestly on the perils of uncritically linking scholarship and politics, but it ultimately insists that both as a matter of civic duty and professional survival historians must unapologetically embrace opportunities to put the past in open dialogue with the pressing needs of the present.”

*Jacquelyn Hall, past president Organization of American Historians and Spruill Professor of History, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill*
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As undergraduates, we learned that teaching and writing were powerful vehicles for social change through the examples of Drew Gilpin Faust, Farah J. Griffin, Lynn Hollen Lees, Kathy Brown, Nancy Bentley, Ellie DiLapi, Gloria Gay, Carroll Smith-Rosenberg, and Herman Beavers. Lynda Hart, to whom the conference was dedicated, has profoundly shaped our intellectual, political, and even personal endeavors, in life and in death.
Finally, our deepest gratitude to the contributors whose energy, idealism, and passionate commitment to bridging the gap between activism and the academy made this book possible and continues to inspire us.
The chapters in this excellent volume derive from a path-breaking conference held at Columbia University in 2002 to explore the links between historical scholarship and political activism. Columbia was a most appropriate site for this event. Perhaps because of its location in New York City, the university has a long tradition of scholarly involvement in public affairs. In 1912, Columbia professors like Charles Beard and E. R. A. Seligman, helped to develop the program for Theodore Roosevelt’s Progressive Party, which helped to establish the political and social agenda for twentieth-century liberalism. During the New Deal, A. A. Berle, Rexford Tugwell, and other Columbians became part of Franklin D. Roosevelt’s group of advisers known as the Brains Trust. In the 1950s, Richard Hofstadter and C. Wright Mills, among other Columbia scholars, commented frequently and incisively on national affairs. In recent years, Columbia professors like the late Edward Said, Manning Marable, and Jeffrey Sachs have been actively involved in national and international public affairs.

Student activism also has a long history at Columbia. In the late 1950s and early 1960s, students took a prominent role in the local civil rights movement and the campaign for a ban on nuclear testing. The well-known Columbia upheaval of 1968, perhaps the pivotal moment in the university's modern history, was followed by many other examples of student activism, often forgotten today, including demonstrations against the invasion of Cambodia in 1970, the campaign in the 1980s that resulted in Columbia becoming the first Ivy League university to “divest” from South Africa, and the student hunger strike in the 1990s that led to the formation of an ethnic studies program.

As the chapters that follow demonstrate, scholarship and activism are not mutually exclusive pursuits, but, at their best, are symbiotically related.
Activism without detached analysis can become mere rebelliousness; scholarship divorced from consideration of the problems of the real world can become sterile. The issues confronted by scholar-activists today, at the dawn of the twenty-first century, are in some ways very old—economic justice, the rights of citizens, civil liberties, racial equality—and in other ways quite new. We need scholars to produce new analyses of the process of globalization, of the decline of public engagement in politics, of the prospects of democracy at a time when decisions affecting individuals’ day to day lives are increasingly made by supranational institutions—the World Bank, multinational corporations, and the like—over which there is no semblance of democratic control.

Scholarship should be “relevant.” But this does not mean simply drawing the issues one investigates from the day’s headlines. Relevance is impossible to predict. In the 1960s, the black and feminist movements went back to academic writing by W. E. B. Du Bois, Mary Beard and others, seemingly “irrelevant” when they were produced but made relevant by subsequent social movements. Studies of the long history of American empire, which attracted little attention during the 1990s, have suddenly become relevant because of the imperial ambitions of George W. Bush.

Scholarship can itself be a form of activism. The rewriting of American history begun by scholars of the Old Left in the 1930s, in which African Americans and laborers more generally became active agents of historical change rather than passive recipients of the actions of others, was largely ignored in the mainstream academy for many years. But it helped to provide a “usable past” for subsequent struggles for racial justice and economic democracy. By the same token, social movements can inspire entirely new branches of scholarly knowledge—as the gay movement has helped to produce a flourishing subfield in gay and lesbian history.

More generally, humanism, an intellectual commitment premised on the idea that the historical world having been created by men and women can be understood through the exercise of human reason, is itself a highly liberating outlook. Today, humanism is, to say the least, beleaguered. The humanities have lost their prominence in U.S. universities. Higher education is increasingly corporatized. At Columbia and other institutions, the arts and sciences seem to live in perpetually straitened circumstances, while more technically and professionally based branches flourish. In society at large, market values pervade all relationships. At such a time, it is hardly surprising that anti-humanism abounds. We are often told that we live in a post-Enlightenment world in which the idea of “truth” is itself passé, or worse, oppressive. Certainly, as recent scholarship has insisted, claims to historical truth have often been deeply complicit in the exercise of power. The as-
sumed universality of man, it is now clear, was predicated on the exclusion of women, colonial populations, and others.

Yet uncovering the truth about the past can also be liberating—as South Africa’s Truth and Reconciliation Commission and similar investigations of the crimes committed by American-backed governments in El Salvador and Guatemala have shown. Today, the airwaves and op-ed pages reverberate with talk of a “clash of civilizations,” in which something called “Islamic civilization” is depicted as inherently intolerant, backward, and violent, and “western” or “American civilization” as the unproblematic home of rationality, tolerance, and freedom. It is a form of political activism, as well as of valuable scholarship, to remind readers that essentializing ourselves and others in this way is a form of myth-making, not history. At its best, activist scholarship is a mode of questioning, a challenge to what is taken for granted, a worldwide exchange of ideas rather than the now dominant complacent dialogue with ourselves.

During the 1880s, the American labor journalist John Swinton visited Karl Marx in London. He asked the author of Capital and The Communist Manifesto what he foresaw for the future. Marx answered: “struggle.” The answer would be the same were Marx alive today. In the struggle, scholars and activists both have critical roles to play.
INTRODUCTION

Bench Talk

JIM DOWNS
JENNIFER MANION

The voice of a student activist announcing the time for the annual “Take Back the Night” rally resonates across the college green. It is one of those days when the campus seems alive and bursting with energy. Wherever you look, people are enjoying one of the first days of spring. Underneath the large oak tree, in front of the library—within view of Frisbee tossing, students sunning, and activists strategizing—we like to sit on our favorite bench and discuss ideas from our lectures and seminars. Today, we are discussing the ideology of pro-slavery thought in the United States antebellum South. Inspired by a lecture given by one of our favorite professors, we are on the lookout for her to pass by and settle our pressing question of the day, “Was James Henry Hammond a racist?”

It was on the bench, with each other, in front of the imaginary cameras that recorded our daily talk show, Benchtalk, that we held our own class. We spouted out positions we were too shy to take in class. We took on the ideas of our professors and our classmates and argued them into the ground. It was on the bench, not inside a classroom, that we began to realize that we would not join our classmates in corporate America, but instead would pursue academic and activist work. Jen already devoted a significant amount of time to lesbian and feminist groups on campus and in the city, while Jim worked as a research assistant and became heavily involved in some of our mentoring professors’ fights for tenure.

Unlike many of our classmates, our introduction to the world of ideas and intellectual debate excited us. We wanted to know more, debate more,
probe issues more deeply. Our professors inspired, challenged, and energized us. They were not stereotypical academics who dusted dandruff off their corduroy blazers as they presented ideas in an unwieldy, incomprehensible, and monotone manner, but were smart, sassy, and sometimes too sexy to be historians and literary scholars. They were activists, social critics, and academic geniuses. And to us, they were rock stars, and we were the groupies.

We wrote letters to the editor of the local newspaper, started our own campus publications, and imagined one day we’d become part of the world that our professors and cool graduate school friends inhabited. After college, however, we took separate paths. Jim devoted himself to challenging both historical and educational problems as a teacher at the junior high and secondary level. Jen pursued similar goals, but in a slightly less conventional way as a basketball coach and sailing instructor.

In the fall of 2000, we both began graduate school at different institutions. But the experience was depressing and frustrating. In graduate school, it seemed that disciplinary jargon and rigors overrode intellectual curiosity and political passion. Fewer voices inspired us, less hope burned within us, and the light at the end of the tunnel seemed turned off. After our first semester Jim came up with the idea of having a history graduate student conference. We met briefly for a cup of coffee in Philadelphia and talked about his idea that the conference would be a chance for us to bring together everyone who inspired us.

Jen didn’t make much of it; she wasn’t really interested in volunteering to spend more time with other academics. For me, the conference needed to happen; I desperately needed a way to break free from the stifling intellectual structures and approaches to history that some of my professors attempted to impose on me.

Sometime in the fall, Jim was moving full speed ahead with the planning. Despite my apprehension, he encouraged me to get involved and asked me to think about writing the call for papers. It was fun to conceptualize the conference—to be broad, but specific, appeal to many people, but not just any people. Our aim was to bring together a few dozen graduate students from history departments of universities located on the northeast coast of the United States. But we called and people answered—several hundred faculty, activists, and graduate students from all over the United States, even Australia, Europe, and South America. We called for historians, but social workers, lawyers, doctors, anthropologists, writers, and filmmakers answered.

Despite her initial apprehension, by the winter break, we sat in a seminar room carpeted with proposals, and with the prospect of my orals exam just a few short weeks away, Jen took over full force. As I read for orals, she designed the panels, contacted the presenters, and invited additional faculty.
The topics of our daily conversations shifted from school, family, and relationships to the conference, the conference, and the conference.

With the conference quickly approaching, I began to worry that we didn’t have enough nonacademics presenting. I envisioned a revolt of the activists accusing us of being elitist, relying on empty academic jargon, and not really speaking to their needs. We talked about the conference in my feminist theory class one day. Drucilla Cornell, Professor of Law, Women’s Studies and Political Science at Rutgers University, alluded to this dynamic of standing accused by activists who claim they do the “real work.” How often, she explained, these people reinforce the systems and structures they want to overthrow. Activists reacting to specific situations often fail to consider the bigger picture, to develop a coherent strategy for the desired end. If they do not know their own theory, she argued, they are enacting someone else’s.

Finally, April 5, 2002 arrived. The conference was packed and alive in a way I didn’t imagine possible. After the opening comments in the standing room only crowd, there was a buzz of excitement that remained the entire weekend. People were enthused. They were engaged with ideas, feelings, and each other. The activists did not revolt. They were hungry for the time and space to connect, think, and learn in an intellectual environment. They cherished the space which sometimes stifles and isolates me, which many academics take for granted.

We want to continue those discussions, and broaden our audience. We want to inspire those out there who are trying to create change, but face seemingly impenetrable resistance. We want to ensure that university campuses remain hotbeds for intellectual inquiry and political dissent. We want to ensure that there is a bench, a place, a space, for students to find activism and hope—even when all around them appears bucolic and ideal. We want to take back the academy!

History has long been used by governments and elite classes to promote the existing power structure, maintain the status quo, and justify contemporary political agendas. The most violent erasure of the truth and silencing of the past occurred under the guise of an objective academic discipline. In the 1960s and 1970s, the production of historical knowledge was transformed when activists from a variety of social justice movements entered the field. Just as history had been used to maintain power, they believed it could be used to usurp it. Studies of working people, communities, and everyday life proliferated, redefining the boundaries of legitimate historical inquiry to incorporate the lives, struggles, and passions of all kinds of people. Social history, the subcategory under which much of this work is grouped, is now as institutionalized as political history was a generation ago.
What does this mean for the future of activist scholarship, now that it is more commonly self-referential than sparked by or accountable to activist movements? How can an academically-based activist bridge the gaps between intellectual inquiry, disciplinary expectations, political ideologies, and movement demands? Has the professionalization of history created a generational divide between the academic activists who created the space within the field for social histories of oppressed and marginalized groups and younger social historians who are not consciously vested in the political significance and consequences of their teaching and scholarship?

Taking Back the Academy attempts to answer these questions. Written against the political rantings by right wing authors such as Ann Coulter and Lynne Cheney, who view liberal academics as “treasonous” and “unpatriotic,” these authors defend political dissent and powerfully document the importance of activism and public debate on college campuses. From the controversies surrounding the war in Iraq to continuing problems of identity politics on campus, Taking Back the Academy covers a number of issues raging on today’s university campuses. The authors represent a range of perspectives—from graduate students to senior scholars, from Ivy League to state run universities, from history to women’s studies departments.

The chapters that form the bulk of this volume address how academics in the last thirty years have worked to take back the academy. The book is broken down into four distinct sections: “Student Movements—Beyond the University,” “Students in Unions—Rethinking the University,” “Historians for Social Justice,” and “Bridging the Gap Between Academia and Activism.” The first section challenges our understanding of student movements as a purely United States phenomenon of the late 1960s and early 1970s. By exploring the history of student protest movements in the United States, Mexico, and Europe, the authors offer a comparative framework for understanding the politics of social activism and the possibility of social change.

In the opening chapter, Eileen Eagan’s “Teaching Student Activism” forms the conceptual framework for the first section. From her work as a teacher in dismantling the idea that student activism is purely a phenomenon in the United States to her advocating that student activism be included in all history courses, Eagan powerfully expands contemporary understandings of student protest and offers interesting pedagogical suggestions. Moreover, Eagan stresses the need to examine the ways in which student activism moves beyond campus and how students around the world are involved in issues relating to globalism, racism and the environment.

Eagan’s gesture to move beyond the traditional geographic boundaries of the United States provides the ideal segway to both Martin Klimke’s chapter on student movements in a transatlantic context and to Vania Markarian’s
article on the thirty-year public debate on the Mexican Student Movement. Klimke calls for an analytical approach that allows for the historian to compare the connections and exchanges among student movements in Berkeley and Berlin and in San Francisco and Frankfurt. His essay also serves as a historiographical intervention by exposing new sites of archival excavation and by demonstrating how scholarship can be used as a vehicle for change. Markarian takes a closer look at October 2, 1968 when several men, women, and children participating in a student rally in Tlatelolco Square in Mexico City were killed. Markarian analyzes the debates surrounding this still-unanswered controversy. Markarian’s chapter reveals how student movements can be used as metonymy to examine larger social and political questions in Mexico today. Yet the most powerful trope connecting the three chapters is the authors’ unwavering attempt to view student activism as not only a phenomenon of the United States in the 1960s, but as a global movement that persists to the present to serve as an important political backdrop to contemporary social issues.

Defying the overbearing stigma of “generation x” as the “sleeper generation,” Anita Seth, Kim Phillips-Fein, and John McMillian show how the legacy of the 1960s continues in the next section, “Students in Union—Rethinking the University.” As Union organizers and activists, these authors uphold the legacy of the 1960s college activists by powerfully demonstrating their commitment to social justice on college campuses. Each of their chapters reveals how contemporary students continue to question hegemony, to organize on campus, and to imagine a university in which social justice is not just a concept taught in a philosophy course but one that is fundamental to a university’s vitality and purpose.

Kim Phillips-Fein and Anita Seth both extensively document one of the most important student movements in the country in the last twenty years: graduate student unionization. Both Phillips-Fein and Seth are active union organizers and are at the forefront of union agitation: Philips-Fein was one of the original organizers at Columbia University, and Seth has been involved with the Yale Unionizing effort, long before it received national attention. Both chapters provide perspectives on the work of the union and the goals each has accomplished.

Seth meticulously details how the union effort began at Yale and shows how the graduate student union movement is intricately connected with other unions on campus. Additionally, she describes how the union is not only a mouthpiece for better wages and rights for student labor, but also how it bears on concerns regarding the treatment of medical personnel, university patents, and other pertinent issues related to the New Haven community. By documenting the various activities and concerns of the graduate
student union at Yale that are beyond the traditional purview of graduate student life, Seth unwittingly endorses Eagan’s position that students involved in student protest movements are inherently drawn to other movements that seek social justice.

Phillips-Fein offers a personal perspective on the union struggle. She explains how being a union activist has caused her to see the university from a different, more cynical perspective. Ultimately, Phillips-Fein’s piece imagines a university in which social justice is extended to all—even graduate students. John McMillian’s chapter is based on his own experience as not only a historian of the New Left, but as a scholar committed to social change. His personal narrative reveals his frustration with his own generation’s turning away from their activist legacy, and forgetting the underlying motivations for studying history.

In section three, “Historians for Social Justice,” Nancy A. Hewitt, David Rosner, and Glenda Gilmore each present a compelling narrative in which they wrestle with the position of historians outside of the archives. Navigated by their own personal journeys and experiences, their chapters, richly insightful and persuasive, speak to the larger political implications and ethical considerations of history in political debates and public discourse.

As a feminist in the academy for the past twenty years, Hewitt looks back on the beginning of her career and the challenges that many young female historians faced as history departments became eager to hire women. Hewitt vividly describes the pressures of young feminist historians as they juggled professional obligations with teaching responsibilities—while building women’s studies departments and publishing anthologies on the history of women. Hewitt’s experience, as both a historian and an activist in the academy, illuminates the often untold stories of women historians in the 1970s and 1980s as they continued the work and followed the mission set forth by activists of the 1960s.

Building on the role of the historian as an activist, by campaigning for civil legislation and influencing public opinion, David Rosner exposes the dangerous ways in which historians of public health and medicine use their positions of power and their roles as experts unscrupulously. In his chapter, “Toxic Torts: Historians in the Courtroom,” Rosner looks at the recent recruitment of historians into the world of toxic tort law and examines the various ways the craft of history is abused in the legal system. He identifies the important ways that historians’ skills can be used on behalf of people victimized by a variety of industries as well as the ways that these same skills can be abused in order to defend the activities of huge corporations.

Using her role as a historian of twentieth century politics, Glenda Gilmore protested against the United States government going to war against Iraq in 2003. Her courageous participation landed her in the middle of national
controversy. Attacked by conservatives, her experience exposes the ramifications for socially-minded historians who take public political positions.

Adding to the chorus on the subject of academics and the war in Iraq, Drucilla Cornell and Kitty Krupat engage in a provocative dialogue in the final section of the book, “Bridging the Gap Between Academia and Activism.” In this unique dialogue, Cornell, a former labor activist and current feminist theorist, explores the intersections between feminism and racism, ideology and identity, and labor and peace with Kitty Krupat, a labor activist and graduate student. Elaborating on these connections, Jennifer Manion in her piece, “Calling All Liberals,” explains the ways in which feminist theory offers an analytical strategy to rethink not only how we conceptualize United States history, but also to serve as a bridge between social justice activism and academic practice. Also, illuminating the connections between history and activism, Kathy Brown and Tracey M. Weiss engage in an intriguing dialogue about the ways in which teaching can be used as a bridge, linking scholarly interests with political and intellectual concerns. Brown and Weiss discuss how the differences of educational setting, i.e., public vs. private institutions, shape the ways in which they make these connections.

Bringing together both Manion’s vision of history as a form of social change and Brown and Weiss’ ideas about the classroom as a viable setting for such collaboration, Jim Downs in his chapter, “Teaching Across the Color Line” warns against the problem of basing a curriculum committed to social change on the merits of identity politics, and not historical truth. Finally, Jesse Lemisch returns to the broader question in his chapter, “2.5 Cheers for Bridging the Gap Between Activism and the Academy.” Lemisch describes the recent efforts of union activists as an opportunity for scholars to rethink the function and purpose of the university. By taking a look at union activists on college campuses, Lemisch gratefully welcomes the return of protest and agitation on campus. Yet surprisingly he reserves half a cheer and offers some good reasons not to build a coalition between activism and the academy. Told from the perspective of someone involved in labor strikes and campus activism for well over thirty years, Lemisch offers some important advice for the next generation of activists as they prepare for the challenges that lie ahead.

It is our hope that this volume will awaken some to the political and social responsibilities of the historian, facilitate connections between academics and activists, as well as across generations, and remind us that even in these oppressive times of restricted civil liberties and threatened intellectual freedom, we are not alone in our desires to end the violences of war, classism, racism, sexism, homophobia, environmental destruction, and religious intolerance. When the conference took place in Spring 2002, the blind nationalism sweeping across the country threatened to delegitimate
movements which call attention to the social injustices deep-seeded in American soil. It is as crucial now as it was then, that we—as activists, academics, workers, students, and administrators—get up and stand up for justice.

Note
SECTION I

Student Movements—
Beyond the University
CHAPTER 1
Teaching Student Activism
EILEEN EAGAN

Handcuffed, they sit together in a police bus, and head toward the Cumberland County jail. Ages range from eighty-three to eighteen; some are longtime peace activists; some are college students; some are faculty at the local university. All have been arrested for “obstructing a public way” in downtown Portland, Maine, for sitting down in the street to protest impending war. The two eighteen-year-old students refused bail and got to stay in jail over night. The war came the next day but the protests continue, in Maine, across the United States, around the world.

In Burma/Myanmar, students have taken the lead in uprisings against oppressive governments, first the British, then, after World War II, against a series of military regimes. In 1974 students joined workers in demonstrations that lead to the shutting down of the universities. Again in 1976 and in 1988 demonstrations, often lead by students, shook the control of the authorities. Confronting a disasterous economy and martial law, professors called a return to civilian, parliamentary government, democracy, and human rights. The authorities responded with massive force and murder. When the Myanmar government refused to abide by the election victory of the National League for Democracy in 1990, some students joined an armed resistance force and others continued in nonviolent protest.1

In Iran in the summer of 2003, students protested against conditions on campuses and in commemoration of the violent attacks on students in their dormitories the previous year.2

In the twentieth century, struggles for democracy—national and academic—and freedom—personal and political—have brought students out
of the classroom and into the streets. Often very immediate issues like campus food or rising tuition trigger organization that develops a broader critique of the university and of the society. In the United States, where student activism has ebbed and flowed, the widest movements have developed around civil rights and war and peace. Campus activists have also had ties to the labor movement and workers issues. Students went to Harlan County, Kentucky in the 1930s to support striking coal miners and to investigate their living conditions. In recent years some students have supported campus employees’ efforts to organize, notably at Yale University.

Student political protest has many roots. Some activism is spontaneous, coming from immediate provocation and economic issues; some, in Latin America for example, comes from a traditional role of students as elites in their societies. Part is a generational clash and rejection of authority. “Two, Four, Six, Eight/Smash the Family, Church, and State” and “No Class Today/No Ruling Class Tomorrow” are chants with a basic appeal to young people still being controlled by their elders. Campus issues like free speech, bad food, or boring classes can set off a movement that becomes more political. In some countries the lack of jobs for college graduates sets up a willingness to challenge the university and the government.

National and international organizations help coordinate campus activism. Student activism can be on the left or on the right, religious or secular. Occasionally, students fight other students, as in Iran where religious fundamentalists attacked the reformist and prodemocracy students, and in other areas like Israel and Palestine where, despite some efforts to work together, students are caught up in the dominant conflict.

There is a history of international student organization going back to 1900 and including Marxists and religious student groups. Today, organization and technology, including the Internet, facilitate ties among students around the world. These connections take the form of individual as well as group commitment of students to global as well as local issues. While student activism usually arises from immediate and local issues, as it develops commitment it can take an international trajectory.

Concern with international issues can be strong on campuses with large numbers of international programs or international students, with substantial study abroad or exchange programs, or with a committed cadre of organizers. Global and local issues can be tied together, especially with an analysis of the role of corporations at home and abroad. At Occidental College in California students protested Atlantic Richfield’s (ARCO) corporate role in Burma and its support for its oppressive government. Geographic knowledge may not be Americans’ strong point; many students on that campus might have never previously heard of Myanmar (or Burma.) However through the protests they learned about the connection between profit and
human rights violations, and about a part of the world they didn’t know. Other American students’ interest carried them further. Five students from American University, Washington, D.C. and Yale University law school went to Burma/Myanmar in 1998 and were arrested, and expelled from the country for passing out leaflets about repression and government violence ten years earlier.³

Individual students and graduates find that travel abroad broadens their perspective and deepens their commitment. Sometimes they pay a great price. Ben Linder, a graduate of the University of Washington (Seattle), was murdered in 1988 by the Nicaraguan Contras who were funded by the U.S. government. He was there as an engineer trying to improve living conditions. Rachel Corrie, a student at Evergreen State College in Olympia, Washington, was killed by an Israeli bulldozer tearing down houses in the Gaza Strip in the spring of 2003 as she worked with the International Solidarity movement in a Palestinian camp. Lori Berenson went from MIT in Cambridge, Massachusetts, to Latin America and is now in a Peruvian prison, sentenced to life for alleged involvement with a radical, armed group.⁶

Student protest, and the lifelong commitment that it may involve—efforts at reform or revolution—is not without consequence. Teaching student activism may also have effects that might give us pause.

Students around the world continue to challenge political and academic authority. In Myanmar/Burma, Iran, Taiwan, Bangladesh, Nigeria, Mexico, Chile, Bosnia, France, Canada, the United States, and elsewhere on campus and off, students are important components of activism and challenges to governments and social, economic and political powers. Sometimes this is peaceful and responded to peacefully. Often, however, rather than being places for friendly debate—Ivory Towers—campuses are battlefields, sometimes scenes of carnage, as opposition provokes repression and outside conflict comes onto campus. Suppression of student dissent and shut downs of universities are marks of authoritarian governments of all sorts. In part, this is because student protest is not confined to the campus. Students combine with other protestors in their communities. “Globalization,” racism, and environmental issues draw students into the streets. Broad social issues combine with educational concerns such as increasing access to education and to obtaining good jobs after graduation. For public or state funded universities in particular, academic issues are inseparable from political ones.

Student protest is hardly new. It is as old as education. Mass media have made it increasingly visible. In nineteenth-century Russia and early twentieth century China students played important roles in revolutionary movements. In colonial countries, including those in the Americas, student elites have been rebellious. In postcolonial societies, student protests continue or increase. Irish students played important roles in the late 1960s and early
1970s Civil Rights movement in Northern Ireland. Historical scholarship (including that of political scientists, sociologists and others) has documented the role of students, on the left and right, in social movements.

For many historians who were student activists themselves, teaching about activism as part of history is natural, if a little unnerving. To other historians (and perhaps the students) the subject may seem less obvious, and less important. The two key questions are why to teach about student activism and how to teach it in historical perspective. For historians who are committed activists themselves a third set of questions asks how academics/activists use their own experience to teach and not preach, how to reach students who don’t necessarily share their views, and how to work within often undemocratic colleges and universities. Student political activity can (and should) be considered in all kinds of history courses—national, regional, world or comparative—but has a particularly important place in United States history courses, where students on campuses can learn about their own (perhaps untraditional) traditions.7

Like other groups (women, farmers, workers, indigenous peoples) young people in high schools, colleges and universities can draw on common bonds and traditions of resistance to create a force capable of promoting (or sometimes resisting) change. In some countries, including many in Latin America, students and the public are fully conscious of their role in society. Faculty, administrators and the government also know the potential for student activism on and off campus. In other countries, including the United States, that student role is less assumed, the tradition of activism is uneven.

There are many reasons for this. Other segments of the population, especially workers, farmers, racial and ethnic minorities, and women, have been major engines of social change in the United States. Class, race, and gender in general have divided students and young people; those differences have often been more important than common ties of age or educational status. Part of the story, or its absence, however, is the neglect by scholars, in particular of United States history, of the important role that education and students (and faculty and staff) have played in social conflict and change. Despite interest, if not obsession, with student activism in the 1960s, the longer tradition of student activism is relatively neglected.8 Some attention has been paid to students in the Progressive era, the 1920s and the 1930s. An early study of African American students is The New Negro on Campus: Black College Rebellion of the 1920s by Raymond Wolters.9 Another major body of work has addressed discrimination in higher education.

However, the overwhelming percent of research on student activism (at least that which has been published) has focused on the 1960s (and its beginning with the civil rights movement in the 1950s). Even there, despite important work, the American students usually have been seen in relative
isolation rather than as part of an international movement of students and national and international movements. Uprisings in the sixties also tend to be portrayed as a momentary aberration rather than part of a history of student activism in the United States. Finally, despite some studies of protest movements at state universities, most attention and memory of student activism focuses on certain campuses—Columbia, Berkeley, Wisconsin.

Many of the accounts of this activism have been in the form of memoirs, or memoirs disguised as history, and much of this deals with only segments of “the movement”—focusing on Students for a Democratic Society (SDS) or on the Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee (SNCC) or on Vietnam. While this makes sense—some campuses were more involved than others, and SNCC and SDS were key organizations—that concentration obscures the depth of student activism on all kinds of campuses and around a variety of issues. In addition, it tends to minimize the importance then and in other periods of activism at traditionally black colleges, women’s colleges, and religious and teacher’s colleges. Recent attention to conservative student groups begins to fill another gap. Conservatism in the Bush administrations, in Congress, and in think tanks in Washington has its roots in the “new right” of the 1960s that included youthful supporters of 1964 Republican presidential candidate Barry Goldwater as well as members of the Young Americans for Freedom, a conservative group in the 1960s.

A cursory examination of United States history survey textbooks shows that few mention student activism at all except in the late 1950s and 1960s. In fact, except for discussion of the origins of public education before the Civil War in the North, and during the Reconstruction in the South, and some discussion of the role of schools in “Americanization” of immigrants in the early twentieth-century, the history of education is generally missing from textbooks. Schoolbooks do not examine the history of schooling. Higher education pops up for discussion of the Morrill Land Grant Act (1862) which gave federal land to states to fund public (“land-grant”) colleges and universities, then generally disappears for a hundred years. Many textbooks discuss, at least briefly, young people and their culture in the 1920s. However, the image of the young woman as “flapper” is generally presented with no ties to campus life or consideration of the changing place of women in higher education. Some texts do mention the role of students in the radicalism of the 1930s. More texts mention the role of the GI Bill of Rights on college enrollment, but few relate it to the political activity of students themselves (or the effect on women’s enrollment). Many prominent monographs about the 1930s omit any mention of students and campuses from the discussion of the turmoil of the period.

In some countries student protest has been deliberately written out of history texts to avoid embarrassing the government (and perhaps to avoid
rekindling similar protests). Only recently, since 2000, with a change of political parties in power in Mexico, have that nation’s textbooks begun acknowledging the massacre of hundreds of students and others in Mexico City in 1968. In the United States the issue seems to be less a matter of direct censorship than historians’ own downplaying of the significance of student political activity and of the political role of education. Perhaps it is also the avoidance of difficult issues. The role of students in the civil rights movement can be rightly, and without much controversy, portrayed as heroic; their role in more radical groups, some of which advocated more radical goals, or more violent methods are harder to fit into a conventional narrative. The divisions in student groups like the SNCC and SDS reveal issues of racial and gender conflict that are not easily dealt with by iconic photographs or eloquent speeches. The use of violence by the SDS spin off the Weather Underground has been hard to fit into a progressive historical narrative without resort to good radicals/bad radicals rhetoric. Especially since the violence of September 11, 2001, historians may be cautious about acknowledging violence that has been part of student activism.

Of course much historical memory is carried on outside of textbooks and outside of the classroom. Memories of social movements are transmitted in other ways -through word of mouth and oral tradition and in local or mass popular culture. Mass media now plays a key role. As a result, in the United States the word “Tienanamin” conveys an image of repression of students in China. “Kent State” carries some of the same force. Famous photographs of each violent incident, and in the case of Kent State, a song by Crosby, Stills, Nash and Young, have kept these images alive, while the shootings of students at Jackson State, Mississippi, at about the same time, are less visible. Films portray the uprisings in Europe in 1968. However, the word “Tlatelolco,” despite more attention in United States media since the election in 2000 of Vicente Fox as president of Mexico and the opening of official records, is less familiar to most Americans. That massacre of hundreds of students and others in Mexico City in 1968 was overshadowed in the U.S. media by the Olympics a month later (and by the dramatic photo of the black power salute by four U.S. athletes).

“The Port Huron Statement,” written in 1960 by members of the SDS became a major document of the New Left. Its critique of U.S. society and call for participatory democracy helped introduce a new ideology on the left, a new approach to social change, and to the role of students. While books about the sixties discuss The Port Huron Statement at length, it rarely makes the cut in textbooks. The phrase may ring a bell for some people, but is not exactly the answer to a question on television quiz shows. The Vietnam military veteran is a prominent figure in popular culture, but the anti-war “veteran” is likely to be a figure of ridicule (as in the film “Forrest Gump”)
or ignored. While in Mexico and Europe student radicals have been the subject of serious films, in the United States, even in films about the civil rights movement, student activists are at best, “ghosts.”

Still, memories persist, are perpetuated, and redefined. Student activists who have gone into government, journalism, teaching, union organizing, filmmaking, public history, and the arts carry their memories into the U.S. culture and help shape collective memory. Sometimes memory is deliberately revived. In the aftermath of the murder of students by the National Guard at Kent State on May 4, 1970, the university administration, like the state government tried to pave over the past, and in doing so created new student resistance. The administrators also rejected a memorial, which portrayed biblical figures Abraham and Isaac (signifying the willingness of patriarchs to sacrifice their children); the sculpture went off to Princeton University (which presumably wouldn’t let the National Guard on its campus). Forty years later, Kent State University has a memorial and a Web page that discusses the war on campus.

On some campuses, small ones like Oberlin in Oberlin, Ohio or large ones like the University of California at Berkeley, students (and staff, and faculty, and presumably, administrators) do have a sense of their campus traditions. Indeed, some students choose their college based on that image of the school and its students.

At many schools, there is less history of activism or perhaps less memory. Students come to college with no knowledge of past activism and no idea of their own potential role as activists. Campus culture may appear as predominantly vocational; students may see it as a site of sports or parties not debates or barricades. On campuses with existing student political organizations, this can change as students are moved to deal with specific issues and look for a way to act on their concerns. On other campuses, though, there may be no carry over.

Teaching the history of student activism should be an integral part of teaching about social movements and political history. However it may also offer students a way to approach their own concerns as well as to understand the dynamics of historical change. It can teach them to examine the institutions of which they are a part, and to think of social structures as shaping their own lives, not just abstractions somewhere out there to be examined abstractly.

Like the textbooks that skip over the history of education, many history (and other) courses ignore the history of students and their role in society. There is something a little bizarre about a dynamic in which students and faculty seriously examine every institution except their own. It is also ironic when faculty who are engaged in struggle over campus governance issues leave that behind when they enter their classrooms. Should democracy on
campus be discussed in class? Will it interrupt the day’s lecture? There is of course the obvious problem of teaching about students questioning authority. What happens to your authority? Alert students may suggest that academic democracy begins in the classroom.

Whatever its risks, teaching about student activism can help students place themselves in the university and in the world. It can also have the effect of leading students to look off campus after first looking on campus. As students in the past forged connections with other students and other groups, those learning about such movements will see their connections to students in other countries, to other young people, and to other groups in their communities. Historians can teach about student activism in classes at all levels—graduate courses, upper division classes, survey classes, high school classes, and elementary schools.

My own experience has been teaching a senior seminar on the history of student activism, an upper level course on the 1960s, and the United States history survey from 1877 to the present. The survey, an introductory level class that fulfills a university requirement, presents particular difficulties and opportunities. However all of the courses include a mixture of students who may be more or less receptive to a discussion of student activism.

I teach at the University of Southern Maine (USM), a public university where many students are the first in their family to go to college, many are older students returning to school, and many are enrolled part time. There is some political activism on campus but most students in my classes are not connected with it and are generally unaware of it. In all of the classes it is important for students to find out about past and present student activism on their own campus. Guest speakers, from Students Against Sweatshops for example, and student newspapers from the 1960s and 1970s, make the subject more immediate. Students Against Sweatshops has been especially effective at combining concern with international and campus issues. The group has pressed universities to ensure that clothing (especially for sports) purchased on campus is purchased from companies guaranteeing decent working conditions for their employees. Increases in parking fees also perk up interest in activism. So do wars and disasters.

The first night of the senior seminar, after discussing what the point is of such a capstone experience, the final requirement for their major, and finding out what the students think about the subject, I show part of the film “The Way We Were.” It is a surprising film and in its own way a good portrayal of campus radicals in New York in the 1930s. The romance between two depression era students—working class radical Barbara Streisand and wealthy but literary Robert Redford—mixes with political discussion of class, capitalism, the rise of fascism, and finally the moral dilemmas posed
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by McCarthyism. It sets up many of the issues of the class, including that of cultural representations of campus life and the construction of individual and collective memory.

We then turn to reading and discussion of the history of higher education based on Helen Lefkowitz Horowitz’s discussion of the history of different campus cultures. Students write a brief paper on what cultures or subcultures can be found at USM. Their first response is sometimes that there is no campus culture, by which they mean that students just come and go. After looking around the campus and interviewing other students and staff, however, they do find parallels to the reading, especially with the description of the “outsiders,” those who do not fit into traditional campus groups like fraternities and sports. We move then to the question of who controls the university—“Who Rules?” This is often a new question (like asking who decided they all have to take a language other than English, or who sets the parking fees) and elicits considerable interest. There are many texts they could read. However, I have them read chapters from Thorstein Veblin’s *The Higher Learning in America*. Most students find it barely readable, but Veblin’s ideas about the role of businessmen in controlling education seem quite modern. Students report back to the class on who rules USM namely, who is on the board of trustees and how they got there, who isn’t on the board and why not, what role students play as tuition payers, what is the connection with the state legislature and governor, who is the president of the university and what does he do? A positive aspect of this assignment is that the university administration becomes aware that students are asking questions.

We then return to the student movement of the 1930s, and students read a contemporary account by a then Columbia University student James Wechsler, and two historians’ interpretations. Wechsler’s experience as editor of the college newspaper points out the importance of the campus press in student political activity. The expulsion of another student editor, Reed Harris, from Columbia (for his having the temerity to challenge collegiate football) shows a fear of free speech and free press that has been a characteristic of administrative responses to student protest. In an editorial, Harris called college football a “racket” and suggested that players be hired and paid outright instead of receiving hidden subsidies. The student activism of that period reveals connections with the past and with other groups like unions, civil rights groups and farmers. The role of the students at City College of New York (CCNY) argues against explanations of student activism based on students’ elite status (and time and money). That movement also shows connections between U.S. students and those in other countries. The “Oxford Pledge” of 1933, for example, in which British students
swore never to fight “for King and Country,” was picked up by U.S. students as a pledge not to support the United States government in any war it might conduct (except perhaps in case of invasion). Students in the 1930s who were against both war and fascism were torn in a way that may seem familiar to students who oppose war and who condemn individual terrorism and state terrorism. The fact that many who took the Oxford pledge later did fight “for king and country” does not eliminate the value of knowing that such a refusal is an option. Those who watched the British and United States governments “preemptively” invade Iraq in the spring of 2003 could know that patriotism has not always been defined by obeying orders.

This case study also sets up the research assignments for the rest of the course. The first paper/oral report is a study of student activists as represented in a cultural text. The second is a study of a student movement in a country other than the United States. These two work together to take the students and the student movement beyond the campus and beyond their country. The culture is tied in with the class reading of a novel portraying student activism or about an incident related to it. One semester we read about Mexican students in Calling All Heroes by Paco Ignacio Taibo II. In another semester we read about South African resistance in My Son’s Story by Nadine Gordimer. In the future we will read The Lion and the Iroko: A Play by Chinyere Grace Okafor, who portrays students as part of the opposition to the Nigerian government.

For this assignment students can examine films, novels, political speeches, monuments and public art, and music. Students may focus on the United States, other countries or both, and represent any time period. In practice, students have generally selected music and films, including “Biko,” “The Big Chill,” “Running on Empty,” and “The White Rose.”

Moving to the 1960s we can draw on new and comparative scholarship, as well as memoirs and first hand accounts. Vania Markarian’s discussion of debate about the Mexican student movement traces the development of discourse and analysis of that movement over the last forty years, since 1968. In some ways it is similar to that in the United States and other countries as official and unofficial, academic and activist voices look for new ways to “speak of 1968.”

Martin Klimke’s essay on the connections between the 1960s movements in Germany and the United States adds a transatlantic perspective that breaks down boundaries within scholarship about students and movements in general. His use of theories about the origins and developments of social movements and Markarian’s use of analysis of language to understand such movements offers students models for understanding how change occurs and the role students can play in social transformation, that is, changing
the world. Similarly, sociologist Doug McAdam’s *Freedom Summer* presents a combination of committed scholarship and methodology analyzing participation in the civil rights movement that students find useful and opens up ways of looking at movements.26

Primary sources include interviews, published documents, and documents and other material on the Internet.27 For a comparative view, in addition to their paper, students each select a country discussed in *1968: The World Transformed* edited by Carole Fink, Philipp Gassert, and Detleff Junker.28 Unfortunately, good books on student activism have gone out of print.29

Finally, to reinforce the point that student politics is both local and international, students read Elena Poniatowska’s account of the Mexican government’s suppression of the Mexican students in 1968.30 We combined the discussion with two guest speakers, one our Latin American historian, the other a mathematics professor from Chile whose first-hand account of growing up under the government of General Augusto Pinochet caught the students attention a way the books did not.

Speakers who talk about their own experience in the 1960s also work well in the upper division class on the 1960s and the introductory level United States history survey. Students by now have often heard Vietnam military veterans speak, sometimes in history classes. However, except for some whose parents, or now sometimes grandparents were involved in the civil rights movement or antiwar movements, the voice of student activists is new to them. A combination of a Catholic pacifist, a member of the October League, a Marxist group that focused on organizing the working class, who worked in a factory in New Orleans, and a woman who went from sixties activism to working with a shelter for battered women in Maine, offers students a view of the diversity of the movements they read about in books. One of the weaknesses of much writing about the 1960s is, ironically, or perhaps not, its lack of inclusiveness, and its segmentation. Some monographs and overviews do attempt to show links among movements, for example, Sara Evans in *Personal Politics: The Roots of Women’s Liberation in the Civil Rights Movement and the New Left*.31 Two books that can add different ways of looking at student activism are *Seeds of the Sixties* by Andrew Jamison and Ronald Eyerman, and *Catholics and American Culture: Fulton Sheen, Dorothy Day, and the Notre Dame Football Team* by Mark S. Massa.32 One important aspect of looking at periods like the 1950s during which students appeared to be apolitical, is that we can see that politics can take different forms. For example, discussion of Rachel Carson and *Silent Spring*, her path breaking 1962 study of the impact of DDT, shows that environmental concern predates the the creation of Earth Day in April 1970. Since the 1970s, interest in the environment and ecology has been especially
strong on campuses. Students can see the connection of on campus efforts to conserve energy and national and international political work.

Documentary films like the “Eyes on the Prize” series, “Freedom on My Mind,” “Berkeley in the Sixties,” “The War at Home,” “America Coming Apart,” and, somewhat problematically, “The Sixties,” are useful in a variety of classes. At the same time, for the survey course, the autobiographies of Anne Moody, for the civil rights movement, and Ron Kovic, for a Vietnam veteran’s view of the antiwar movement, provide voices from the 1960s that the students can read and compare.

One of the most common themes of recent writing about the sixties and the legacy of student movements of that era has been the idea that “the personal is the political,” that issues of individual life, whether about sexuality or child care, access to education or choices of majors, are relayed to social attitudes and institutions. Some accounts of student activism focus on a split between those who emphasized culture and individual change and those who emphasized structure and group change. But the desire for both cultural and structural change has been deeply embedded in student dissent. Caught between the end of World War II and the beginning of the cold war, a student at the University of Wisconsin, wrote on behalf of the “Pogo For President” campaign:

A vote for Pogo is a vote for Life and for one’s self. A vote for any politician is a vote for government, and what it is for: fear, coercion, regimentation, war, death. . . . When economic exploitation, social and moral coercion, sexual misery leave the streets, when freedom has meaning for the individual and is not a word which stimulates him to slaughter those who have less of it, then it will be because we spontaneously from below made it so.

Peace is not legislated. Governments are for the birds. Vote for Pogo, or, better yet, don’t vote.33

Some student activists would disagree with the rejection of voting and politics, but the desire for an individual role in bringing about change, and the need to have those individual voices heard, ties together the movements of students around the world and gives them strength.

Notes
7. I have taught these particular courses at the University of Southern Maine since 1987. I also included student activism in courses I taught at other universities. These courses have all been influenced by ideas of colleagues and the work of many scholars and activists. There is also a larger body of scholarship on the role of public schooling on the elementary and secondary level and the connection to social control and Americanization. A classic is Samuel Bowles and Herbert Gintis, Schooling in Capitalist America (New York: Basic Books, 1976). Student activism in high schools and elementary schools deserves more attention. The role of young students in the Civil Rights movement is a case in point.
10. For example, see John A. Andrew, The other side of the sixties: Young Americans for freedom and the rise of conservative politics (New Brunswick, NJ: Rutgers University Press, 1997).
14. The film “Mississippi Burning” is perhaps the best example of this. Supposedly about investigation into the murder of civil rights workers, James Cheney, Andrew Goodman, and Michael Schwerner, the film makes them and their colleagues in the movement invisible and gives a key role to the FBI. On the other hand “Ghosts of Mississippi” does offer a more realistic portrayal.
16. For a discussion of the history of campus cultures, see Helen Lefkowitz Horowitz, Campus Life: Undergraduate Cultures from the End of the Eighteenth Century to the Present (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1987).
17. The senior seminar, “Student Activism in Historical Perspective,” attracts students interested in that subject but also students who need a seminar at a particular time.
22. See student newspapers of the period, for example, “War Against War,” editorial, Brown Daily Herald 22 March 1933; Columbia Spectator 3 April, 1933.
26. Doug McAdam, Freedom Summer (New York: Oxford University Press, 1988). For the almost all white students, it also raises a question for them of what they would have been or would be willing to do.
29. Modern technology comes to the rescue here. For example, students can locate at Columbia the interviews done for Ron Frazer, ed. 1968: A student generation in revolt (New York: Pantheon Press, 1975).
30. Elena Poniatowska, La Noche de Tlatelolco (Mexico City: Ediciones Era, 1971); English translation, Massacre in Mexico (Columbia MO, University of Missouri Press, 1989).
33. “Pogo For President,” University of Wisconsin Daily Cardinal 30 October, 1952.
Can the Mexican student movement of 1968 offer any guidance to those who are now looking critically at their society, either in Latin American or in U.S. campuses? Journals, newspapers, pamphlets, and books published in Mexico between 1968 and 2000 reveal that successive generations of Mexicans have learned various lessons from the student movement, reinterpreting it in accordance to their specific needs at a given moment. A revision of the last thirty years of public debate shows how actors and ways of talking of these events have changed over time, slowly reaching beyond the narrow circles of former leaders and activists to center the attention of wider sectors of the citizenry. If anything, this revision indicates that, as long as there are social actors willing to root their aspirations for social and political change in history, the achievements and effects of the student movement will remain open to further interpretation.

The first one to grasp this conclusion was probably the Mexican government, which wanted the popular imagination to remember 1968 as the year of the Olympic Games. After all, preparations for the first Olympics to be celebrated in a Latin American country had taken a long time and vast resources. But, instead of athletes, images of students protesting in the streets fill our minds when we think about 1968 in Mexico. In fact, the student movement of 1968 is today one of the most powerful Mexican political myths. Every political actor refers to these events in order to legitimize his or her voice in Mexican politics. Past and present volley back and forth in
the political game: narratives of the events of 1968 support present-day political positions, which, in turn, act upon these narratives.

The “night of Tlatelolco” epitomizes public references to this year. The night of October 2, 1968, gunmen of the Mexican repressive forces killed several men, women, and children participating in a student rally in Tlatelolco Square in Mexico City. Thirty years later we are still learning what exactly happened that night: how many people died, who gave the orders, and who shot. But whereas the investigation of these issues has been extremely slow and difficult, public debates have only increased in these past three decades.

Until the 1960s, the government of the Partido Revolucionario Institucional (PRI) had been clearly popular—even though not thoroughly democratic—thanks to several decades of economic growth, civilian rule, and international peace. Most of the Mexican citizenry agreed that their country had created its own path towards economic development and political stability in Latin America. Official labor and peasant organizations provided the regime with a popular base, which resulted in the creation of a corporate state. The scarce efforts to express dissent were systematically subdued by the government and its allies. Sooner or later, the structures of the PRI ended up absorbing or eliminating every attempt at articulated protest. In the 1960s, however, the perceived end of the long period of “stabilizing growth” gave rise to the claim for a more pluralist political scene to debate the new dilemmas facing Mexican society. It soon became obvious that there was widespread resentment with the authoritarian style of the governing elite.¹

All this discontent erupted in the mobilization of secondary school and university students in Mexico City, which rapidly secured support throughout the urban middle classes in the country. Since they took to the streets in July 1968, the students attracted public attention by criticizing the current political regime, rather than with specific claims involving superior education. Even before the October 2 massacre, repression against the students who took to the streets was intended to stop criticism of the long-lasting government of the PRI. In the period immediately after October 1968 and until 1970, during the last years of the presidency of Gustavo Díaz Ordaz, the government harshly repressed student mobilization and silenced public debate about it.

The day after October 2, 1968, government spokesmen offered the first official version of the events. Other officials repeated this version in the following months. Although they could not produce clear evidence to support their story, they all attested that “provocateurs” had fired shots at the army when they were approaching Tlatelolco Square, killing both students and soldiers. They also referred to the participation of “foreign forces,”
blamed intellectuals angered with the government for inducing the students to take to the streets, praised the response of the government, and concluded that there were no obstacles to the celebration of the Olympic Games. A former student leader and a well-known writer collaborated with the government in spreading this version. Mexican newspapers and journals reproduced it, paying almost no attention to other opinions.

Foreign media, however, devoted lengthy pages to the opinions of the few student leaders who were not jailed, published declarations by leftist groups, and interviewed several dissident intellectuals. The resignation of writer Octavio Paz from his post as Ambassador to India was probably the most significant gesture, since it seriously damaged the image of reconciliation that the Mexican government was selling to the world. Although these dissident voices could not agree either on a precise explanation of what had happened on October 2, mainly differing in how many dead and injured there had been, all of them coincided in characterizing the student rally as nonviolent and rejected the extraordinary violence displayed by the government. In the two years immediately following October 1968, however, these voices were clearly marginal in Mexican politics. The official truth was repeated endlessly whenever the issue of the student movement was brought up in public.

The inauguration of president Luis Echeverría in 1970 changed the terms of public discussion of these events. He aimed at getting rid of the accusation of being responsible for government repression (as Minister of Interior during the Tlatelolco massacre). He released student leaders from prison and met lingering demands in the universities, increasing government resources for higher education. But Echeverría also continued to repress the opposition and failed to investigate abuses by the repressive forces. This position, however ambiguous, opened up a space to protest government repression of the student movement of 1968.

Unlike the pro-government books and pamphlets that appeared before 1970, the most important publications of this new period openly opposed the official truth. In 1970 and 1971, writers, journalists, and essayists (Carlos Monsiváis, Octavio Paz, Elena Poniatowska, Luis González de Alba) denounced repression and referred to what had happened in Tlatelolco as a watershed in Mexican politics that had revealed the true nature of the current regime. From then on, testimony and written pieces became the main genres to deal with 1968.

Many student leaders and activists recently released from jail used 1968 as a way to explain their political positions. Some saw in the continued repression of political opposition a reason to embrace guerrilla movements, both urban and rural. Others began to participate in the new political spaces opened up by the ruling party with the specific aim of suppressing dissidence.
among students and intellectuals. In between these two extremes, many went back to their activism in universities or began to collaborate with peasant and working-class organizations. All these options showed that the former members of the student movement had different ideas on how to resume their involvement in politics. But for all of them, 1968 was the main reason for renewed political commitment; they all focused on this year to account for the course of their political involvement.

Government repression defined their political experience. Despite this emphasis on government brutality, there were no consistent attempts to investigate what had exactly happened on October 2. Those who presented themselves as the victims of repression could not identify specific culprits or name the alleged hundreds of dead in Tlatelolco. Instead, they kept repeating distressing images and metaphors of death. They blamed the authorities and the regime, but could not offer any supporting evidence for their accusations, beyond their own imprecise testimonies. The importance of testimonial authority disregarded the expression of opinions legitimized on other bases, such as academic analysis or research. Public discussion of the student movement was therefore confined to former leaders and leftist activists, more worried about their own internal issues than about including other types of approaches to understanding 1968.

José López Portillo, who succeeded Echeverría as president, avoided polemics and urged Mexicans to leave the past behind, forgetting all controversies and accusations. But the tenth anniversary of the movement offered a new opportunity to talk about 1968. Some took advantage of the anniversary to publicly attack the portrayal of the movement presented by the former leaders and activists; they asked for documentation and investigation to replace personal testimony. In 1978, in fact, a small number of essays and academic works addressed 1968 from a more analytical point of view. In general terms, all these works referred to the student movement as a significant historical event, emphasizing its call for democracy and its resistance to the authoritarianism of the government. Although these works did not appeal to testimonial authority but to the need for analysis and research, their authors were, once again, former leaders and other activists closely related to the student movement. In a similar way, only leftist groups participated in the rallies commemorating the tenth anniversary of the movement. Debating about 1968 was restricted to, in the words of Carlos Monsiváis, the “ghettos” of the left.

In the 1980s, the range of participants in public debates about the student movement of 1968 widened. The broad network of organizations that arose as a result of the inefficiency of the government in dealing with the 1985 earthquake in Mexico City made everybody recall the mobilizations of 1968. In 1986–1987, a new student conflict opened up public discussion
about the 1968 movement, and its similarities and differences with current events. Although the protesters targeted now university authorities and not the political regime, some of the new leaders claimed 1968 as their inheritance, and some former leaders felt that their struggle was being continued by the Mexican youth. More generally, the now aged leaders and activists of the 1960s took the opportunity to rethink their past under a new light; they argued that the legacy of the 1968 movement was a valuable experience of self-organization before governmental arbitrariness.

At the same time, political opposition to the PRI government could finally organize at the national level, making democratic liberties the center of its campaign. The drafters of the manifesto of the new coalition considered the 1968 student movement part of their political background. Many former student activists joined the new party. With their incorporation into a political movement of national scope, their memories and opinions about the 1968 student movement reached a greater audience.

Closely associated with the extended claim for democratic reforms in the country, 1968 was proving politically powerful. It was already a foundational myth for several generations participating in Mexican politics. Starting in the mid-1980s, a shared set of beliefs and explanations favorable to the student movement enabled the enlargement of spaces and actors involved in discussing the events of 1968. This understanding became common knowledge about 1968—open defense of the reaction of the government was now clearly marginal. Born out of the testimonies and writings of the previous years, this common knowledge had much larger repercussions.

Testimonial genre continued to be the privileged way of talking about 1968, and there were few analytic approaches. The most common style was now a nostalgic, personal, and quotidian form of testimony. Instead of the previous politically-informed accounts by former leaders and intellectuals, anonymous voices began to tell their own versions of this past, in which the main novelty was the remembrance of the 1960s not only as the age of political commitment, but also as the flourishing time of counterculture. They coincided with leaders and intellectuals, however, in considering current political changes as the positive outcome of the student mobilization of 1968. The political content of this shared knowledge was milder, with continuous references to democratic liberties and almost no remnant of the earlier radical and revolutionary language. The extreme version of this new, sometimes apolitical, reading of the movement was a widespread interpretation in New Age terms, with strong emphasis on its spiritual content.

Together with the democratic vindication of the movement, there was another important innovation in the public debate about 1968, especially regarding government repression. Up to this moment, none of the former
protagonists had precisely identified the culprits and documented casualties. It was not until the late 1980s that public references to 1968 were framed into a discourse that called for investigation of these and other repressive acts. These demands were made in the name of the human rights of the victims and as a condition of democratic change in the country.

In other Latin American countries, human rights organizations had denounced government repression since the beginning of the 1970s. Although governments consistently refused to investigate allegations and repressed denouncers, these organizations became reliable sources of information for the international community. But the transnational network developed in this period was focused on countries under openly authoritarian governments. With an elected civilian government and an international position respectful of human rights, Mexico did not attract their attention. In the late 1980s, negotiations of a free trade agreement with the United States and Canada led the Mexican government to take extra care of its international image. At the same time, once Argentina, Chile, and Uruguay made their transitions to democracy, the transnational human rights network began to look at other countries. As a result, the number of Mexican human rights groups grew from four in 1984 to 200 in 1993.25

On the twenty-fifth anniversary of the events of 1968, the language of human rights shaped the public debate about student mobilization and governmental repression. This is revealed in the foundation of a Truth Commission, which was the first attempt to create an independent organization to investigate and document the actions of all the participants involved. However, without any government support and very limited resources, it could not achieve its goals.26 But it articulated a new way of coping with the recent past, where knowledge and denouncement prevailed over speculative accusation and political diatribe. Simultaneously, a group of ex-leaders and activists promoted the creation of a public space in the city to honor those who had died in October 1968. The monument, a series of plaques with the names of the twenty casualties they could clearly identify, was inaugurated with the biggest rally ever in commemoration of October 2, 1968.27

Although neither the Truth Commission nor the monument could meet the expectations of their promoters, falling short in their search of evidence, they showed a deep change in the ways Mexicans dealt with 1968. They made accountability an unavoidable condition for real democracy in Mexico. In these two initiatives, the student movement represented something bigger than the antecedent of current democratic movements, just as the deaths of October 2 represented more than the martyrdom of the youth or the revelation of an authoritarian system. With this new language, 1968 was the main symbol of every act of violence and abuse that had not been investigated—only knowing the truth could prevent government abuse.28
For example, the insurrection started in Chiapas in January 1994 under the banner of indigenous rights came to reinforce this new discourse about 1968, not because of its radical content, but due to the reaction of the government. When the army began to brutally repress the insurrection, many brought up the specter of Tlatelolco, asking for “truth and justice” and demanding a thorough investigation of the role of the armed forces in the 1960s and 1990s.29

The majority of the commemorations of the thirtieth anniversary of the student movement referred to democracy, human rights, and truth telling. This emphasis made 1968 increasingly appealing to wider sectors of the Mexican population. In part, this trend reflected the fact that the “1968 generation” had reached leading positions in Mexican politics and society. But at the same time that their political experience was becoming the object of public respect, many former activists and members of younger generations contested the idealized democratic content of the 1968 student movement and wondered why nobody was able to name the alleged hundreds of dead. They argued that truth telling and investigation were the responsibility of everybody.30

It is still too early to evaluate how the past two years have affected public discussion of the student movement of 1968. With the end of more than seventy years of PRI-dominated government, official silence has loosened, revealing the existence of new sources and materials that will surely improve our understanding of these events.31 But this opening is only part of the change. On the anniversary of October 2 in 2000, then President-elect Vicente Fox paid his first homage to the dead. Those who had always commemorated this anniversary could not agree on specifics and, for the first time in many years, organized two different rallies.32 If the new official voices do not belong to those who had legitimized their political participation in 1968, the latter still have to learn how to oppose a government that is not controlled by the PRI. How to speak of 1968 in a country that is trying to change its political structures and culture is the challenge of this new time.
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“You, Mr. Senator, and your like, are just a bunch of criminal bandits. I have certainly not come here today to serve any of your dirty purposes.” With these words, Karl-Dietrich Wolff, the former head of the Socialist German Student League (Sozialistischer Deutscher Studentenbund, SDS), proudly addressed Senator Strom Thurmond, chair of the Senate Internal Security Subcommittee, on March 14, 1969. “The least thing I could do here [ . . . ] is bring the message that the victories of the movement in the United States are considered our victories, that the repression against the radical movement in the United States which is being stepped up is repression against us. The economic and political interdependence of our societies has made international solidarity more than just a moral duty to speak up for the oppressed anywhere. [ . . . ] We know that we are not alone.”

Wolff, who was subpoenaed to the hearing after a speech at George Washington University, the “official” reason being a visa irregularity, turned it into a political happening and simply left when he had had enough. As Philip Carter wrote in the Washington Post: “Der Zirkus, which is German for circus, played briefly before the Senate Internal Security Subcommittee yesterday, but closed abruptly when its star performer stalked out of his act and into the Capitol’s long history of showbiz. The sudden exit [ . . . ] made him the first witness ever to walk out of an open session of the subcommittee.”
Wolff’s appearance before the United States Senate subcommittee can be seen as symbolic for the interconnectedness of the German and American student movements of the 1960s. However, it is not only indicative of this close relationship, but also an expression of the transnationality of the sixties’ revolt. The relationship between the German Socialist Student League (Sozialistischer Deutscher Studentenbund) and the American Students for a Democratic Society movements of the 1960s exemplify the international dimension of protest during that decade. The American Students for a Democratic Society and the German Socialist Student League are both incidentally abbreviated SDS.

**Historicizing the Sixties**

Due to the rise of grassroots movements critical of globalization and in particular, recent international outpouring of protest against the war in Iraq followed by the emergence of the catchphrase of world public opinion as the “second global superpower,” the international dimension of protest movements has gained the attention of a broad audience even outside academic circles. The display of worldwide disapproval with U.S. actions in numerous countries in the spring of 2003 evoked images of anti-war demonstrations in the 1960s, which have ever since that decade been able to capture the public imagination. In trying to come to terms with the 1960s themselves and its protest movements, however, historians are often blessed by an exceptional dilemma. In addition to their own research, they also face an abundance of contemporary witnesses who have been dominating the debate ever since and continue to supply their mostly illuminating accounts of those years. Unfortunately, active or passive involvement in the historical events described combined with an ongoing political utilization and supposedly scandalous media coverage of the 1960s often times stand in the way of a critical historiographical analysis of this decade. Over thirty years later, the revolt of the younger generation and its historical consequences are thus still unusually controversial. Parliamentary debates, an increasing wave of new books and a fundamental public controversy over the actual legacy of the sixties exemplify this situation. Although historians are pressing to overcome the stalemate between alternate recollections of former activists and their adversaries, they only seem to be at the beginning of a historical investigation of the legacies of protest within the individual countries during the 1960s.

In Germany as well as in the United States, the sixties are therefore slowly beginning to move from an era mostly characterized by individual recollection to one of historical reflection and reconstruction. As archives gradually open and time passes, historical scholarship has begun to take on the task of
examining that decade and especially the protest movements in greater detail, acknowledging their extreme diversity and contradictoriness and deconstructing the mythology that has evolved around it; a precondition for any serious historical evaluation and balanced interpretation of the decade’s legacy.7

As a consequence, the urge to assess from an international perspective the underlying reasons for movements that shattered established orders and radically questioned traditional values virtually simultaneously in France, West Germany, Italy, Japan, the United States and many other parts of the world has been progressively increasing. The questions posed by the temporal coinciding of all these protest movements, their similarities and differences, and in consequence, their possible mutual influences have been raised in historical scholarship, but have not been answered satisfactorily with regard to the underlying causes for and a thorough analysis of this phenomenon of global unrest. Recent studies illustrate the attempt to examine the global aspect of this phenomenon, yet a systematic and empirically solid study attempting to understand how it was possible for political activists from different geographical, economical, political and cultural frameworks to construct a common perception of their protest is still a desirability.8

A closer look at two student movements of the 1960s with long-lasting legacies in their respective countries analyzing their mutual perceptions, cooperation and exchange thus seems to be a promising starting point to approach this phenomenon.

The Student Movement in the United States and West Germany

At the beginning of the sixties there were only a few signs of an emerging student movement in the United States or in West Germany.9 The Students for a Democratic Society (SDS), which was to become the biggest and most influential student organization of that decade in the United States, was forming very slowly as a youth organization of the Old Left. It gradually drifted away and eventually also split organizationally and theoretically from the Old Left in the wake of the “Port Huron Statement” of 1962, which became a key document for the formation of the SDS and its breakaway from Old Left ideology. The Port Huron Statement rejected the cold war consensus and, drawing on the ideas of a New Left mainly developed in Great Britain by C. Wright Mills, provided a program for a multiple-issue organization, which would use students and intellectuals as agents for social change with universities as their basis.10

The American SDS was also involved in the civil rights movement and worked closely with the Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee (SNCC), but also started its own projects to fight domestic racism and poverty.11 The publicity and importance of the Freedom Summer and the rise
of the Free Speech Movement in 1964 additionally fueled its membership. However, only the escalation of the war in Vietnam was able to transform the American SDS into the engine of a mass student movement. This, together with an increasing militancy in the civil rights movement, further broadened the New Left’s basis and politicized more and more students, inspiring them to more active political engagement. Furthermore, the war in Vietnam seemingly connected the domestic struggles to other anti-colonial and liberation movements in the Third World and also fostered active student resistance and anti-war demonstrations on campuses all over the United States in 1967. This was nurtured by an adaptation of the ideas of Herbert Marcuse, Franz Fanon and other theoreticians on the Left. The year 1968 then proved to be a watershed for the American SDS and the New Left in terms of their eventual demise: the continuing departure from the organization’s original pledge to nonviolence, a growing radicalization and the dominance of revolutionary theories, along with the influence of international and domestic events and their interpretation ultimately tore the organization apart. During the following years, the organization lost its coherency and with it its mass basis, dispersing into various ideological factions and splinter groups.

The largest student organization on the Left in West Germany in the 1960s, the German SDS, followed a very similar path during that decade. The organization, originally associated with the Social Democratic Party (SPD) in West Germany, also had to cut its ties in the early sixties after a period of ideological alienation and estrangement. Having achieved its institutional independence, the German SDS sought a new theoretical stance and was attracted to the theories of the upcoming New Left as well. It similarly engaged in the university reform debate, pursued the democratization of the university, and refused any political utilization or economic interference with the strict independence of the academy. It was only when students at the Free University of Berlin saw this democratic and progressive ideal severely threatened by various incidents that they started to protest openly, unconditionally demanding the implementation of free speech on campus in 1965.

The German SDS only rose to mass movement status, however, in June 1967, after a demonstrating student was killed by the police and protest erupted nationwide. It had already adopted the issue of the war in Vietnam and interpreted it in a larger anti-imperialist scheme, thus connecting their anti-war protest to anti-colonial and Third World liberation movements. The student organization also tried to work together with other domestic protest movements during the 1960s in Germany, such as the Easter March campaign and the rising opposition against the emergency law legislation.
Political tactics of strategic provocation, such as sit-ins and various other forms of protest, as well as an amalgamation of the ideas of George Lukacs, Herbert Marcuse and Che Guevara’s focus theory put forward by Rudi Dutschke (one of the intellectual forerunners of German SDS) profoundly influenced the German movement. Just as the American movement, it peaked in 1968 and disintegrated shortly after, dissolving its main organization in 1970.

Even this brief outline demonstrates that the protest movements in West Germany and the United States reveal many structural similarities and ideological affinities. They have therefore already been the subject of various comparative historiographical accounts. Nevertheless, it has not yet been attempted to trace their contacts, mutual perceptions and transatlantic connections and interactions systematically, and in an empirically solid way.

When thoroughly investigating the relationship between the German and American SDS throughout the sixties, one is rather surprised by the richness of sources and broad range of connections that can be unearthed by an analysis of media coverage on as well as personal interaction and intellectual affinities between the two. On the American side, the coverage of the German student movement in the New Left Notes (NLN), the publication of the American SDS, from 1966–1969 reveals an increasing awareness of a shared struggle and the emergence of a collective, international group identity between the German and the American SDS. Although the coverage of the European student movement was at first rather cautious and very sporadic, the years 1967 and 1968 saw a change from mere acknowledgment to open solidarity and desired cooperation. Attention mounted sharply after the shooting of Rudi Dutschke and the spectacular uprisings of students and workers in Paris in May of 1968, which fostered extensive reporting of the actions in Europe. The Inter-organizational Secretary of the SDS, Carl Davidson, made this clear when he hoped that “the recent dramatic struggles of the European New Left students will change some of our [the American SDS] isolationist attitudes.” For him, global cooperation was even more attractive in the case of West Germany due to the presence of U.S. troops there and the fact that ”a variety of programs [. . .] could be developed, co-coordinating international actions around Draft-resistance, desertion, or attacks on the CIA, NATO, and other military alliances.” Apart from that, Davidson stressed the similarities of the West German student movement with the American one:

Of all the advanced capitalist countries, the New Left in West Germany (SDS) faces conditions most similar to our own: a dominant ideology of anti-communism, basic unity between supposedly opposing parties
in parliament, a neo-Nazi upsurge similar to Wallace, manipulative mass media, and an apathetic public submissive to authority. German SDS began much like us, as a breakaway student group from the Social Democrats. [ . . . ] A few years ago, the presence of some American New Left radicals in Berlin influenced the German radicals into adopting ‘new’ forms of opposition, quite familiar to us: sit-ins, mass rallies, and counter-institutions.18

Likewise stressing its international awareness, American SDS discussed the German movement at its 1968 National Convention and included it in its resolutions:

We recall as well that it was a year ago this week that a member of German SDS was murdered by German police while his organization was protesting the Shah’s presence in Bonn. The fight for tyranny is international because tyranny is international. Your fight against the Shah, the fight of German SDS against Kiesinger, of the French against deGaulle, of the Japanese against SATO—these are a few of the current fronts of a single war. We are your allies and brothers.19

Other reports on the German student movement further emphasized their strong affiliation, sometimes only by describing the German movement as “learning from the American movement” or “just as the American SDS.”20 This indicates that parts of the American movement were becoming increasingly of their inspirational role and influence, and in return tried to intensify the relationship to a closer cooperation on equal terms.

Another available source of information for the American New Left was the established press in the United States, which naturally presented a very different picture of the German student movement. The general U.S. press never lost sight of the geographical and political position of West Germany, so that cold war considerations often overshadowed its coverage. The situation in West Berlin, one of the centers of the student protest, was perceived as particularly tense and as a serious concern for American foreign policy. The fear was that East Germany, and, in turn the Soviet Union, were welcoming the student unrest, even secretly supporting it, and that in consequence these riots would disturb the relationship between the United States and West Germany.21 In addition, the seemingly anti-American elements of German student protest were perhaps the most important aspect in the whole mainstream coverage of the German student movement. Newspapers and periodicals that reported on events in Germany strongly emphasized this point.22 All of this reveals a high degree of awareness of the seriousness of the situation not only as representing a student riot or massive social protest, but also as having consequences on the international political scale, one of whose focal points was Berlin.
Apart from the implications for United States foreign policy that the press drew from the German student movement, the comparison to domestic events was apparent. The U.S. press not only saw close similarities between the two movements, but also viewed the actions of protesting the war in Vietnam as especially important for the German movement. It observed that the war was able to bring the two movements closer together because they could identify with a common cause for protest, something which race relations and university reform had not provided to that extent. That this process subsequently led to further connections between the United States and German SDS did also not go unnoticed in the press, which even commented upon the transfer of U.S. protest slogans to the German youth or solidarity demonstrations in the United States.

Conversely, when examining the coverage of events in the United States in the German press, the picture is disproportionately more differentiated, manifold and complex. The leftist German media for example, among others the publication of the German SDS, the Neue Kritik, focused on particular issues and acknowledged a common cause as far as New Left ideology and opposition to the war in Vietnam were concerned. However, it also elevated exclusive U.S. problems such as race relations to its agenda. It presented a plethora of information on events in the United States and openly discussed practical experience gained there as well as new ideas that were being developed across the Atlantic. A cross-section of the leftist media in Germany therefore illustrates a high degree of awareness and cultural, ideological and practical identification of the German student movement with its U.S. counterpart.

In the early sixties, the German SDS can be seen as not only drawn to New Left philosophy from Great Britain, but also observing developments on the American Left, where the writings of C. Wright Mills had a particular impact. The ideas developed by Mills thus found their way to Germany, influencing the German SDS with regard to its own position in the structure of West German society. A phase of heightened awareness of the theoretical and practical approaches of the New Left in the United States set in as early as 1963. From then on, coverage of the U.S. protest movements and especially their demonstration techniques (which were also proposed as a guideline strategy for the German SDS and provoked a fierce debate within the organization) followed. Particularly the events in Berkeley in 1966 and 1967 often served as a frame of reference for the German SDS as far as protest strategies and their results were concerned.

However, by far the most coverage involved opposition to the war in Vietnam, which can thus be seen as the most important single issue that connected the two movements. Interestingly enough, for the German movement this war not only exemplified another imperialist conflict in which its
own federal government was somehow entangled through its alliance with the United States, but it was also seen as an embodiment of a re-arising fascist threat creeping through an imperialist U.S. policy. United States war techniques, strategy, reasons and justifications given for fighting were constantly seen against the background of National Socialism. From that angle, the war in Vietnam became a war that was also fought within West Germany against potential authoritarian tendencies in the still relatively young West German republic. The impulse caused by this parallel had special consequences for the German student movement and its radicalization, although it was also vital on a European and global level. Moral outrage, political analysis and a close ideological affinity for the U.S. opposition against the war were therefore combined with a particular feeling of historical guilt resulting from German history. This historical encumbrance nurtured the drive and the pressure to take action even more.

The established German press also served as a readily available source of information for the German students with respect to the U.S. movement. The university reform debate, the Free Speech Movement and other events at U.S. campuses were the object of intense coverage. The transfer of protest techniques, strategies and concepts of counter-institutions were seen as an open embodiment of U.S. influence and a transfer of that phenomena to the German setting, in which representatives of the U.S. SDS also actively took part. As in the United States, cold war politics overshadowed press coverage in Germany. The German press often branded the student movement at home and in the United States as having been infiltrated by Communist agitators, thus making them threats to the established cold war status quo. The press was especially aggressive when it saw possible consequences for West Germany itself, such as the protection of West Berlin or the stationing of U.S. troops in West Germany. Considering all this, one comes to the conclusion that the established German press also saw striking parallels between the two student movements as far as their New Left roots, their protest techniques and strategies and even their issues were concerned, which it very often saw transferred to Germany. It also very alertly watched all developments in the United States, therefore acting as an extremely rich transatlantic channel of information.

In addition to the media coverage in both countries, the German and the U.S. movements also had a plethora of personal and institutional contacts which they could rely on. Both organizations enjoyed a steady, institutional relationship that began well before the sixties through their common membership or affiliation with organizations such as the International Union of Socialist Youth (IUSY), but also established direct contacts through personal channels. Already in the early sixties, Tom Hayden and other members from the early American SDS were acquainted with Michael Vester
from the German SDS, whose 1961–1962 stay was sponsored by the Fulbright exchange program.\(^{36}\) Equally searching for a theoretical base in the rising New Left movement, they not only engaged in productive intellectual exchange of ideas but also in organizational cooperation. As Hayden acknowledged, Vester, who was present at the Port Huron conference, was “instrumental in the adoption of our present stand on the German question” and strongly pointed to their common ideological stance, out of which mutual information, cooperation and solidarity developed over the years.\(^{37}\)

It was Michael Vester, who had a decisive influence on the introduction of the American New Left to the German student movement. Through his demand for the transfer of ideas mainly practiced in the United States by the civil rights and anti-war movement to Germany, he supplied a theoretical framework for the notion of nonviolent civil disobedience and teach-ins to a German audience that would soon come in touch with these new forms of protest through events at the Free University in Berlin, thereby placing them in a larger agenda of a New Left ideology. Thus, his writings are largely responsible for the introduction of what historian Wini Breines has termed “prefigurative politics” to West Germany, meaning the effort to create and prefigure in lived action and behavior the desired society, the emphasis on means and not ends, the spontaneous and utopian experiments that developed in the midst of action while working toward the ultimate goal of a free and democratic society.\(^{38}\)

In the years ahead, this understanding of politics would become a decisive feature of the German student movement, when public conventions or rules were strategically violated or ridiculed to capture the attention of the public, all of that in preparation for a long term, broad based social and cultural change.

Yet another example of this personal, transatlantic exchange was Karl-Dietrich Wolff, president of the German SDS from 1967–1968. Wolff spent a year in America as a high school student and after his return to West Germany closely followed events of the leftist movements in the United States. At the Vietnam Congress in West Berlin in 1968 (also a peak of transatlantic cooperation with representatives from various U.S. protest movements) he then established further contacts, which were the basis for his lecture tour through the United States and Canada in February/March 1969, during which he stressed the need for an “International Revolutionary Alliance.” As mentioned at the beginning, he was subsequently subpoenaed to a hearing of the Senate Internal Security Subcommittee, where he was asked to elaborate on the connections between the German and U.S. movement.\(^{39}\) Similar contacts can be traced in abundance for people from both sides, who were despite their geographical distance very much informed about each other’s events and perceived the movements in the different countries
essentially as one. Particularly interesting examples that challenge the assumption of transatlantic diffusion as a one-way street are the experiences of Patty Lee Parmalee and Elsa Rassbach, who were American activists living in Berlin and were familiar with both protest movements. They, like other activists in Berlin or West Germany, were widely involved in activities of the German movement, but also injected their own issues, such as GI-organizing and Black Panther solidarity.40

Another aspect facilitating these personal contacts were the close intellectual affinities of the two movements. Besides the common New Left roots stemming from the British New Left and C. Wright Mills, the German-born philosopher Herbert Marcuse not only provided through works such as One-Dimensional Man, a significant intellectual inspiration for the two movements, but also actively engaged in efforts to connect them institutionally.41 Marcuse was part of a whole generation of German emigrants who had a particular influence on the development of the protest movements in Germany as well as in the United States. Having escaped the National Socialist persecution, many emigrants went into exile in the United States and from there exerted a decisive influence on the emergence of the American New Left.42 They had loosened themselves from the old dogma of the workers being the sources of revolutionary change early on and found the interest of the young generation with their theories on human alienation in modern society caused by anonymous institutions as well as an analysis of the early writings of Marx. In Germany, the reception of these emigrants was predominantly through U.S. channels and only started having a decisive influence on the German SDS in the mid-sixties, long after the return of the members of the Frankfurt School Max Horkheimer and Theodor Adorno.43 Marcuse, as the most influential representative of these emigrants can thus be seen as another important intellectual link between the two movements and as a personal embodiment of the impact of the Frankfurt School on the American left. He and the other emigrants, who only partially returned to West Germany, developed a radical critique and rethinking of capitalism which was taken up by the young generation of the 1960s. As Kurt Shell described this intercultural exchange:

The impact of the ‘Frankfurt School’—as illustrated by the person Marcuse—was almost as profound on the American New Left as it was on the German; a strange case, without precedent in American history, of essentially metaphysical German theories affecting a mass populace in America. It may, in this instance, be perhaps as valid to speak of the ‘Germanizing’ of American youth [ . . . ] but because of the rediscovery of these ideas after World War II via America and loaded with a specifically American change it seems justified to accept it as an example of ‘American’ influence.44
As becomes apparent, an empirical illustration of the interconnectedness between the student movements in West Germany and the United States provides fertile ground for a further exploration of the internationality of sixties’ protest. To analyze this phenomenon, historians of the 1960s’ student movements in Europe have hitherto argued that these should be seen and investigated as social movements, using methodological tools and theorems provided by sociology to analyze them. However, when considering the evidence presented above, existing explanatory schemes circling around theories from social movement research do not seem to be sufficient. Different cultural frameworks, misperceptions and resistance, as well as the complex processes of acculturation or creolization are all too often neglected by these approaches. In addition, they ignore the international historical framework of the cold war as well as intercultural processes before the 1960s. Several leading social movement scholars themselves have, as a consequence, already voiced substantial doubts about the comprehensiveness and persuasiveness of these theories with regard to sixties’ protest. Therefore, to escape the trap of overstretching the social movement approach, it seems appropriate to broaden the analytical perspective by taking into account transnational structures and relations.

Reflections for Further Research

The second half of the twentieth century was characterized by an increasing international exchange of economic, social, political and cultural ideas. With regard to the analysis of international relations, the field of “diplomatic history” has recently been trying to account for these phenomena with historiographical models that transcend the nation state, in other words, could “internationalize” historical approaches. Especially groundbreaking in this regard has been the influential shift away from state-centered activities and the proposal of a “cultural approach to diplomatic history,” which is mirrored in the works of Akira Iriye, Frank Ninkovich, Jessica-Gienow Hecht and others. The inclusion of social and cultural factors into the history of foreign relations has been made fruitful for many studies. Undeniably, it also contributed to an explicit shift from theories of one-sided “cultural imperialism” to processes of mutual intercultural transfer. Following from this “cultural turn,” concepts that include both processes of cultural transfer and comparative perspectives, as well as theoretical frameworks of a “transnational” or “intercultural” historiography have been advanced.

In the context of the case study at hand, a closer look at the relationship between West Germany and the United States applying this more comprehensive perspective is particularly enlightening. The multifarious political, economic, and cultural exchange between the two countries during the cold war early on reached an incredible intensity due to the specific situation of
occupation, economic support, re-education and political dependency after
1945. These intercultural processes have in recent years been revaluated
and more complex theories of “Americanization” and “Westernization”
have been introduced into the debate, which can also be of great value for
the analysis of the student movements. Accordingly, in the first decade
after World War II, U.S. “cultural diplomacy” decidedly aimed at a demo-
克拉泽ization of German political culture, in other words an “Americaniza-
tion from above.” The years after that, reaching from 1955 to 1965, can,
however, be viewed as a starting point for a “grassroots Americanization,”
where official political goals are complemented and even replaced by an
immense cultural influence on West German society and the political land-
scape. However, with the increasing actions of the civil rights and Free
Speech movements, U.S. prestige among the young generation gradually
began to change. It became increasingly clear that the general discontent
among the younger generation, which had already transcended national
boundaries, had been swelling ever since the fifties. What added to that
dissatisfaction among the younger generation in West Germany was the
legacy of the German past and the after-effects it still had on the young
republic, which in their perception had not successfully mastered its legacy.
In addition, the notion that even the United States, which had been viewed
as a democratic model, guiding spirit and leader of the supposed free world
was waging an ever escalating and questionable war in Southeast Asia led
many to revolt against what was believed to be a cynical version of democ-
克拉泽y.

By that time, similar feelings of disillusionment concerning the United
States that had already developed within that country, found their way to
Europe, where they fundamentally challenged the previous image of the
United States among parts of the young generation. Hence, the split per-
ception of the United States was one of the dominating concepts for the
New Left in West Germany because it vehemently clashed with previous
images. As Richard Pells wrote with respect to the European perception of
America in the 1960s:

America might be racist and repressive, but it also supplied the lead-
ers and the troubadours of the revolution: Malcolm X and Bob Dylan,
Angela Davis and Joan Baez, the Students for a Democratic Society
and the Jefferson Airplane. A young person living in Austria, Hol-
lard, or Italy could denounce the imperialist in the White House and
the Pentagon while at the same time learning from the media how to
emulate the adversarial style of the American counterculture and the
tactics of the civil rights and antiwar movements in the United States.
Since most of those counter-cultural items originated, or had strong roots in the United States, it is hard to brand their import as simply anti-American. The anti-Americanism it included mainly consisted of a critique of the official U.S. government, thus understanding itself as predominantly anti-imperialism and as such being a further expression of intense mutual relations and an additional degree of American cultural influence. In other words, it was an anti-Americanism of “With America against America,” as it has been aptly labeled in recent studies. These ambiguous images were part of the intercultural, transatlantic network and exchange between the two movements. West German and European students selectively adopted, modified and used American counter-cultural imports, thereby turning them into their own.

Therefore, future research on the student movements should follow the lead in current historiography of transcending the nation state and not only dedicate itself to comparative analysis, but broaden the approach towards an international history which is multicultural as well as multidimensional and reconsiders sixties’ protest in its global context. For the case at hand this would mean taking into account not only the protest movements themselves, the intercultural transfer of ideas and social practices between them and their respective domestic repercussions, but also the international framework of the cold war in which they developed and operated. In addition to extending the analysis of U.S. cultural influence into the late 1960s, this would involve a closer look at the reactions student or youth protest prompted on various governmental levels, e.g., with respect to U.S. institutions in West Germany or United States foreign policy planning, as has already been demonstrated with respect to the policy of “détente.” To evaluate the significance U.S. officials attached to the student protest, the examinations of U.S. cultural diplomacy efforts also need to be extended into the 1960s. A further analysis of the long-term effects of American cultural diplomacy at the receiving end of this “fourth dimension” of American foreign relations could then enable us to assess in how far postwar American elites with respect to West Germany succeeded in creating what Oliver Schmidt has labeled a “civil empire of co-optation,” where its limits were, and how, or if, it was transformed during that decade.

Because, as far the U.S. and West German student movements are concerned, their common bond which had been cultivated through their countries’ official relations, emigration and exchange even before the sixties was also a product of German-American associations after World War II. Out of this historical constellation a transatlantic counter-alliance between the two movements was eventually created. This “imagined transnational community of protest” and counter-elite positioned itself against the official
free world policies of their own countries in the cold war, whose governments had to and did react to this challenge in various ways. The transnational experience thus had an essential influence on the emergence and formation of the two student movements. As a result, these movements then played a significant role in paving the way for a substantial change of the domestic social and cultural systems. At the same time, this Americanization process further strengthened, as an expression of an increased cultural globalization, the rise of a global consciousness, thereby shattering so-called geopolitical realities of the cold war.

Today’s transnational protest movements must therefore despite their idiosyncrasies be connected to this historical context and the historical development of a cultural internationalism which intensified drastically during the second half of the 1960s and the following decade, as is reflected in the rise of international, non-governmental organizations concerned with the preservation of fundamental human rights, nuclear disarmament or environmental issues. As Margaret Keck and Kathryn Sikkink have elaborated in *Activists Beyond Borders* with respect to that growth:

The new networks have depended on the creation of a new kind of global public (or civil society), which grew as a cultural legacy of the 1960s. Both the activism that swept Western Europe, the United States, and many parts of the world during that decade, and the vastly increased opportunities for international contact, contributed to this shift. With a significant decline in air fares, foreign travel ceased to be a privilege of the wealthy. Students participated in exchange programs. The Peace Corps and lay missionary programs sent thousands of young people to live and work in the developing world. Political exiles from Latin America taught in U.S. and European universities.

When Karl-Dietrich Wolff was subpoenaed to testify before the Senate Internal Security Subcommittee, on March 14, 1969, the interconnectedness of the two student movements and the international system their respective countries were placed in as allies was all too clear to him and to his questioners. Being pressed to elaborate on the comparability and connections between the German and U.S. SDS, Wolff lashed out against the, in his view, imperialist complicity of the two governments, making it very clear that he considered the protest movements of the 1960s as unrestrained by national borders:

As I said before, you do not see that there are problems in our society which are the same in West Germany and in the United States or at least very similar and you do not see that we are up to debate about them now and that we are up to realize that our interests are the same.
You see, you have been conspiring for a long time. We do not need to conspire. And our efforts to create an internationalist consciousness has [sic] only started [. . .].

How and to which degree this other cold war alliance composed of students could succeed in this aim, and in which way this contributed to a change in their respective societies and the post-war world order at large, remains the topic of future historical research not only on the transnationality, but indeed ultimately, on the global dimension of the sixties’ revolt.
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SECTION II

Students in Unions—Rethinking the University
On 19 September 2003, four thousand workers at Yale University ended a two-and-a-half-year campaign for a fair contract, winning back subcontracted jobs, increasing wages, and nearly doubling pensions. The strike included dramatic actions by unlikely participants, beginning with an overnight sit-in by eight retired workers at the Yale Investments Office who demanded (and got) a meeting with Yale’s Endowment Manager David Swensen, and ending with thirteen Latino temporary replacement workers, escorted by managers across a largely African American picket line in the center of campus, deciding to join the strike. Strikes are nothing unusual at Yale, but rarely have they been so short and successful. At a time when many workers were forced to accept take-backs, the unions at Yale pulled off a stunning victory while striking for less than a month. The reasons for their success included an aggressive campaign to support organizing rights for other Yale workers, and an ambitious alliance with local activists, church leaders, and politicians, aimed at making the university a better corporate citizen in New Haven.

The campaign at Yale was also able to draw strength from an unusual coalition taking shape within the national labor movement, which aims to reverse declining union strength by dedicating greater resources to organizing new groups of workers and pooling resources to take on large companies or to build union density by geographical area. Informally dubbed the “New Unity Partnership,” the coalition came to life the weekend before strike’s
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end as carpenters, Teamsters, health care workers, and textile workers poured into New Haven by the thousands for a march that shut down the city for the afternoon. AFL-CIO president John Sweeney took an arrest in a mass civil disobedience with other national labor leaders and more than 150 rank-and-file union members. The Yale drive is a microcosm of this new organizing philosophy, both in the extent of community organizing that has accompanied the contract fight, and the intense cooperation between two international unions, the Hotel and Restaurant Employees International Union (HERE) and the Service Employees International Union (SEIU).

The movement growing in New Haven is nothing less than a fight to preserve the vitality and integrity of universities and unions, two of the basic building blocks of democratic society. Graduate teachers and researchers at Yale have played an integral role in this fight. Universities now face a crisis on several fronts. First, decreasing government funding has led university administrators to place increasing weight on economic criteria in evaluating academic research. Second, increasing corporatization is eroding freedom of speech and the intellectual community on campus. Third, universities have increasingly cut themselves off from the life and problems of the communities in which they are located and the larger society as a whole. Confronting these trends will require both organization of academic workers on a national scale, and strong local alliances between these teachers and researchers and others in their communities.

The Importance of Democratizing Universities

The Graduate Employees and Students Organization (GESO) has fought for more than a decade to win union recognition for more than two thousand graduate teachers and researchers at Yale, organizing well before receiving official federal sanction to do so. Even since the 2000 ruling by the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) that extended employee protections to graduate students at private universities, Yale’s president and provost have repeatedly expressed their determination to fight unionization efforts in the courts. GESO has therefore chosen a locally focused strategy, building strong alliances with Yale’s two recognized unions, HERE Locals 34 & 35, and with the two thousand workers at the Yale-New Haven Hospital who also seek union recognition. The March, 2003 one-week walkout marked a significant moment for the alliance, as graduate student employees, including a group of research scientists, joined members of the existing unions on the picket lines for the first time.

The academic organizing movement has exploded over the last decade, spurred by decision-making at universities that is increasingly indistinguishable from the corporate boardroom in its lack of democracy and relentless
pursuit of profit. That there is a crisis in the academic labor market is by
now common knowledge—an awareness due in no small part to organizing
efforts. Grim statistics about the academic job market and the corpora-
tization of universities fill the pages of professional association journals
and *The Chronicle of Higher Education* and are increasingly common fare
in more popular magazines and major daily newspapers. The editorial
boards at the *New York Times* and even the *Wall Street Journal* have written
in support of graduate employees’ efforts.

But there is more at stake with the changes in the university than the
future job prospects of aspiring academics. GESO’s alliance with the other
Yale unions has helped us to contextualize the casualization of our labor as
part of a larger economic process through which corporations extract in-
creasing profits at the expense of their workers through downsizing and
subcontracting. Because of universities’ central place in an information
economy, the patterns of employment and economic decision making within
the academy have larger ramifications for many other workers.

Equally urgent is the question of what role universities will play in our
society. Will scientific and medical advances be available to a broad section
of the public, or be restricted to a wealthy few? Will education be considered
a basic right for all, a public good, or a rare privilege? It is no accident, for
example, that corporatization of higher education has been accompanied
by a rise of private schooling and decreasing public commitment to fund
education at all levels.

Expanding corporate involvement and influence in research and the de-
valuing of teaching through innovations like distance learning and on-line
courses both undermine the control of teachers and researchers, while em-
phasizing the profit potential of our work. Yale is at the forefront of both
these trends.

The Patent and Trademark Act Amendments of 1980 (better known as
the Bayh-Dole Act) allowed universities, for the first time, to patent discov-
eries that had been supported with public money. The result has been a
sharp increase in the number of patents issued to universities, more than
two thousand each year by the mid 1990s. Supporters of the legislation
argue that it has made a growing number of discoveries available to the
public and encouraged private investment in research at universities. But
with the federal government providing more than 60 percent of the funding
for academic science research, it is hard to escape the impression that Bayh-
Dole has in fact made universities a conduit for converting public money
into private profit.

The consequences of such corporate partnerships have come under scrui-
tiny at Yale with a controversy around d4T, a crucial anti-retroviral drug
used to treat AIDS. In the spring of 2001, the international humanitarian
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group, Doctors Without Borders, launched a campaign to make d4T available more cheaply in South Africa. Although d4T was originally invented at Yale using primarily government money, Yale granted an exclusive license to Bristol Meyers Squibb to produce the drug, which generated more than $2 billion in sales under the brand name Zerit. At the time of the campaign, Yale had received over $120 million in profits from Zerit. As part of the campaign, GESO circulated a petition that was signed by over six hundred Yale graduate students and medical staff calling on Bristol Meyers Squibb and Yale to release the patent to the drug. One of the signatories on the petition was the inventor of the drug, Dr. William Prusoff, bringing into sharp relief scientists’ lack of control over the results of their work in the current corporatized university environment. Under public pressure, Yale released the patent shortly thereafter.

If scientific discoveries are the most obvious and hotly contested sources of potential profit at universities, distance-learning technologies provide an opportunity to increase revenues in other fields as well. In fall 2002, a distance-learning venture (AllLearn) jointly backed by Yale, Oxford and Stanford began offering ten-week enrichment courses. Although AllLearn is a non-profit company, one does not have to look far to see a potential future of greater corporatization. In June 2002, the Chronicle of Higher Education reported that the for-profit on-line educational consortium Universitas 21 “plans to offer its first product, a master’s degree, throughout Asia in early 2003.” Later in the article we learn that it “should cost about $7,500 and take about 18 months to complete.” A Merrill Lunch study estimates the potential international education market outside the United States at $111 billion per year. It is not surprising that the first degree available from Universitas 21 is an MBA. This is the logical endpoint to the trends of downsizing departments and casualizing academic labor: a faceless interaction over a computer in which the only courses offered are those with large market demand among a global elite who can pay for them, with educational value reduced to an assessment of “credible academic brand names.”

Unfortunately, it seems that many leaders within the academy are more inclined to celebrate corporate models than to consider the dangers of such trends. Yale President Richard Levin has repeatedly referred to universities as “engines of economic growth.” In a May 2001 speech with that title at Tsinghua University, he made clear his fully market-driven view of how the academy should set its priorities. The speech celebrated the tradition of a broad-based liberal arts education as the perfect training for today’s business leaders. In this view, academic freedom and critical thinking are valuable insofar they meet a corporate agenda for quick response in a cut-throat world. In Levin’s laudatory description of universities as “America’s primary basic research machine” there was no acknowledgement of the ethical
issues involved with the privatization of important scientific knowledge. Of the “active long-term projects with great economic potential” his first example was mapping the humane genome.

Levin’s speech in China fits into a larger vision for Yale as a global university. Globalization provides a central focus for the humanities at Yale, just as huge investments in biomedical research do in the sciences. At the core of these plans is the Center for the Study of Globalization, founded in 2001. Through a fellows program, the Center gathers potential leaders from around the world to be mentored by Yale faculty and to develop networks among themselves. The Center will also host “Track II” diplomatic negotiations to bring together opposing sides of political conflicts for informal discussion. Such an elite focus is not surprising given the model that Yale now provides to the international community: one of a wealthy institution with little internal democracy and a feudal relationship with the surrounding city.

But even proponents of corporate models for education occasionally admit the fundamental incompatibility between the search for profit and the educational mission. While celebrating the structure of American scientific funding for providing “a virtual free market in ideas,” Levin has acknowledged that it is precisely the lack of market pressures that makes scientific inquiry possible: “Universities, in their unending, unadulterated search to know, are uniquely situated to undertake such long-term research without worrying about its commercial application and payoff—a luxury that profit-seeking private industrial firms cannot afford.”13 Left unanswered is what happens as the public space for basic research and inquiry erodes. This is the space where organized teachers and researchers can and must intervene. Today’s generation of young academics stand on the frontlines of a battle to maintain universities as invaluable repositories for democratic and non-corporate values.

The Fight for Free Speech
Yale has become famous not only as a university where scholars conduct world-class research, but also as an institution unparalleled in the academy for its disregard and contempt for its workers and its surrounding community. The union fight exists at the nexus of this contradiction, fueled by the vision of academic excellence based on respect for, rather than at the expense of, human dignity. The systemic disrespect for workers at Yale was noted immediately by a consultant hired (and less than a year later, dismissed) by the university administration at the beginning of the most recent round of contract negotiations. The consultant suggested that fundamental change would be needed to turn around a “highly adversarial
and dysfunctional relationship” (with one manager quoted describing the university’s labor strategy as “somewhere between union containment and union avoidance”), and recommended that Yale “manag[e] its own employees as if they were capable of independent thought.”

The administration’s resistance to unions has gone so far as to undermine the basic values that should be at the core of university teaching. The administration has adopted a portrayal of union activity as outside of and even antithetical to the university’s educational mission. This was evident in the letter sent by the Dean of Yale College to undergraduates leading up to the March 2003 walkout. After assuring students that their classes would continue normally in spite of a teaching assistant (TA) strike, he continued: “Undergraduates will be expected to meet their academic responsibilities as scheduled. Students should understand that they are free to cross a picket line to meet their academic responsibilities.” Graduate students’ decision to boycott classes in support of that strike was characterized by several administrators and faculty as anti-intellectual.

Most troubling has been the attack on union speech and the use of police presence to limit free association. In September 2002, constables at the Yale-New Haven Hospital (YNHH) arrested eight union members for leafleting at the entrance to the building where they worked and charged them with first-degree criminal trespass, carrying a sentence of up to one year in prison. The NLRB had already upheld unfair labor practices charges against the hospital for police harassment of its own workers. This time, the hospital administration argued, because the workers were employees of the University, they were within their rights to arrest them. Although the hospital eventually dropped the charges and the City of New Haven stripped YNHH constables of their arrest powers, abuses of police power to harass union members and supporters has continued. Just weeks after these incidents at the Hospital, two undergraduates were detained by Yale University police for handing out pro-union leaflets to parents outside of a Parents’ Weekend panel.

Private security guards (in March, their uniforms and cars declared them to be literally “Pinkertons”) appeared at the entrances to Yale buildings and drove around campus during the 2003 strikes. During the September strike, GESO members were detained repeatedly when entering Yale buildings with pro-union signs. One member in the history department, wearing a sign that read “Stand up for Change at Yale,” was stopped while entering the university medical center for an appointment. In response to a written complaint, the medical center director defended the policy of barring people wearing signs from entering the building because of its alleged “potential for disrupting the provision of health care.” Several other graduate students wearing pro-union signs or distributing union leaflets were stopped
by police and threatened with arrest at the entrances of academic buildings and in the library. In another case, a rank-and-file union organizer in the chemistry department was stopped in his building by Yale police after talking to colleagues about the union, detained for more than a half-hour in the central hallway of the building, and told that it was illegal to conduct union business on Yale property.

Reconnecting to the Community

In his 1955 history of Yale, George Wilson Pierson described campus upheavals of the 1920s, when students protested against trustees on the Yale Corporation who “seemed more concerned for financial stability than educational morale, more interested in buildings than in books,” and who “[w]orst of all . . . were strangers.” The basic issues remained unchanged in the fall of 2001, when Reverend W. David Lee, an alumnus of the Yale Divinity School and pastor of the Verrick AME Zion Church in New Haven, petitioned for candidacy to become a trustee on the Yale Corporation. Backed by a coalition of local clergy, community groups, and unions, Lee gathered signatures from more than four thousand Yale alumni to win a place on the ballot. His campaign focused on the need for a community-based voice on the corporation, and he pledged to make himself accountable to students and residents of New Haven.

In spite of support from the local community, political leaders, and many alumni for Lee’s election bid, the response of the Yale administration was swift and harsh. The Association of Yale Alumni nominated only one candidate to oppose Lee, rather than the usual five or six. Their choice, architect Maya Lin, whose projects include the Vietnam War Memorial and the Women’s Table at Yale, seemed calculated to divide the sympathies of liberal alumni. Trustee Kurt Schmoke, who, legend has it, engaged in a hunger strike in support of labor struggles while a law student, led the official attack on Lee’s campaign. In a June 2002 letter, after the conclusion of the election, Schmoke complained that Lee’s campaign had tainted the alumni election process and proposed reforming the system to prevent such a threat in the future. A coalition of wealthy alumni ran full-page ads in the alumni magazine and sent out mailings criticizing Lee’s “relative youth” and “lack of professional distinction.” More unbelievably, they attacked Lee for being “beholden to special interests,” a reference to his ties to the Yale unions. Many students, alumni and community groups would point out the irony of this charge, given the array of corporate interests represented by sitting trustees. In the face of such institutional hostility, Lee lost the election.

Just as Yale’s governing board has no room at its table for a leader of the local community, its vision of New Haven almost entirely overlooks the
city’s current residents. The contrast of Yale’s wealth and New Haven’s poverty has long been a sensitive topic for those on both sides of the university walls. One in fifty New Haven residents are incarcerated, and one in five live in poverty.\textsuperscript{21} Educational testing scores in the public schools are the lowest in Connecticut.\textsuperscript{22} As New Haven has lost the manufacturing base that once provided the bedrock of the economy, residents have been left with low-paying service jobs, or no jobs at all. Yale, like many other universities, has become the economic hub for a de-industrialized city as well as a generator of wealth in the national and international information-based economy. Today, one in four jobs in New Haven is at Yale University and Yale-New Haven Hospital.

The Yale administration’s plans for economic renewal in New Haven revolve around the development of a biotech industry. In spite of rosy predictions that sound suspiciously like Reagan-era trickle-down economic theories, the $1 billion of investment in biotech so far has not generated many jobs or significant tax revenue for the city. Because many successful companies leave New Haven after taking advantage of development incentives, biotech provides only 1.6 percent of the city’s tax base, and only 400 jobs.\textsuperscript{23} Furthermore, university officials are vague about how a few high-tech jobs will translate into economic benefit and needed employment for the city’s more than hundred thousand residents. Yale’s profoundly undemocratic vision for economic development stretches beyond jobs into policies for real estate investment, housing and policing that are aimed at gentrifying the downtown area. Skyrocketing housing prices and the controversial proposed conversion of publicly-subsidized housing units into luxury apartments have prompted the local weekly newspaper to ask, “Whose Livable City Is It?”\textsuperscript{24}

The Connecticut Center for a New Economy (CCNE), a non-profit organization affiliated with the Yale unions, has been building an organized base across New Haven’s neighborhoods to demand greater democracy in local economic development plans. As teachers and researchers within the university, GESO members have found that we can play an important role, working together with members of the community, in encouraging Yale to act more responsibly and to play a positive role in the social fabric of New Haven.

The work of CCNE has brought the unions together with community leaders to demand a new social contract between the Yale administration and New Haven. The planks of the proposed contract include improving access to Yale jobs for New Haven residents, expanding employee homeownership programs, and increasing Yale’s financial contribution to the local budget. Although Yale is New Haven’s largest property owner, it pays less tax on its growing number of commercial properties in New Haven than it
does to New York City. A fair share contribution would begin to address the revenue shortfall that New Haven experiences because of Yale’s tax exemption on more than $1 billion dollars of property.

The Yale administration has responded to these critiques by stressing its direct and indirect economic contributions to New Haven, and by pointing to the payment-in-lieu-of-taxes (PILOT) program, under which Connecticut taxpayers make up a portion of what Yale would owe in property taxes through an annual grant to the city. However, in spite of millions of dollars of advertising and the efforts of Yale’s Office of New Haven and State Affairs, city residents appear unconvinced by Yale’s declarations of its largesse. In July 2003, the Board of Aldermen passed a resolution calling on Yale to voluntarily make up the difference between the PILOT payment and what it would owe in property taxes (about $12.5 million) and initiating an investigation into the possibility of repealing a special tax exemption held by Yale and several other Connecticut universities.

The issue that perhaps most galvanized the union-community alliance was debt collection practices at YNHH. In the spring of 2003, CCNE published a report, which found that the hospital was employing unusually aggressive tactics in going after poor patients who were unable to pay their bills, including wage garnishment, property foreclosure, and adding court costs to patients’ bills. Between 1994 and 2003, YNHH filed liens on more than nine hundred homes in New Haven owned by hospital debtors. In spite of a $37 million dedicated “free bed fund” to provide free care to the indigent, many poor patients who might have been eligible for such aid had not been informed about its availability. State officials got involved as well, with the Connecticut Attorney General bringing charges against YNHH for misuse of free bed funds and the Connecticut legislature passing a new law cutting the maximum interest on hospital debt in half, to five percent.

**Beyond Tenure**

Because the problems that we face can seem monumental, it is important for graduate employees to realize the considerable power we hold. Even at a university with an endowment like Yale’s, tuition and research grants make up 42 percent of the annual operating budget. Without us, much of the teaching and research simply do not occur. Unionization, by providing an institutionalized voice that is backed by the economic power of our labor as teachers and researchers, provides academics the opportunity to protect our futures, while pressuring universities to live up to their educational mission.

The structural changes that will come through increased union density in the academy are only a small part of the difference we will make. Even
more important are the qualitative, personal transformations that occur through academic organizing. In my experience at Yale, it is rank-and-file GESO organizers who most tenaciously hold on to a stubborn idealism about what the academy can be, and who are most willing to take risks to safeguard the intellectual community.

The labor movement has two powerful lessons to offer academics: the necessity of collective action to secure personal freedom and the importance of respecting our work. Unionization encourages us to throw out the myth of the cloistered scholar and the illusion that we can individually win our right to a voice through hard work, brilliance, and a recognized, secure position within the university (tenure). We realize that we will not secure academic freedom through personal dedication or bravery (although there is plenty of room for these), but will have to reclaim it through organization and collective action. By supporting each other and engaging with the entire community around us, we help create space where academic debate can thrive and scholars can afford to take risks in their work.

Even more importantly, unionization puts us back in touch with the truth that intellectual work is indeed work and should be respected as such. How many times have I heard (or even said) that what we do as academics is really mostly fun, just sitting around reading books? Who among us has not had our moments of thinking, “I can’t believe that they pay me for this!” But these kinds of attitudes denigrate the very thing that is most valuable about the academy—the opportunity it provides to do interesting and rewarding work in an atmosphere of respect and dignity. These are precisely the things that are most endangered within a capitalist economy. To downplay their value is to surrender to evaluating our work in market-driven terms and to fail to appreciate the crucial role universities play in safeguarding democracy. Worst of all, when we become convinced about the worthlessness of our own work, we are unwilling to fight for it and put ourselves more readily in the service of those in power.

Universities need to be public spaces where the needs of human beings come before the pressures of the market. Although some faculty worry that unionization could institutionalize the corporatization and casualization of the academy, my experience in GESO has instead encouraged me to think about the social importance of my teaching and research. For us to impart the humanistic values and ideas that lie at the heart of education to our students, we need to recover those ideas for ourselves. Today’s academics face a market-driven logic that discounts intellectual work as unimportant and views education as mere job training and credentialing. By taking seriously the work we do and developing strong alliances with fellow workers and residents in New Haven, GESO is training a new generation of socially-engaged young scholars with a strong vision for a transformed academy.
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Though I’ve had the conversation hundreds of times, I’m always a little bit nervous when I’m waiting outside a classroom. I peek in to make sure the class isn’t over yet. I make sure that I have my cards. In this moment when I’m waiting for the conversation to begin, what I’m about to do always seems, just for a minute, daring, like a step into a new world.

Once the door opens, anything might happen. I will ask, right away, about some of the most intimate aspects of another person’s life—money, childcare, health insurance, power, respect. I am not talking to a friend. I have, at this point, no personal relationship with the teacher behind the door. Yet I have learned more about graduate school from these conversations than I could ever know from my experience alone. I have listened to graduate students talk about the mechanics of credit card debt and the second jobs that they take on to pay it off. People have told me about all kinds of health problems. I have heard about being a single mother and facing the disdain of a department chair, and about what it feels like to be a new mother and teach a course with a newborn in a basket by the desk. A single mother has told me of the disdain of her department chair, and a new mother has described teaching a course with her newborn in a basket by the desk. People have confided in me about the power their advisors casually and genteelly wield. And I feel at times that I have learned as much about the anxieties and evasions of the academic life from the people who have turned away from me—too busy, shy or afraid to talk.
The door opens. Students trickle into the hallway. Almost always some linger behind to ask a last question or make an appointment for office hours. When they leave, ten or fifteen minutes later, the teacher starts to pick up her stuff, and just then, at last, I knock on the open door.

“Hi,” I say. “My name is Kim. I am a teaching assistant in the history department. I’m here to talk to you about the union.”

By the time this chapter is published, teaching and research assistants at Columbia University will have been organizing a union (Graduate Student Employees United [or GSEU]—Local 2110 UAW) for four years, the amount of time it would take one of the undergrads we teach to graduate from college. The group of student workers includes both graduate and undergraduate teaching and research assistants. We work in a wide variety of jobs. Teaching assistants (TAs) hold discussion sections, meet with students one-on-one during office hours, work on undergraduate writing and grade examinations; they are often responsible for final undergraduate grades. Lab assistants for science courses help first and second year students survive physics, chemistry, computer science and biology, leading hands-on experiments and guiding students through lab reports. Research assistants (RAs) do basic scientific research. They carry out experiments, write grants, and run laboratories in physics, astrophysics, molecular biology, chemistry, computer science and other fields of research. There are about 2000 people in our organizing drive, making it one of the largest ongoing in New York City.

The issues at stake in the Columbia organizing drive are similar to those that lead any group of workers to try to form a union. Wages are low and people often work second jobs while in school. The basic health plan is the same as that offered to undergraduates, and is keyed to college students and their health problems—not those of adults in their late 20s and early 30s. There is no childcare. When we began to organize, teaching assistants were often paid different amounts for doing the same work. If class enrollment is lower than expected, jobs can be taken away at the last minute. Positions are doled out in an arbitrary way. There is no neutral grievance procedure through which students can gain redress for problems on the job. Finally, graduate students are doing more and more work at Columbia—teaching all of the first and second year composition classes, about half of the courses in the prestigious Core curriculum, many foreign language classes, and serving as TAs in the majority of science courses and half of all social science and humanities classes, not to mention performing the brunt of daily work in the research labs.

Underlying these bread-and-butter issues at Columbia are larger concerns about the transformations taking place within the culture and economy of academic institutions. Budgets for public universities have been cut back
so sharply that some college students can’t even take the courses they need to graduate. Meanwhile, private universities obsessed with cost-cutting refuse to hire full faculty, instead employing semester-by-semester adjuncts, post-docs and lecturers. The reason for the “job crisis” in academia is not so much a shortage of a demand for our labor as it is the transformation of tenure-track jobs into contingent teaching positions, which do not permit scholarship or even pay health benefits. Graduate student unions are one part of a larger movement that seeks to strengthen the collective weight of teachers and scholars in the academy, so that we can try to protect the values of learning and research and the material resources dedicated to education and scholarship, in an era when these are not always the primary concerns of administrators.

Graduate student employee unions are not new. The first ones were organized at public universities like the University of Michigan and the University of Wisconsin in the late 1960s and early 1970s. TAs throughout the University of California system organized in the 1990s, and several campuses in the University of Massachusetts system organized in the 1980s. But in more recent years, facing a job crisis in academia and a rising workload while in graduate school, student employees at private universities—including New York University (NYU), Penn, Brown, Cornell, Tufts and Yale—have started to organize unions. And while these campaigns have been similar in many ways to the earlier ones, the university administrations at these private universities have greeted the organizing campaigns with a new and surprising level of hostility. They have waged anti-union campaigns that are familiar in private industry, but unexpected at prestigious research institutions.

At Columbia, after we filed for a union election, the university hired a law firm known throughout industry for its expertise in union busting. Taking advantage of the Bush administration’s conservative labor board appointees, the university’s administrators—many of whom are liberal scholars—are currently seeking to overturn legal precedent, throw out our union election, and deny hundreds of thousands of teaching and research assistants across the country the right to form unions and collectively bargain. Our union election was held in March 2002. More than two years later, the ballots have not been counted. The university administration has justified its attempt to throw out our election by arguing that graduate students are not employees that unionization will destroy the intimate relationships between faculty and students, and that it will shatter the special privileges of the doctoral candidate. Implicit in this argument is the idea that the union will destroy the magic space of the academy, making it simply another corporate institution, divided by conflict. But the strategies that Columbia has used to fight the union have been borrowed from corporate
America, and the university’s anti-union campaign makes it clear just how much it has become part of that world already.

From the outside, the Columbia campus looks like a castle, surrounded by a thick barricade, guarded by imposing gates. It radiates a breezy Beaux Arts classicism, where money and the great books meet. On the library and college buildings, the names of Greek philosophers are carved out in huge capital letters: HERODOTUS SOPHOCLES ARISTOTLE: to remind daydreaming students why they are here. Great steps lead up to Low Library, the administration building, and undergraduates sprawl across them on sunny spring or autumn days.

The university looks different from a union organizer’s perspective. Hidden rooms become uncovered and visible. Labor that is usually silent becomes part of the university’s story. Most of the time, students and faculty move through campus alone. Going to one course and then the next, to particular offices and special library cubicles, each student or professor follows his or her unique schedule. In their own lives as well, they pursue lonely missions, rising up the steps of Low Library, in search of an elusive foothold in the professional middle class. From the standpoint of an organizer, though, the university seems regimented and powerful, teaching work being done in one classroom after another, streams of students swinging around the campus in synchronized motion, one class hardly admitted before the next year’s applications flood in. The thousands of people who work for Columbia bring the university into being every day, and suddenly our capacity to shape the institution appears greater than we could have imagined, wandering through the library stacks.

Teaching and research assistants at Columbia began to organize in the late summer of 2000. That year, the National Labor Relations Board (the federal agency that handles union organizing) recognized graduate student employees as workers with the right to organize, as a result of a union election at New York University. Teaching and research assistants in the University of California system had recently won legal recognition after years of organizing. At the same time, the broader political situation seemed friendly to a union campaign. The stock market was starting to tumble from the dizzying heights of the Internet boom, and the memories of the World Trade Organization (WTO) demonstrations in Seattle lingered over the campus.

We began by holding meetings at the West End, a local pub that was once a haunt of beat poet Jack Kerouac’s. The meetings started small but grew quickly. A few of us went downtown and met with organizers from the United Auto Workers (UAW), the union that the teaching assistants at NYU joined and the union which has represented Columbia clerical workers for
twenty years. We came back up and had more public meetings—fifty people came to the first, and still more to the second. It seemed that people were saying things they had never said before, expressing dissatisfaction in a way that had power to it. We voted to affiliate with the UAW, a natural decision for us given the union’s history in academic labor and on Columbia’s campus.

Intellectual work in general, and graduate school in particular, is fiercely isolated and often lonely. It is also intensely competitive, especially given a job market in many fields that resembles the waterfront during the Great Depression—literally hundreds of people clamoring for a few spots. Most of the time, the problems of graduate school seem like they are one’s own fault. Not able to write an A paper after grading piles of blue books? Can’t find a spot to meet with your students when you don’t have an office? Your advisor demands you put in eighty-hour weeks at the lab? Paid half of someone else doing the same work? In the lazy wealth and interior luxury of the university campus, it is hard not to feel that nearly every problem reflects your own deficiencies—surely real scholars would be able to surmount these petty difficulties!

The first few months of organizing felt like waking up. Most of the work we did in those early days was grassroots organizing: we would find teaching and research assistants, usually in classrooms and labs, and talk to them about the union. These conversations gave people information and a chance to ask questions, but they were also the first step in building a union, for the network of bonds and connections that is created through grassroots organizing is the union’s greatest strength. People do not join the union out of abstract principle, nor do they commit to it out of blind hope. The choice to stand with others can only be made when there is another person standing in front of you, asking you to join with him or her. Those connections make it possible for people to take the risks that they must take to win. In a lived, daily way, organizing expresses a new vision of academia. It allows people the perspective to see, in a concrete way, that graduate students are bound by common needs, not competition; that the crisis our profession faces is one that no individual can change alone; and that the stress we all face in graduate school can be changed, could be eased, but not through anything that any one of us could do differently or better or more originally or intelligently. Graduate students in History and Physics alike face a poor job market and a proliferation of non-tenure-track jobs; teaching assistants in French and Chemistry both lack decent health insurance for their spouses. Admitting that there are deep problems in our common situations, no matter how difficult, is easier than laboring forward into a fantasy. Graduate school then becomes something to take seriously, not to be endured for the sake of a faraway future that might not come.
It still seems counter-intuitive, almost taboo, to say it, but objectively speaking, in terms of the cost-of-living and the median income in New York City, most graduate students at Columbia are poor. In 2000, at the close of a decade when the stock market sent Columbia’s endowment soaring, we earned a minimum stipend (and the majority were at the minimum) of $13,000 for nine months, to live in the most expensive city in the country. (The minimum stipend now is $17,000. The university increased stipends shortly after we began organizing—even granting a retroactive raise to the beginning of that academic year—and has since granted a series of raises to make sure that Columbia keeps up with stipends at unionized NYU.) Although most fellowships forbid graduate students to work outside the university, most do, or else they go into debt or receive financial assistance from family members or from a spouse.

There are many compensations for the financial realities of graduate school: the pleasure that most grad students take in academic and intellectual work, the sense of borrowed prestige that comes from attending a well-known university, the flexible schedule, and the promise of a future professional career. What is more, precisely because graduate school is financially insecure and the rewards are ephemeral and distant, most people who attend it have a solidly middle-class background. They went to good undergraduate colleges and made a choice to take a less lucrative position for the moment. They are not, in other words, used to thinking of themselves as poor. I remember talking to many TAs and RAs who pointed out that we aren’t like sweated, minimum-wage workers. That’s true—we aren’t. But at the same time, graduate students who are not receiving major subsidies to their income struggle financially—which is especially problematic given that academic jobs that pay a decent salary are so hard to get. Some professors, maybe even some students, feel that poverty is appropriate for the graduate student: It stimulates him or her to work and complete the degree. But the opposite is true. It is depressing and hard to scramble for money, and what it primarily makes you feel is that what you’re doing must not be very important—after all, it isn’t worth much. The sense of schizophrenic desperation that comes from not having enough money and at the same time being supposed to not care about it was one of the forces that propelled our organizing drive in the early days, even though it took a lot of time and organizing before many of us could articulate this in a straightforward way—so deep is the sense that academic work is not really legitimate work at all.

We organized through the winter and early spring of 2001. In the spring, we participated in a forum attended by hundreds of graduate students who cheered the union. We obtained a majority of grad employee signatures on union cards (at that time, we were focused on organizing TAs), and we filed the cards at the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB). It was our statutory
right to have a union election within forty-five days. That’s when Columbia began to fight back.

The cornerstone of Columbia’s campaign against the union has been its legal challenge to the right of graduate students at private universities to form unions. When Columbia learned that teaching and research assistants were organizing, it hired Proskauer Rose LLP, a prestigious New York law firm that advertises seminars on such topics as “The New Union Drive: Understanding and Protecting Against the New Union Tactics” on its Web site. Proskauer Rose—which Yale and New York University had also employed to fight graduate student unions—went through legal gymnastics to try to stop our campaign. The university demanded extensive hearings to try to prove that we were students, not employees, and therefore did not have the right to form a union. Administrators argued that teaching is a degree requirement at Columbia, which is simply not true—students who pay tuition receive PhD’s without ever teaching a course. They claimed that we hardly work for the school at all, saying that we don’t teach stand-alone classes (which is also not the case). To be an “employee,” one must work for a wage, under supervision, and provide a meaningful service. Columbia could not deny that we were paid; they could not claim we were independent contractors. The heart of the university’s argument was that graduate students do not provide services to the university: The teaching and research work we do is only training, a service the university provides for us.

The university could not stop the election from going forward. But once the election was held, Columbia promptly appealed, preventing the ballots from being counted. As of today’s date, two years after the election, the ballots are impounded, as the union waits for the NLRB to decide whether or not the people who work in labs and grade Columbia’s undergraduates provide a meaningful service to the school.

The university’s campaign was not limited to the courts. The administration mounted an extensive propaganda campaign against the union, telling graduate students to vote no, citing partial and misleading information, and using the power of faculty members to try to persuade students not to organize. In the weeks leading up to the election, all graduate students received letters from the university president, the provost and the dean of the graduate school seeking to convince them to go out to the polls and vote against the union. These letters, which are standard in industrial anti-union campaigns, were filled with innuendos, half-truths and flat-out inaccuracies that would have been deemed unacceptable in any normal academic context.

To take one example, the letter from Provost Jonathan Cole, sent February 22, 2002, three weeks before the union election, was six pages long. Despite the widespread student activism in support of the union, the letter
warned that the “UAW” was seeking to further “national labor policy by casting students as employees,” and that “the unfortunate casualty of this conflict could very well be the quality of graduate education at the nation’s best universities.” Ignoring thirty years of bargaining history at public universities, Cole claimed that student unions “don’t achieve better economic results,” and warned that “an industrial model—one that is bureaucratic, formalized and legalistic” could come to replace the friendly, collaborative relationship between students and faculty. Not mentioning top-notch public universities that have unionized, like Berkeley, Madison and UCLA, the letter suggested that unions would “distort” the academic process and that “the long-term result could well be a decline in the value of a graduate degree at Columbia.” At the end of the letter, Cole reflected on his own graduate student career—a “time that was full of anxiety,” but that nonetheless was “punctuated by time spent in public protests against the war in Vietnam and marches for civil rights.” Shoring up his radical credentials, he ended by mentioning his father, a professional actor, who “worked for the creation of a strong actors’ union . . . for which he was blacklisted in the McCarthy period.” His parentage aside, in the end, Cole returned to a rhetorical standby that his father might have recognized: “Unions that represent graduate students in the mode of industrial unions simply are a poor fit for what we seek to do in graduate education—and they are unnecessary.”

While Cole’s letter proclaimed the sanctity of the student-faculty relationship, the administration was encouraging faculty to manipulate that very relationship to get their students to vote no. After we filed for our election, Elizabeth Keefer, the university’s general counsel, sent all faculty members an e-mail telling them that an advisor would be within his or her legal rights to inform graduate students that “he or she believes that it is likely that faculty-student relationships could suffer were teaching fellows to be unionized.” Among the reasons might be that “faculty will have to treat their students as employees whom they supervise; that meetings between individual faculty and their teaching fellows may at times require the involvement of a union steward as a third party; that grades . . . could become the subject of a grievance or an unfair labor practice charge.”

The language in Keefer’s note seemed carefully chosen to coach faculty to tell their students to vote no without violating the National Labor Relations Act, which gives workers the right to organize without employer coercion—free from threats, promises or bribes, and punishment. Keefer did not cite a single case where any of the scenarios she had depicted had come true (unions do not bargain over grades). Yet by encouraging faculty to tell their students about their opposition to the union, letting them know they should express their vague apprehensions about the future, Keefer was
urging Columbia faculty to engage in a highly questionable intellectual activity. She was asking them to suggest that a union would hurt faculty relationship with students in order to frighten graduate students into voting against the union. There is no way to know how many faculty members had such conversations with their students; there is no way to know how many of them remained within the perimeters of the law, which forbids explicit threats. But certainly many graduate students experienced these communications from their advisors as implicit threats, and felt that supporting the union openly could endanger their academic relationships, learning the lesson that political outspokenness can be dangerous to your career. Had the university administration been truly concerned with preserving the relationships between students and faculty, it would never have encouraged faculty to express their opposition to the union (and given them a nice list of reasons to fight it).

Many department chairs and faculty members took up the mantle of the anti-union campaign. Department chairs held departmental meetings where they spoke against the union. These meetings were held in the weeks leading up to the election. The points and arguments raised by administrators were often nearly identical, suggesting significant co-ordination. The dean of the Engineering School lobbied his students with e-mails expressing his personal opposition and lauding as “magnificent” an op-ed that ran in the Columbia Spectator by a student who described the union as “fascistic.” The chair of the economics department sent e-mails to all students encouraging them to vote no. One professor in visual arts told her teaching assistants not to talk to a fellow student union organizer who visited a class. Another faculty member in the Spanish department told students that they would no longer be able to teach more than one class a semester—which many relied on financially—because of the union drive (the union, of course, had no input into this decision; the department and administration were responsible for it). An art history professor spoke at public forums against the union, saying that it might threaten the “fragile structure” of fellowships and funding at the university. At one public forum, the Dean of the Graduate School of Arts and Sciences said that he was afraid that with a union, “if we’re pressed to the wall financially,” the university would demand that students work additional hours, “Of course that’s not a threat,” he then said to the audience.

In communications about the union with graduate students, faculty members often repeated anti-union arguments seemingly without doing independent research or gathering information on their own. In protecting the status quo, standards of academic inquiry appeared to have been abandoned. For example, one boilerplate anti-union tidbit cited by an interim dean was that graduate students could be forced by the union to go on
strike, and would be fined for not striking. The dean did not mention (and perhaps did not even know) that according to the UAW constitution, a strike may only be called by a secret ballot two-thirds majority vote of the workers who will strike, and that the UAW does not levy fines for crossing a picket line. Manipulating the UAW’s position in favor of reforming H-1B Visas (a visa program which grants temporary work visas for skilled workers to employers, instead of to workers themselves) administrators sought to portray the UAW as anti-immigrant—even though after 9/11 the UAW was at the forefront of fighting to protect student visas, and has repeatedly advocated general amnesty for immigrants and an expansion of the number of green cards. This was especially nasty because it played on the fears and insecurities of international students regarding visa status. Finally, administrators raised the specter of the UAW meddling in academic affairs. “A union could compromise the ability of graduate students to make important educational decisions by shifting responsibility for deciding what is best to professional union agents who are unfamiliar with our university,” wrote University President George Rupp. But with a union, student employees—not “professional union agents”—would decide what to bargain over, sit at the table with the administration, and vote on the contract. At other schools, unions have bargained over stipends, health insurance and workload issues—not how many classes to take, what should be taught, or when graduate students should take their oral examinations.

The administration at Brown University, advised by another anti-union law firm, ran an anti-union campaign that was remarkably similar to that at Columbia (graduate students at Brown voted on unionization in December 2001). The values of truth and inquiry were repeatedly cited to defend the administration’s “right” to spread outright distortions and inaccuracies. Graduate students at Brown received a letter written by a faculty member in the Linguistics department, saying that she believed the union would “encroach” on “the role and responsibility of the faculty to determine all aspects of the undergraduate curriculum—who teaches and what courses are taught at Brown.” She also wrote that “Brown as a university-college prides itself on training its graduate students to be free and independent thinkers and to be individualists—as students, scholars and teachers.” With a union negotiating over health insurance and wages, she envisioned a push towards a “one size fits all” standard, resulting in a “de-emphasis on individuality . . . [and] a negative impact on the imagination and creativity that defines the Brown experience.” Brown president Ruth Simmons, the first black woman president of an Ivy League institution, also wrote an impassioned plea to the graduate students at Brown to vote no, asking for their “help” in making Brown better. Graduate students had asked Simmons to make sure that the administration and the faculty did not get involved in
the union campaign—protecting the right of graduate students to come to a decision without intimidation from the faculty and without aggressive propaganda from the administration. Simmons responded that this would “be completely contrary to everything for which Brown stands,” and that “while comfort may be found in silence, truth cannot dwell there.”

Administrators justified the anti-union campaigns at Brown and Columbia, using the rhetoric of free speech, intellectual discourse and thoughtful exchange. The union, by contrast, was supposed to stifle originality and individuality, depriving students of their right to speak for themselves. Yet the fact is that there was nothing original about the anti-union campaigns at Columbia and Brown. Not only were they similar to one another, they echoed the arguments the universities used to fight the organization of clerical workers in the 1970s and 1980s. During the graduate union campaign, Columbia cited unions as perfectly acceptable for clerical workers—just not for students. But when Columbia’s clericals started to organize in the 1970s, the university president wrote to them, “The traditional model of industrial labor-management relations does not work well in the university context.” The university ran an anti-union campaign against the clerical workers that used many of the same tropes as that against the graduate employees, asking why a union of autoworkers would want to represent secretaries. But today, Columbia’s clerical workers have been union members for nearly twenty years, and the school is no worse off—on the contrary, clerical workers have better benefits and more stability than they ever did before the union.

Not all faculty members at either Brown or Columbia campaigned against the union. Many were openly pro-union, and others took a principled, neutral stance and simply did not talk to their students about the union. Regardless of their own ideas about unions, they were at least respectful of their students’ abilities to make a choice for themselves. Why might faculty members have supported the union, given the dire picture painted by the administration? While Columbia administrators waxed eloquent about the ways that a union would hurt graduate education, they appeared blind to the many ways that graduate education currently suffers from inadequate funding and poor health coverage. They did not say anything about the fact that many graduate students must work outside of the university. They said not a word about the proliferation of adjuncts—even at Columbia—or about the rising number of post-docs in the sciences and the increasing difficulty of getting a full-time, tenure-track job. The hard fact is that many graduate students and professors alike today find themselves facing an academic environment that is in many ways hostile to the work that they most want to do. The real threat to the ability of academics at all levels to do their work in a reasonable, collegial environment is the disappearance of public funding...
for higher education, and the profit-mindedness of private universities that hire part-time workers without benefits to teach undergraduate courses—not the efforts of graduate students to organize unions.

Another troubling aspect of the Columbia anti-union campaign was the role that an anti-union student organization played in the campaign. Nominaly, the group was independent of the university. But the Dean of the Graduate School of Arts and Sciences was present at two early meetings (as one of the group’s leaders told the Chronicle of Higher Education) and the university’s anti-union consultant was copied on various e-mails. For employers in general, instigating “vote no” committees (as they’re called in the literature) is a time-honored anti-union tactic. In his book Confessions of a Union-Buster, Marty Levitt, who worked for many years as a professional anti-union consultant, writes of carefully interviewing employees to determine their suitability for “vote no” committee, marshalling anti-union sentiment. Nathaniel Shefferman, the first professional anti-union consultant of the post-World War II period, wrote in a memo, “Your only hope is your own employees.” On university campuses anti-union students are well-organized and becoming more so. Despite their claims to be ad hoc committees of concerned students at particular schools, anti-union student groups have shared advice with similar organizations on other campuses, sent members to campaign against unions at other schools and used similar posters and campaign strategies.

The anti-union student group at Columbia—which seemed to have a handful of members out of a population of nearly 2000—ran a campaign that explicitly brought out some of the themes the university had to raise sotto voce. Taxes, for example, were a central element of the student anti-union campaign. “Considered the tax effects?” one flyer read. “Currently, the university does not report your stipend to the IRS. You can make whatever deductions you think are fair without leaving a paper trail. Under a union, your stipend would go through payroll and start being reported.”

Aside from being false (the stipend is considered income by the Internal Revenue Service, so you can’t make whatever deductions you want, and the university would not have to process the stipend differently because of a union), tax evasion is not the most principled reason to vote against a union.

The anti-union students also embraced the theme of apathy. On the one hand, the union was supposed to be tyrannical; on the other, it was too democratic. “Sick of all this union talk?” a flyer said. “If we vote to unionize, next we’ll have to vote on our bargaining committee, on contracts, on whether to strike. It will never stop.” “APATHETIC?” another asked. “A union will only empower you if you take the trouble to go to meetings, follow negotiations, know the terms of the contract.” Like the administration, the
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Anti-union group also sought to depict the union as anti-immigrant. But the deepest message of the anti-union student group was elitism. Graduate students should not see themselves as employees or workers—it was demeaning to join a union. “Fight for your rights as a Graduate Student,” said one poster. Another asked: “Where would you like to send YOUR children? Columbia College or United Auto Workers College?” It concluded, “Vote No! Keep Columbia Graduate Students free of labor unions!”

Anti-union students often justified their actions by arguing that the Columbia union drive was run from the outside, by a gigantic third party dominated by greedy bureaucrats from unpleasant parts of the country who just wanted to get their hands on union dues (which are 1.5 percent of annual salary). Pro-union students were naïve dupes, students hoodwinked by bright promises and leftist politics. But no union campaign could get far without a large core of graduate student employees who are willing to devote an enormous amount of their time and energy to organizing—who don’t take pleasure in thinking of themselves as “apathetic,” and who can handle a meeting or two. When anti-union student groups attacked the union, they were destroying something that their colleagues, not “outsiders,” sought and struggled to create. At times, anti-union student groups have liked to portray themselves as brave individualists, the real rebels, standing up against a tidal wave of unionization. But in truth, regardless of their individual intentions, they are doing work of which authority figures like the anti-union deans and administrators deeply approve, while students who support the union and campaign for it publicly sometimes must place their careers on the line. Anti-union students, despite their self-image as iconoclasts, never have to take any such risks.

The anti-union campaigns at Columbia, Brown, Tufts and Penn received relatively little notice outside of each particular campus, yet they were key moments in the history of the university and campus activism. The basic principles of an anti-union campaign, in the university or elsewhere, are simple. Anti-union campaigns depend upon instilling a sense of doubt, insecurity and fear in the working population. They seek to destroy the sense of solidarity and common purpose that makes it possible to seek meaningful change. They tell workers that they are foolish to think that they can ever accomplish anything by joining together, that they have no choice but to rely on people in power over them.

But while the academic anti-union campaigns were very similar to those in industry, there is something especially poignant about universities running such campaigns against their own students. While claiming to protect the bond between student and teacher, university administrations encouraged teachers to use their influence to prevent students from winning higher
pay and better benefits and exercising power in their jobs and school. Professors and advisors exercise real power over graduate students’ future careers. Threats of their disfavor carry tremendous weight in the minds and lives of graduate students. Ideally, during graduate school, the student moves from being a subordinate, a junior colleague, of his or her advisor, to entering as an equal into a community of scholars. By making graduate students afraid of the professional repercussions of contradicting their advisors, the anti-union campaign at Columbia interfered with this important process of intellectual and personal maturation, one that is, at least in theory, central to the meaning and purpose of graduate school.

Universities are not alone in drawing upon fear to fight unionization—not only workers’ fear of those in power over them, like supervisors or employers, but also the fear that the union will ultimately destroy a fragile, yet precious social good. Most corporate anti-union campaigns invoke values of family and community, emotional bonds of sentiment and intimacy that would be violated by the explosive force and conflict of the union. In the university, as well, people sometimes talked about the union as though it threatened to unleash a destructive rage that would leave nothing in its wake. It was as though the union would annihilate all the most precious aspects of academic life. The truth, however, is that the union is built upon nothing but its members’ trust and solidarity with one another. The conflicts that it expresses are there already, even though they are often silent or suppressed. Yet at the same time, even though it gives voice to real problems, the union is not a destructive force—its power comes from solidarity, which is the opposite of nihilism.

What is more, just as the deep love of family and the bonds of genuine community are not casually built or easily kept, the intellectual and academic values that Columbia cited in its anti-union campaign are not to be taken for granted. Originality, free thought, and independent inquiry—these are all difficult aspirations, hardly encouraged by our society at large. The university, like most social institutions, contains within itself warring forces and different political strains—conformity and individualism, hierarchy and equality. In my experience as a graduate student organizer over the past three years at Columbia, the many student workers who have had the hope to build the union have embodied the most truly challenging dimensions of the university. Unlike the administrators who purchased an expensive anti-union campaign, they have had the courage of purpose to believe that the collective achievements of scholarship and education are worth protecting—and worth fighting for—even in an age that offers scant rewards for such strenuous ambitions.
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1. Not all the anti-union campaigns have been so high-minded. At Cornell University, where the union drive was defeated in an election held in October 2002 (Cornell agreed to let the ballots be counted), one faculty member from the Chemistry department stood up in front of a meeting of Chemistry students to denounce the union as a bunch of “evil dudes.” Even though there was a Cornell physics student present addressing the Chemistry students, the faculty member said, “These guys want to get the money out of your pockets and take it back to Motown…These are the bent-nosed mothers who probably took out Hoffa.” He exhorted the Chemistry students to turn out the no vote: “Goddamn wake up and stop listening to this crap.” The reasons for the union defeat at Cornell go beyond the scope of this article, but these kinds of aggressive attacks from faculty members played a role in the loss. Not only the United Auto Workers has been the subject of such campaigns. At the University of Pennsylvania, president Judith Rodin waged a similar anti-union campaign against an organizing drive in which graduate students sought to join the American Federation of Teachers.
“Can we please keep this list-serve free of all blatantly political announcements? Whether you want your Mumia freed or fried, I’d like to keep this list-serve relevant to issues specific to history graduate students.”

This was the indignant response I provoked during my second year of graduate school at Columbia University, when I used a list-serve that is shared by history graduate students to announce an upcoming rally to protest the impending execution of Mumia Abu-Jamal, a former Black Panther whose case remains a cause célèbre among the far left.

Although I’m mindful of the fact that no one wants their e-mail account used as a dumping ground for unwanted messages, the sharp tone of his reply caught me off guard. For one, I was surprised and disappointed that one of my Columbia colleagues would speak about a person on death row as if he were a strip steak, just so he could make a lame witticism. But I was also bewildered at the assumption that fueled his message. People had long used this very same discussion list to sublet apartments, find homes for pets, and announce various parties, and no one had ever complained. Yet here it was being suggested that political announcements are so irrelevant that they should never even be mentioned on our list-serve.

I awaited the avalanche of sharp rebuttals that would soon begin to rain upon this poor students’ head. Before long, I was sure my inbox would be spilling over with the replies of dozens of students who would capably defend their craft, avow their partisanship, and insist on the intrusion of politics
into academic life. But as it turned out, only a couple of plucky students bothered to dispute his extreme position. And balanced against this, several others even offered support for the idea of banning political expression on our list-serve. It was a disappointing day.

One might think that history graduate students, who operate in a liberal profession, who are heirs to a rich legacy of social activism, and who often wrestle with difficult questions about the relationship between selfhood and historical consciousness, might be well-suited for political action. And in fact, we have seen a recent push in this direction, as pockets of grad students at Columbia and elsewhere have begun agitating for graduate student unions. But generally speaking, social activism does not seem to be a prevailing trend at Columbia or at many other graduate history departments. To the contrary, it appears that the bulk of history students today approach their scholarship with something approaching political indifference. Although I suspect most grad students vote, have good ideas, and stay well-informed, I know only a few who intend to enter the professional arena in a consciously political way, or who charge their research and writing with an explicitly political agenda.

To wit: In the five years that I lived in Morningside Heights, I can think of only two examples of formal cooperation among leftist history students. The first was a short-lived Marxist reading group, which was greeted with general bemusement and was killed by a lack of interest around the time students finished Part One of Capital. The other instance—a notable one—was the formation of Graduate Student-Employees United (GSEU), an organization of teaching and research assistants that arose in response to our exploitation as academic laborers. But as of this writing, it remains to be seen whether GSEU will regain its momentum after a period of relative inactivity brought on by the University’s appeal of a recent National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) decision that paved the way for grad student unions at private universities.

It seems likely that the discouraging political climate among history graduate students owes much to larger social trends. So long as we operate outside the context of a rising social movement, it is probably fanciful to hope that we could redefine the prevailing relations between politics and scholarship. Meanwhile, the hyper-competitiveness of the job market, which on the one hand leads grad students to relate to their professors with timidity and caution, and at the same time sets students clawing against one another whenever a new job opening comes about, does not exactly encourage free-wheeling political engagement.

But this has not always been the case. As a historian of the New Left, I’ve lately been exploring some of the ways that grad students of the 1960s tried to connect their scholarship with a larger set of political ambitions. This
work has invited some wistful thinking about how things could be if today’s grad students were to generate some of the optimism, energy, and sense of purpose of an earlier time.

To be sure, leftwing academics of the 1960s sometimes faced an unhealthy pressure to write immediately relevant scholarship that could be deployed by organizers; Marx’s Eleventh Thesis was frequently invoked, and pressing political exigencies sometimes drew intellectuals away from their study carrels and into the streets. Nevertheless, today the historical profession is flush with scholars who cut their political teeth in the 1960s, who anchored their radical commitments in intellectual activity, and who self-consciously set out to build a corpus of work that would set us upon a path toward meaningful social change. Paul Buhle, founding editor of the New Left journal *Radical America*, crystallized this sentiment when he coined the idea that he and his movement comrades were “writing love letters to the future.” Through a serious-minded and patient commitment toward building a radical “house of theory,” he suggested, New Left grad students and young professors might one day offer aid and comfort to the movement’s heirs.¹

In the process, budding scholars also found a useful way to enrich their graduate student experiences. In a 1969 letter, then-Columbia history student Mark Naison evoked this as well. “All last year,” he wrote,

> I felt exhilarated about doing historical research and writing for *Radical America* because I felt that people were sincerely interested in learning. I saw a role for myself as a historian in relation to a growing, healthy movement. . . . I felt genuinely liberated from deeply ingrained compulsions and ambitions. I felt my work was serving an important purpose, and therefore, had few pangs of guilt that I was not a complete activist.²

History graduate students at Columbia also had a “Committee for a Radical History.” A humorous flyer announcing one of their meetings illustrates how the group literally blended political protest and street theater with academic study.

**THE COMMITTEE FOR A RADICAL HISTORY**

will not be meeting Tuesday, November 14, so that its members may attend the Foreign Policy Association dinner (black tie)—with its guest of honor Dean Rusk—which will be held at the New York Hilton . . .

On Tuesday, November 21, there will be an informal spaghetti dinner (red shirt) and discussion at 309 W. 106th St. Apt. 5C, at 6:30 PM. All history graduate students are invited to attend.³

Whereas many New Left activists took to the hustings, the scholar/activists I’ve studied also ran elaborate speakers’ bureaus, sponsored internal
education meetings, communicated through mimeographed bulletins and journals, devised curricula for free universities, and in 1969 formed a radical history caucus that challenged the leadership and direction of the American Historical Association (AHA)—all driven by a missionary impulse to turn much of the reigning scholarship on its head. As a result, whole new avenues of scholarly inquiry have opened up. Revisionist scholars began taking into account the lives of ordinary people—slaves and freedmen, indentured servants, housewives, workers, children, Native Americans, immigrants, gays and lesbians, and other Americans who had long been ignored. In addition to uncovering a broader range of experience, scholars also experimented with new interpretive paradigms. Thirty years ago it was rare for historians to showcase a sophisticated awareness of the ways that race, class, gender and sexuality have shaped the lives of Americans; today it is de rigueur. What’s more, as a result of New Left activism, academic culture has been liberalized in countless salutary ways, and the historical profession is no longer quite the gentleman’s club it used to be. It’s probably safe to say that this reordering of the scholarly enterprise is recognized as a positive development by almost everyone to the left of Lynne Cheney.

So, we can be grateful that a considerable number of former activists have won positions of power and prestige within the academy. But it may also be worth asking whether the institutionalization of these radical impulses has carried some costs as well. Certainly it was a grim sign of the times when, in 1998, Princeton historian Sean Wilentz proclaimed in *Lingua Franca* that a petition drive against Bill Clinton’s impeachment, signed by some 400 historians, was “the most important academic political effort in the last thirty years.” Was this really something to boast about? What does it say about the current climate when a bunch of historians’ signatures on a failed petition—on behalf of Bill Clinton, no less—is thought to constitute an important political movement?

In spite of the apathy I’ve just described, there are some signs that graduate students are ready to recall a more hopeful and energetic time. The academic labor movement seems critical. In recent years, students at several leading campuses have gone on strike, formed unions, and won encouraging victories in the struggle against the shameful labor practices of modern universities. As contributors to this volume have shown, there remain pockets around the country where graduate student radicalism “of the sort pioneered during the late 1960s” is “alive and kicking.”

According to a history grad student who joined the University of Illinois (UI) Graduate Employees’ Organization (GEO), “the idea of a political community” was a major source of inspiration for graduate student organizers. “What really excited me about GEO,” he recalled, “was that it could be a political community, and we would be able to work with other political
groups on campus, and make this campus just a better place, a more politically charged place, and a more democratic place.” In addition to opening up new social vistas, some activists reported that their political efforts had a beneficent impact upon their scholarship. Said another history student, “It only enriches your academic work to be constantly thinking about the factors that shape what you can study, how you can study it, [and] what you write. . . . Being an activist and bringing these issues to bear. . . . has only made my academic work better.”

But much work remains to be done. Unionized campuses are still the exception rather than the norm, and wherever teaching assistant unions have emerged, they have been opposed by counter groups of graduate students who—despite all evidence to the contrary—would rather think of themselves as apprentices in some sort of postmodern guild than as workers with federally protected rights. The apathy and false consciousness that afflicts most graduate history departments is still a big problem.

The good news is that a previous generation of scholars has left us with a rich set of values and actions—by no means unfailing or unflawed—that nevertheless speak to some of the ways that we might embark upon our professional goals with a greater sense of political mission. Furthermore, those intrepid students who are beginning to adopt some of these approaches are finding that activism and scholarship can complement each other in surprising and healthy ways.

If today’s history graduate students truly want to imitate their professors—as frequently seems the case—then we might start by becoming more unabashedly political, by enlarging our notions of academic citizenship, and by looking for new ways to pursue the twin ideals of scholarship and social justice. Otherwise, a future historian who examines grad student culture at the dawn of the millennium may well overlook the efforts of a minority of activist students, and conclude that pets, apartments and parties were all more “relevant . . . issues specific to graduate students” than politics.
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SECTION III

Historians for Social Justice
I began my activist career in fall 1969, at the same time as my undergraduate career, and I almost immediately came to the conclusion that the two were incompatible. During my first year at Smith College I was introduced to the anti-war movement, the Black Power movement, and feminism. I had certainly heard of these movements and read about them in the newspapers, but I had never participated in them nor had any of my immediate friends or family members. What people in my hometown in western New York did participate in was the war in Vietnam itself. Close friends of mine from high school were serving as foot soldiers in that war, and they would come back with slides of their adventures and tell us how important a victory over the Communists would be to our future security. The young men I knew who served in Vietnam were not mean and vicious; they were patriotic and well-meaning and sometimes scared. I continued to write to them and to pray for them to make it home safely, even as I became more and more convinced that they, and we, were in Vietnam for all the wrong reasons. Coming to the realization that I opposed the war was painful, and finding out that much of the red, white and blue history I had grown up with was wrong, wrenched me into a new consciousness without ripping me apart from friends and family.

It was students just a year or two older than I was, but with much more political experience, who took me to my first demonstrations, discussed the Vietnam War and its history with me, and introduced me to ideas about women’s liberation. Having grown up in a town where supporting Hubert
Humphrey for President in 1968 was viewed as radical, I simply had not thought in the terms familiar to women who were active in Students for a Democratic Society (SDS), who followed the trials of Bobby Seale and the Chicago Seven, accused of conspiring to incite a riot at the 1968 Democratic National Convention in Chicago, with intense interest, and who proclaimed themselves sexually liberated. The presence of President Richard Nixon’s daughter Julie on campus—she was a senior when I was a freshman—heightened the politicization of the Smith campus. So, too, did the killing of students at Jackson State in Mississippi and at Kent State in Ohio in spring 1970, which led to student strikes on campus as it did elsewhere across the country.1

During my first two years at Smith, I learned the history of U.S. engagement in Southeast Asia, was introduced to regional networks of anti-war activists by one of my older (sophomore) classmates, Carolee Colter, and became a self-proclaimed radical feminist. I quit wearing make up and bras, stopped shaving my legs and curling my hair, traded in my brown plastic frames for wire rims, and exchanged my skirts and blouses for blue jeans and baggy sweaters. Both in and out of classes, I joined debates on United States policies past and present, not only involving Southeast Asia but also Native Americans, African Americans, workers, and women. During my second year at Smith, a friend and I got permission to teach an undergraduate course, under the guidance of a faculty sponsor, on the history and anthropology of Native Americans. I was also involved in a coup in which another young student and I took over leadership of our house, denying the presidency and vice-presidency to more moderate and respectable upper class students. Yet for all my activism on campus and off, I felt like I was wasting my time, picking my way through the detritus of a Seven Sisters’ education to find a few sparkling shards of meaning. I dropped out of Smith College at the end of my second year to pursue a career as an activist.

Within a year of dropping out I was living in Rochester, New York, near where I grew up, and working sixty hours a week at minimum wage jobs—night shift at Dunkin’ Donuts was the highpoint. I tried to participate at least from time to time in local anti-war and feminist activities, but I was exhausted most of the time. Fortunately, the State University of New York at Brockport ran an urban outreach program behind an office supply store where I worked in spring 1973, and as a result I got back into college. At Brockport State, I discovered Women’s Studies and Women’s History (neither of which existed when I attended Smith) and completed my BA eighteen months later. Two of my history professors suggested I apply to PhD programs and become a professional historian, but I was still ambivalent enough about academia to try another route first.
Like so many others of my generation, I moved to Berkeley (California). I worked as a volunteer at the Women’s Herstory Archives while hoping to launch a career as a community organizer. It was in Oakland that I first came to grips with the difficulties of supporting oneself as an activist and with the fact that a feminist organization could have less than progressive class, racial and generational politics. Indeed, from my perspective, the Women’s Herstory Archives did not even represent good gender politics. The director, Laura X, appeared to make decisions without any consultation with those of us working in the archives; the promised training in how to establish local women’s centers was never forthcoming; and our attempt to organize for better pay (actually any pay) and improved working conditions, was summarily quashed. Having been chosen—by pulling straws—to present the workers’ views to Laura X, I was summarily fired from my unpaid position and removed from the building. The others were allowed to stay on and received a minimal stipend for the duration of the project. This underside of activism—battles over scarce resources, petty personality conflicts, guilt trips in the name of feminism—lacerated my ideals and inspired me to take the Graduate Records Exam and apply to doctoral programs in History.

The university might be a tower, isolated in many ways from the daily struggles of the disenfranchised; but it was the one place where I had always been encouraged to think, to challenge others and myself, and to act on my beliefs. Perhaps it would provide me once again with a space to explore new forms of activism. When I left Smith, I thought of college as a glass half empty, offering an education far removed from the brutal realities of everyday life. After my time at Brockport State, I hoped instead that it might be at least half full, providing me with opportunities to use my education to reach a wider community. Certainly in comparison to my experience in Berkeley, the glass tower seemed a better bet for me than the one other form of feminist institution building I had encountered.

Both when I applied to graduate school and during my six years in the PhD program at the University of Pennsylvania, I pursued research on women’s activism and stayed minimally involved in political activities around feminist issues, local elections, and protests against police brutality (which were frequent in Philadelphia in the 1970s). A group of graduate students worked as volunteers at the Well Red Book Room, a lefty institution in West Philadelphia; and we met monthly to discuss the latest political debates among scholar-activists. A number of us also took teaching seriously as a political act and worked collectively to hone our classroom techniques and develop innovative ways to challenge students who sometimes seemed all too complacent. At Penn, my glass was overflowing intellectually,
politically and personally. I felt like I had found a home, if only the kind of temporary residence that graduate school offers. What is more, I assumed that once I received my PhD and got a job, I would have more time for activism beyond the university. It seemed clear in 1980 that women’s history and women’s studies would remain marginal to the main purposes of academic institutions, thus allowing those of us teaching in these fields to have closer ties to the community than the university.

I thought, in fact, that it would be relatively easy to combine writing, teaching, and activism. I was writing about antebellum women’s activism, including first wave feminism, specifically as a means of broadening the legacies on which contemporary feminists could draw. I certainly viewed teaching women’s history and race, class and gender-conscious American history, as political work. But I also assumed that, whatever city I ended up in, I would get involved in grassroots feminist politics.

I was fortunate to get my first tenure-track job at the University of South Florida in 1981. There was a very active and activist faculty there, especially in the History Department. I was encouraged to develop an array of courses in women’s history, and to teach at least one every semester. During my first several years at USF, both before and after tenure, I participated in and helped to organize teach-ins and protests related to U.S. policies in Central America, apartheid and divestment, U.S. militarism, and the (first) Gulf War. A group of faculty from History, Theatre, Women’s Studies, International Relations, Anthropology, and Internal Medicine served as the steering committee for these events, working alongside student activists and with the support of the local community radio station, WMNF. I also joined a socialist-feminist reading group—we called ourselves Lust for Theory, after a Socialist Review cartoon from the early 1980s. That group included long-time activists from Tampa who were involved primarily in self-help health movements and programs to assist/empower abused women. At the same time, teaching in a state university that attracted many first-generation college students, I felt that what happened in my classes made a significant difference in many undergraduates’ lives. Indeed, sometimes it seemed to make too much difference. When students came to me announcing they were contemplating a divorce or seeking words of wisdom after being sexually assaulted or anticipating that I was a lesbian and about to come out of the closet, I felt inadequate to the expectations I had set for them and myself. Fortunately, there were services available for most of these women in Tampa at the time, some at USF and some in the larger community and almost all initiated by local feminists. For a few years, it seemed like I had achieved some miraculous balance among teaching, research and activism. For alongside classes and campus and community activism, I had managed to write and publish three articles and a book and received tenure and promotion a
full year ahead of schedule. The glass was not only full; it was running over. In fact, it was about to tip over.

What I had not prepared for, what most young women’s history and women’s studies faculty—and the vast majority of us were young—had not prepared for, was the incredible expansion of these fields in the 1980s and 1990s. Nor were we prepared for colleges and universities to respond so quickly to feminist demands for inclusion and change. The generation of feminist faculty just before mine had begun demanding courses, programs, changes in hiring and promotion practices; access to department, university, and professional committees and conferences; and institutional policies that promoted sex and race equity. We joined those campaigns, and they were enormously successful, indeed more successful in the university and in professional associations than in many other arenas in that period. We were thrilled with our achievements, but we rarely considered the toll it would take, or the ways it would channel our activism over the next twenty years.

At least by the mid-1980s, and earlier in some institutions, our claims for courses, programs, and departments in women’s history and women’s studies were heeded; our efforts to gain increased representation on department, university and professional committees and on editorial boards and at professional conferences succeeded; our demands that universities develop and implement affirmative action, sexual harassment, maternal (later parental) leave, and partner benefits resulted in significant changes at many institutions. Meanwhile, publishers who were once concerned that there wouldn’t be a market for our books, started begging us for monographs, textbooks, readers, document collections, and anthologies. At the same time, our efforts to transform teaching via feminist pedagogy transformed classroom cultures and raised expectations about the kinds of support we would provide undergraduate and graduate students. And graduate students, new PhDs and new assistant professors in women’s history and women’s studies started pouring into colleges and universities. They all needed advisors, directors, mentors, letters of recommendation, readers for article and book manuscripts, and evaluations for tenure and promotion.

The incredible growth of women’s history and women’s studies and the increased institutional and legal sensitivity to gender issues changed my relationship to activism and that of many of my colleagues. Though we sometimes worried that the glass tower was still half empty, or had a false bottom, in terms of the demands on our time, we could not seem to keep it filled. In my first six years at University of South Florida, for instance, I served on three department search committees; served on and then chaired the university-wide Status of Women Committee; helped to write the university’s sexual harassment guidelines; and, the year I received tenure, chaired the University Sexual Harassment Committee. Many of my male
colleagues at South Florida, although not by and large those in the History Department, now saw me as wielding a bit more power than they had imagined or desired. But if the sexual harassment guidelines were my primary weapon, I was fighting with a glass sword: it looked fierce, but did not always fare that well in battle. And I had other battles to fight as well. In the same period, I served on the University’s Affirmative Action Committee and the Women’s Studies Council, gave talks to a variety of local women’s organizations, participated in outreach programs for the Florida Humanities Council, and counseled students (for better and worse) on a range of issues from abortion to rape to divorce to sexual harassment. Still, I was fortunate. My senior colleagues, all men, were supportive; my first editor, Larry Malley at Cornell University Press, was a godsend; and the college administration, although problematic in many ways, allowed me to be tenured and promoted early.

Yet, I felt constantly poked and prodded by slivers of guilt over what I was not doing. Suddenly all the time that I might have devoted to community-based projects was being absorbed by university and professional projects. My experience at USF was not unique. Colleges, universities and historical associations all formed women’s committees; many universities and departments sought to assure that at least one woman served on every hiring committee; program committees tried to create more gender-integrated panels at conferences; and editors recruited women and women’s historians to serve on their boards. At the same time, the organizations initiated by women in the 1970s to put pressure on professional associations, like the Coordinating Committee for Women in the Historical Profession (CCWHP) and the Conference Group in Women’s History (CGWH) continued on, to make sure that our agendas did not get co-opted once women were let into the organizational hierarchy. In addition, new women’s studies programs and departments needed faculty to teach courses, serve on committees, and organize events on and off campus. When colleges and universities started writing sexual harassment guidelines, creating women’s centers, establishing various kinds of grievance committees, diversity workshops, and curriculum integration projects, women, especially those whose research focused on women, were called on to provide the necessary expertise. I joined other feminist scholars in pushing the profession forward, serving on program committees, editorial boards, nominating committees, book and article prize committees; running curriculum integration workshops; participating in outreach programs to middle school and high school teachers; and working with public humanities programs and museums to increase awareness of women’s history. I had only been in the profession for six years when I became U.S. editor of a new journal, Gender & History, launched in Great Britain. Within a decade, I was president of the CGWH
and five years later vice-president of the International Federation for Research in Women's History. It was both exhilarating and exhausting to have such opportunities offered so early in my career, a career in which I thought I could remain on the margins of academe.

In 1992, I moved to Duke University and became a full professor. There the demands of campus and professional committees as well as journals, publishers and external organizations—foundations, funding agencies, etc—became even greater. My fancier letterhead assured that I would be asked to evaluate far more tenure and promotion cases for younger scholars in the field, who seemed to be multiplying exponentially. When the Duke Committee on the Sexual Harassment of Students faced a crisis in 1993, the provost asked me to step into chair the committee. I felt I could not refuse. Women’s Studies and Women’s History were more high profile at Duke than at USF, and this too created more administrative work and more complicated political divisions and personal conflicts. I was soon serving on the executive committee of both departments and as Associate Chair of History. In addition, the doctoral program at Duke was attracting a growing number of students in women’s history, African American history and American social history.

There were benefits to being at a resource-rich institution, of course, and not only in terms of my own salary and research funds. Duke was endowed with beautiful grounds and offered abundant financial and intellectual resources for a variety of projects. Amazing faculty at Duke and neighboring institutions, most notably University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, provided a new circle of colleagues whom I could join in political and scholarly ventures. The Southern Oral History Project at UNC, directed by Jacquelyn Dowd Hall, and the Behind the Veil Project on the Jim Crow South at Duke, managed by a team of faculty and graduate students, reached well beyond traditional academic endeavors to document issues in communities throughout the region. As a Duke faculty member, I was able to apply for Sawyer Seminar funds from the Andrew Mellon Foundation, which I was granted in 1995–1996, to run a year-long seminar that brought together activists, scholars of activism, and scholar-activists concerned with women’s grassroots organizing. Graduate students Anne Valk and Kirsten Delegard along with members of the UNC Oral History Project and the Duke Institute of Public Policy helped plan and orchestrate events that year; and the outside speakers who joined us from Rwanda, Haiti, Zaire, Mexico and various parts of the United States were uniformly inspiring.

Still, much more than I had ever imagined, my activism has become university, rather than community, based. Without release time to direct the seminar and the lecture series that accompanied it, I was working harder than ever to balance teaching, including an increasing number of dissertation
committees, administrative responsibilities, and professional service. I had almost no time to pursue my own research and writing, even though I was now at a major research university, or to engage directly in community-based activities.

Moreover, nagging institutional questions remained. Duke was filled with brilliant scholars, bright students, and vast resources, but the university struggled to claim an identity. Was it the Harvard of the South? Could it be? Should it be? Did I care? Was Duke a haven of racial toleration and diversity despite its southern heritage and the legacies of past discriminations? Could it serve the surrounding city, which was both darker and poorer than the university community? And what of all the local residents who worked at Duke but did not feel part of that community? Was it possible to teach inside those privileged walls—and there were literally walls around Duke’s East Campus, where the History and Women’s Studies departments resided—and still feel connected to a larger world of activism? Was being active within Duke enough?

I had a chance to step back from this swirl of issues and refocus attention on my own research through the gift of a fellowship from the Center for the Advanced Study in Social and Behavioral Sciences at Stanford University. For more than a decade I had been working on a book on Anglo, Black and Latin women’s activism in Tampa, Florida, reshaping the arguments and interpretations to engage changes in the field of women’s history. During the 1980s, attention to differences of race, class and region had transformed frameworks of analysis in women’s history and women’s studies. A study of community-based movements that explored women’s efforts within and between native-born white and African American and racially and ethnically diverse immigrant neighborhoods in a single city promised to enrich our understanding of how activists forged identities, agendas and coalitions over time and across racial, ethnic and gender divides. It was work that I hoped would have some practical appeal, or at least application, to activists outside the academy as well as contribute to the ways scholars themselves analyzed activism historically. I was particularly concerned with trying to reimagine U.S. women’s activism in more global terms while recognizing the racial, ethnic and class conflicts that fractured any sense of sisterhood within the United States.

When I returned to Duke in fall 1997, my energy for and interest in combining activism and academic life had been revitalized. Yet I quickly found both slipping away again. A series of battles in both History and Women’s Studies over future directions and priorities absorbed enormous amounts of time and effort. I was swamped with graduate students, many of them unhappy with various aspects of the PhD program; and I wavered between supporting their demands and wanting them to focus simply on
research, writing and completing their dissertations. My activist commit-
ments and my scholarly engagement were already bleeding away, and I had
only been back at Duke for three months.

When my husband Steven Lawson and I were recruited by Rutgers
University that winter, we agonized over what to do and survived a tortuous
process of offer and counter-offer. Despite the difficulties of that year, the
decision to move to Rutgers in fall 1998 saved me. It brought me back to
the public university system that nurtured me and that still gives me hope
that activism and academics can be fruitfully combined. At Rutgers, a
number of programs are focused on just the kinds of issues that have long
intrigued me. The Rutgers Center for Historical Analysis sponsors not only
academic programs but also teachers’ institutes. The Institute for Research
on Women, part of an expansive Institute for Women’s Leadership (IWL),
runs year-long seminars on themes that bridge not only disciplines but also
the academic-community divide. Other units in the IWL, most notably the
Center for Women and Global Leadership and the Institute for Women and
Work, address contemporary social, economic and political issues through
the resources of scholarship and intellectual exchange. The History Depart-
ment also houses one of the top ranked women’s history doctoral programs
in the nation, a program that encourages attention to racial and global is-
"issues in the context of women and gender. And I am once again surrounded
by students for whom an undergraduate education is not a given, but some-
thing to be prized. Of course, this does not mean that they are all dedicated
to learning, but rather that far more than at Duke, I feel that the classroom
is a political space, one where students’ lives are being challenged and shaped
in critical ways. Perhaps most important to me, there are students who re-
mind me of myself in the 1960s and 1970s, young women and a few good
men searching for ways not only to forward their careers but to change the
world, or at least their little corner of it.

It is still difficult to balance pedagogy, politics, and publications, I am
still over committed on campus and in the profession, but at Rutgers it
seems possible to slowly divest myself of some of that institutional responsi-
bility because there are so many other wonderful senior and junior women
to share the burden. In addition, the intellectual opportunities at Rutgers
are so rich that it has been easier to say no to requests for service on editorial
boards, professional committees, and other outside invitations. Instead I
can focus my attention on Rutgers University Press, on the Rutgers’ Black
Atlantic Project, on Rutgers’ Institute for Research on Women, and on Rutgers’
women’s history program. Although this is still not quite the career I had
imagined—still too heavy on institutional commitments and too light on
community-based activism—I have finally found a situation in which I can
make peace between my expectations and the possibilities surrounding me.
Like so many of my generation, I have tried to take advantage of the openings that exist without getting co-opted by the institutional structures from which they unexpectedly emerged. I still live in a glass tower, but one from which I can more clearly see the connections to a wider world. There is still plenty of broken glass out there, awaiting a misstep. For the moment, however, I am picking my way through and finding safe spaces to work.

Note

1. I once assumed that I, like many white students, had only paid attention to the killings at Kent State, but in a letter to my home town newspaper, the Spencerport Star, which I discovered a few years ago, I protested the shootings at Jackson State and Kent State with equal fervor.
During the past number of years, historians have been brought into legal cases in unprecedented numbers. As the courts have tried to adjudicate responsibility for environmental and occupational diseases, history has played a more and more central role in decisions that affect the cases themselves and social policy regarding risk.

In suits over tobacco-related diseases, asbestosis, radiation experiments, and other toxic tort situations, more and more historians of technology and sciences, social history and public health are being brought to provide testimony aimed at assessing responsibility for risk for a variety of nasty diseases and conditions that have arisen years, sometimes decades, after exposure. The basic questions asked are those we became familiar with during the Watergate hearings: who knew what about specific toxins and when did they know it? Did industry understand that specific substances could cause disease? If so, when did they learn of the dangers and when did they begin to warn their workers or consumers of their products that they were at risk?

This chapter will look at the recent recruitment of historians into the world of toxic tort law and examine the ways that the craft of history is used and abused in the legal system, and will identify the important ways that historians’ skills can be used on behalf of people victimized by a variety of industries as well as the ways that these same skills can be abused in order to defend the activities of huge corporations. I do not intend to provide a dispassionate analysis of the moral, ethical and legal dilemmas that
confront the historian when she or he enters the courtroom. Nor do I mean to enter into a discussion of the problem of historical ambiguity and objectivity. Rather, I will provide a personal perspective on the growing gulf that will undoubtedly deepen among historians as the public agues over culpability for a variety of problems associated with the development of an industrial and post industrial economy. I will describe a personal experience where skills as an historian help in making important societal decisions. In the past, historians have been brought in to provide evidence in Brown v. Board of Education, the Sears case and other important issues. But, as Americans become more aware of industrial pollution and its impact on population health, I predict that the historians’ role will become more and more pronounced.

The courts are both an important and troubling arena into which historians are being thrust. On the one hand, it is clear that unlike any other arena in which the academic historian functions, the information that we can provide can help thousands upon thousands of sickened people. We can help workers whose health was destroyed on the job, children brain damaged by lead paint and other toxins, and ordinary citizens living in polluted communities from Love Canal, New York through Times Beach, Missouri, to recover damages for their suffering. Further, we can even help shape future decisions of large corporations who are currently deciding on whether or not to look closely at the potential dangers of their products and, if found toxic, whether or not to warn consumers or remove them from the market.

While the ability to help people is well within the grasp of the practicing historian, there is also the possibility of doing tremendous harm. Throughout the nation, toxic tort cases are forcing companies and their lawyers to seek out their own historians to argue that companies bear no responsibility for a host of conditions that appear associated with exposure to implants, asbestos, pharmaceuticals and the like. The tobacco, mining, paint, plastics, and chemical industries have begun efforts to hire historians to use their skills to obscure and to confuse the historical record about responsibility, knowledge, and risk. In some sense, the role of historians of medicine and science has been to create confusion rather than to illuminate history. Some historians have earned literally millions of dollars to defend the tobacco companies from litigation; others have earned equally as large amounts preparing defenses of industries ranging from lead paint manufacturing through plastics and environmental pollution.

**Why Historians in the Courtroom?**

The origins of historians’ role in these cases are rooted in the fundamental transformation of Americans’ health beliefs during the course of the past
half century. For much of the first fifty years of the twentieth century the dominant concerns of most Americans were a series of diseases that could be linked directly to specific bacteria or viruses, or, alternatively, for the industrial worker, to specific acute exposures to a toxin. Generally, the symptoms that affected the individual were acute and specific agents—whether bacteriological or chemical—which could be identified in the laboratory using increasingly sophisticated technologies. Tuberculosis, for example, could be understood to be caused by a bacterium while the palsies, tremors, or wrist-drop of an industrial worker could be identified as caused by exposure to lead in a battery plant or other industrial setting.

But, during the course of the twentieth century, basic public health measures like improved sanitation, pure water supply, street cleaning, and nutrition, among others, began to have a dramatic impact on the health of Americans. Lower rates of infant mortality, longer life spans, and a decline in the importance of infectious disease as a cause of death fundamentally altered the epidemiological experience. Further, with the development of first sulfa drugs, antibiotics, and effective vaccines against polio and other childhood diseases in the middle decades of the century, many Americans believed that the dangers from infectious diseases specifically was passing. Chronic conditions such as heart disease, cancer, and stroke replaced tuberculosis and other infectious diseases as the major killers of Americans. By the 1970s, many in the public health community were seeking a different model for understanding what caused chronic disease.

The advent of a vibrant environmental movement fed a new paradigm for understanding disease. Chronic conditions were increasingly seen as being rooted in the industrial world in which Americans now lived. The emergence of the country as the predominant world economic and military power in the years after World War II fed a growing uneasiness. For some in the public health community, disease was increasingly perceived as a signal of the inequalities and injustices brought about by rampant commercialization of medicine, the poor distribution of services, and the greed of what some deemed the medical-industrial complex.

In the late 1970s and 1980s, disastrous examples of the impact of industry on the quality of life and the health of populations brought to national attention the negative impacts of industrial society on American health. Homes in Love Canal, New York, a community just outside of Buffalo, was found to be polluted by the waste products of the Hooker Chemical Company. A whole community of lower middle class homeowners had to leave their homes as the contents of leaking barrels and waste pits upon which their houses were built slowly bubbled up into basements and the backyards of residents; at Three Mile Island, Pennsylvania, a nuclear plant nearly went into meltdown just at the time when a film called the “China Syndrome” made Americans all-too-aware of the pitfalls of nuclear energy. In Times
Beach, Missouri, an entire community was evacuated and huge areas of the town were roped off after it was discovered that dioxins and PCBs, known human carcinogens, had been polluting the streets of the town. In Bhopal, India, as well, thousands of poor people were killed, blinded and maimed by an explosion of a Union Carbide plant. Unlike the infectious diseases of previous eras—or even AIDS, SARS, and anthrax of the more recent past—the chronic diseases that frightened most Americans could not easily be linked to a specific exposure to a specific biological agent. Rather, the existing models for disease causation could only inexact explain the complex pathways and mechanisms that led to a cancer years and often decades after exposure.

The growing awareness of the dangers of industrial pollution and industrial products more generally, have fed a widespread sense that the killer diseases that are of greatest concern—cancers—were produced by a variety of consumer goods that were now a mainstay of American life. Cigarettes, plastic bottles, corporate promotion of fatty foods and sugar-laden soft drinks to name but a few were no longer seen as symbols of the good life, but were now increasingly seen as responsible for the epidemics of lung cancers, heart disease, diabetes, obesity, and other chronic conditions. Increasingly, more and more people argued that the ways we die and the diseases that afflict us are, in large measure, reflections of the world we build and the environments we create. Whether it be the slums and crowded housing of the nineteenth century that led to the massive outbreaks of infectious diseases and tuberculosis or the environmental assaults or industrial toxins that are now associated with the cancers and other chronic diseases that are major killers today, disease and the ways we deal with it can be understood as a reflection of social organization, values and ideals.

It is here that historians have become central to the on-going legal and political struggles. Given our skills tracking down specific historical events we have been placed in the unenviable position of judging decisions of corporate executives whose actions led to the death, illnesses and disfigurements of smokers, workers, women in the home, African Americans living near toxic waste sites and children poisoned by exposures to everyday materials such as lead-based paint in the home or chromates in schools.

Gerald Markowitz and I were pulled into the contentious world of tort law because of a book we wrote approximately twelve years ago, *Deadly Dust: Silicosis and the Politics of Occupational Disease in 20th Century America* (Princeton University Press, 1991). As historians of occupational disease, we had stumbled onto silicosis, a disabling lung condition caused by the inhalation of silica dust, and that had struck down thousands of workers in the decades before World War II, being labeled “the king of occupational diseases” by commentators at the time. We had written the book...
with no knowledge that the disease was still of great concern, seeing the book as an exercise that could illuminate the ways that discovery of disease was rooted in very special historical circumstances. Interestingly, we had traced the heated debates around silicosis that occurred among workers, organized labor, government and a series of industries such as foundries, steel mills, construction, and sandblasting in which silica sand was used and workers exposed. Shortly after the publication of the book we learned from our publisher that the hardcover version of the book was in short supply and that they were considering a paperback edition. How, we asked, could such a book with a seemingly select audience be out of stock so quickly?

After quick investigation, the press discovered that, contrary to our assumption, the book was not being bought by large numbers of labor or other historians but, rather, by law firms. Soon, we found ourselves being called by law firms all over the country asking for us to consult with them about their cases. It appeared that workers in a host of industries, primarily in Texas, Louisiana, and other Gulf states were still coming down with silicosis and were suing a variety of suppliers for negligence.

At first, we were hesitant to get involved. It seemed repellent to us to testify in court, appear at depositions, and subject ourselves to possible pressures to meet the demands of court cases. We were scholars, not interested parties, removed from the events of the day by training and inclination, and scholars were not in the business of testifying, at least in court. Memories of the contentiousness that affected the historical profession following the engagement of two of our friends on different sides of the Sears case in the 1980s made us especially wary of getting involved.

Yet, after one lawyer came to New York and presented the haunting story of one of her clients, we changed our minds. She told of her client, a thirty-four year old Mexican worker who had been told of a lucrative job in the oil fields of West Texas. A huge oil company had contracted to have sandblasters come clean out old oil storage tanks in the 1970s, following the OPEC oil crisis when West Texas crude was once again in demand. They had shipped hundreds of Mexican workers to the area around Odessa, Texas and given them paper 3-M masks, which are ineffective in stopping silica particles from getting to the lungs, and a sandblasting unit, and had them enter into small enclosed tanks and blast sand at the layers of tar and oil that had accumulated on the tanks over the previous years and decades. Not surprisingly workers began to die, suffocating.

The cases, it appeared, would never have come to light was it not for the decision of a local physician to find out why so many of the migrant workers he was seeing were dying from a lung condition whose symptoms mimicked tuberculosis. Workers were coming to him as perhaps the only physician in town willing to see them, complaining of an inability to take in a deep
breath, spitting, weight loss, and extreme fatigue. Some of the workers told him of other friends of theirs who had gone back to Mexico to die slow, horrible deaths at home. Others simply succumbed in Odessa.

It was clear why our book could be so important in providing some of these workers and their families some financial relief. In court case after case industry had been arguing successfully that since no one had ever heard of silicosis, no one could be held accountable for a disease that was unexpectedly killing workers. Our book was a direct contradiction to the central tenet of these defense tactics: we documented in minute detail what was known about the disease and the industry’s attempts to hide silicosis from public view. We documented knowledge as early as 1900 and the industry’s malfeasance from the 1930s and 1940s as they attempted to avoid responsibility for workers who were dying from exposures to silica. We agreed to become expert witnesses in two cases.

I will never forget my first deposition when I entered a room of over twenty lawyers representing some of the largest corporations in the country. Held at the Plaza Hotel in New York, I walked into the depositions thinking that this would be something akin to a seminar where I provided information and serious people debated academic issues. I couldn’t imagine this “seminar” lasting more than a few hours. Nor could I imagine the grilling that I would go through for nearly five solid days from nine in the morning to five at night. For five days each company lawyer went after virtually every aspect of the book, from its footnotes through its index and pagination. What were my sources for the statement on page 45? Can I provide the document that was the basis for the statement on page 125? Was one reference to a point enough to prove that this quote represented a fair cross-section of the population? What were my credentials? How did Jerry and I work together? Did we walk to work together? Where did I live? What languages were spoken in my neighborhood?

Virtually no aspect of my academic life or my personal life was off-bounds in the free-for-all that seemed to have no end. As the deposition went on I realized the enormous stakes that were involved. A score of companies faced by potentially thousands of lawsuits had hired lawyers to undermine my credibility, lest I ever get to the witness stand and be able to speak to a jury. I also began to understand the stakes involved for the families, many of whom had no source of income to replace the meager wages that their husbands had earned while working themselves to death.

About a year later I was finally called upon to testify in that case. In the courtroom sat the worker and his family—he attached to an air hose connected to a portable air tank and his wife and children surrounding him. I was on the stand for the entire morning. Numerous objections and challenges were made by the defense attorney as he sought to undermine my
book and my statements on behalf of the client. Comments I had casually said during the deposition were read to the jury as if they were the whole truth, with no subtlety or context. Sentences were picked out of long monologues that I had given in my attempts to answer complex questions with answers longer than “yes” or “no.” It was a strange experience.

It was gratifying that by lunchtime, my testimony seemed to have made a deep impression on some of the company lawyers. Most of the defendants came slowly to the plaintiff’s table and sought to settle their responsibility for damages, opting to pay something to the client rather than risk a jury verdict that might cost them much, much more.

It was a victory of sorts, but for me, the most meaningful moment came during a recess when I had the chance to speak with the defendant and his family. He told me of his life, his family and his children. His wife invited me to dinner at their home. It was clear that my testimony on their behalf was extremely important to the children who kept thanking me for coming to Texas for their father. They had translated for him throughout my testimony and they conveyed to me his deep gratitude. I had affirmed his experience and let his own family know that his experience was meaningful. This alone, it seemed, was worth the extraordinary pain that the day in court had cost him. I can’t convey how moving this experience was for me. It made me realize that history does matter.

That first experience was searing for me. But, in coming years I found that I became less and less fearful of the deposition and courtroom process and more and more convinced that Jerry’s and my own particular skill in writing history was making a real difference for many people throughout the country. One manifestation of this was in the strange transformation of defense arguments in some of the court cases in coming years. Before our book appeared, and before we entered into the suits, a standard argument of defendants in such silicosis suits was that they bore no responsibility for the outbreaks of silicosis because no one had known about the dangers of silica dust. Following our book, the argument changed substantially. A new defense was that the companies bore no responsibility because everyone, including the workers, knew about the disease. Hence, there had been no need to warn workers about exposure and no responsibility was borne by the company for their failure to warn workers about the dangers of silica dust.

Another singularly interesting and rewarding turn of events was the public rediscovery of the disease by the United States Department of Labor’s Occupational Safety and Health Administration, and Mine Safety and Health Administration and the National Institute of Occupational Safety and Health. In 1997 we were invited to a National Silicosis Conference organized by these three agencies and shortly afterward Robert Reich, the Secretary of Labor, announced that silicosis was a target disease for the Administration
who sought to eliminate it by the turn of the new century. Finally, after
decades of stalling, in-door sandblasting (a practice that we had identified
in our book as having been of particular concern) has largely been aban-
doned. We began to realize that there was a world that appreciated history
for the ways it could really help people.

While our book on silicosis preceded our experience with the legal system,
our next book on industrial pollution grew out of another law case. In 1996
we were called by two lawyers from the City of New York Law Department.
The City’s lawyers asked if we would visit them at their offices in lower
Manhattan. It appeared that the City had been sued by some families whose
children had been damaged by lead contained in the paint of some of the
city’s public housing. The city, in turn, had begun a suit against the lead
industry claiming that the industry bore some responsibility for damages
to these children. In the process of seven years of the suit, the City had
accumulated a moderate-sized roomful of documents that were largely
drawn from the Lead Industries Association, the trade association for lead
paint and other manufacturers of lead-bearing products, and now they
wanted to know what was in these hundreds of thousands of pages that the
City had accumulated.

They had contacted us because we had published an article on the contro-
versies around lead poisoning in the *American Journal of Public Health* in
1986. In that article we traced the history of the controversies around lead
poisoning due to automobile exhaust. Coming as it did as the Environmental
Protection Administration was determining whether or not to demand that
the industry remove lead from gasoline once and for all, the article caused
a bit of a stir in the public health community, even provoking an editorial
from the *Journal* apologizing for its role nearly fifty years before in creating
such a public health tragedy.

We were asked to evaluate the material in the room and we went about,
with the aid of two Columbia students, to organize the material. The result
was a long affidavit that became part of the New York City case and quickly
was integrated into numerous other legal actions that began around the
country. By the end of 2002, the cities of Chicago, New York, Buffalo, San
Francisco, St. Louis, Milwaukee, and others had begun cases around the
country, some of which were quickly dismissed by judges, some of which
have been allowed to go forward. In Rhode Island, the State Attorney General
has brought the first state action against the lead industry for having know-
ingly created a public nuisance in the form of hundreds of tons of lead on
the walls of the up to 80 percent of the state’s housing, thereby putting
thousands of children in the state at risk of developing lead poisoning. This
particular case is gaining national attention, with articles quoting our work
appearing in *Barron’s, Newsweek, the New York Times* and elsewhere.
Throughout the country lawyers are waiting for its outcome in the coming months. Significantly, the historical analysis that we developed is being challenged by the lead industry’s lawyers and historians of medicine are being recruited to testify against us.

From our work in the archives of the city’s law department came our book, *Deceit and Denial: the Deadly Politics of Industrial Pollution* (California/Milbank, 2002). This book, an analysis of the role of industry in creating a public health tragedy, could not have been possible without the law cases which freed up literally hundreds of thousands of pages of company documents. In fact, without the cases historians would never have seen internal memos and minutes of meetings in which the company representatives from the Dutch Boy or Sherwin Williams companies discussed the dangers of lead paint to children as early as the 1920s. Nor would we have been able to learn of marketing campaigns aimed at counteracting public concerns over the dangers of lead—ads that claimed that lead paint was safe and sanitary and useful on children’s walls, furniture and the like. This trove of documents, revealed through the lawsuits, allowed us to write a history that was based upon internal documents never before seen and it certainly gave us a new perspective on company responsibility for damage to hundreds of thousands of poisoned children.

In a number of other toxic tort cases historians are being called upon to study the responsibility of industry in causing disease and death. Allan Brandt at Harvard is working for the federal government on a suit against a tobacco company. Robert Proctor has been working on the same suit and has, in the past, worked for women damaged by radiation experiments at Vanderbilt University. David Rothman has worked on the Vanderbilt case as well. Industrial hygienists David Ozonoff and Barry Castleman have weighed in on behalf of workers injured by exposure to asbestos, developing sensitive historical arguments about culpability of Johns Manville and other asbestos manufacturers. All have gone through their own internal decision making process in deciding whether or not to work for those injured by industries, institutions or products. All have determined in one way or another that using their skills for a social good was important and made their history more meaningful.

While many historians have decided to enter the fray on behalf of injured parties, others have been hired by the tobacco, lead, and other industries as experts to defend the actions of a variety of companies. Rather than using their skills to try to clarify the historical record, however, these historians have often sought to contextualize past unseemly activities in which tobacco, lead and other toxins were marketed directly to children or knowingly sold, despite industry knowledge about their dangers. Kenneth Ludmerer, the current president of the American Association for the History of Medicine,
and Peter English, a professor of history and pediatrics from Duke University, and a number of others have used their expertise and prestige on behalf of lead and tobacco. Other less prominent historians have chosen to work for the industries in a host of other toxic tort suits.

The growing concerns about the price we pay in health and well being for our unrestrained industrial and post-industrial society has created new arenas in which history will play a growing and important role. Especially as the current administration undercuts the regulatory agencies of OSHA, MSHA, EPA and others that have since the 1970s ameliorated some of the worst conditions affecting workers and consumers alike, we can expect more and more toxic cases being brought to the courts rather than to the professionals in these agencies. In this context, it is important for us to recognize the growing demand for our skills. We may be dragged kicking and screaming into moral dilemmas where we are forced to confront what are the boundaries of our involvement in public disputes. In part, this will be an unwelcome circumstance for us. Yet, I would argue that we owe society a great deal and we owe those who are often without voice a great deal more. I believe that the demands from the legal system will force us to crystallize our sense of purpose and the humanistic traditions that lend legitimacy to our field. A greater relevance and involvement of historians will force us to define what is good history, both methodologically as well as morally.
Prior to the war in Iraq, United States historian, Glenda Gilmore protested U.S. occupation of Iraq in a letter written in the Yale Daily News. Though her column offered an incisive analysis of the events to come, it sparked a nationwide controversy in which she was criticized for her political position and was personally attacked for being an academic engaging in a public debate. We have reprinted here her initial article in the Yale Daily News as well as her rebuttal to the controversy, which she gave in a talk to the Yale Peace Coalition meeting on April 9, 2003.

Variations on Iraq: Glenda Gilmore
Published Friday, October 11, 2002, Yale Daily News

A U.S. attack on Iraq, which seems inevitable, will be the most craven abdication of democratic principles in our country’s history. As I write, the House has approved, and the Senate is debating, a resolution that gives President George W. Bush, in Sen. Robert Byrd’s words, “virtually unchecked authority to commit the nation’s military to an unprovoked attack on a sovereign nation.” The Bush Administration recently articulated its foreign policy plans this way: “Our forces will be strong enough to dissuade potential adversaries from pursuing a military build-up in hopes of surpassing, or equaling, the power of the United States.” This means that the United States of America may invade any country, anywhere, any time, before it becomes a threat.
Bush’s National Security Strategy makes the United States an imperial power in the most sinister sense of the term, and Congress’ resolution will finally and unabashedly give George W. Bush the job he seems so sure he deserves: emperor.

Invading Iraq without immediate provocation is the first step in Bush’s plan to transform our country into an aggressor nation that cannot tolerate opposition. In fact, to Bush’s thinking, our country should not tolerate the possibility that other nations might someday oppose us. This is contrary to every principle on which we structure our society, not to mention every value by which we live our lives. Hendrik Hertzberg calls it a scheme for “world domination,” Anatol Lieven declares that the United States “has become a menace to itself and to mankind,” and Sen. Byrd predicts that Americans “will pay for a war with lives of its sons and daughters.” That’s you, Yalies. The situation before you is grave.

If the United States invades Iraq without provocation on the grounds that Saddam Hussein might hurt us in the future, we will forever change our national character. Who are we? Aren’t we the nation that deplored Japan’s pre-emptive strike against Pearl Harbor and denounced Hitler’s invasion of Poland? Even in wars that provoked much internal criticism, we responded to what we asserted were invasions of South Korea, South Vietnam and Kuwait. This time we are the invaders. No matter how much Bush tells us we are the good guys and Hussein is the bad guy, the president will not be able to change the historical fact that we attacked another sovereign nation without provocation. We are the good guys. But good guys don’t invade other countries, unless they have exhausted every other option for self-preservation. If they do, they become the bad guys.

Bush has failed to make a case for an immediate need to act in our own self defense. So many alternatives to invasion exist that there is not space to list them. In fact, in the words of columnist Charley Reese, “Bush Won’t Take Yes for an Answer.” First, the president demanded UN weapons inspectors go back into Iraq. In the smartest move of his life, Hussein agreed. Any reasonable statesman would have then thrown his weight behind getting inspections under way, but Bush whined; now that he had what he asked for, that it wasn’t good enough. Any other leader might have been embarrassed to lay bare his real motive: an unrelenting desire to start a war with Iraq. Not Bush. He simply undercut the United Nations by continuing to threaten Iraq, even as he dragged a gutless Congress behind him. Meanwhile, chief UN inspector Hans Blix has reminded Bush that he works for the UN, not the U.S., and Blix is proceeding to send inspectors to Iraq. “Will we kill the inspectors too?” Reese wonders.

Not simply a miserable venture into statecraft, Bush’s strategy defies common sense. He is seeking to eliminate the threat of war by waging war. How
many Americans and innocent Iraqi civilians will die? Notwithstanding that a preemptive strike without immediate provocation is the moral equivalent of murder, it is also just plain stupid. George F. Kennan, the statesman who best articulated the policy of containment that drove Cold War diplomacy, knows that. Speaking against a pre-emptive strike against Iraq, he said, “I could see justification only if the absence of it would involve a major and imminent danger to our own country, or, at worst, to our most intimate and traditional allies. Of this I have seen no evidence.” It is not enough for Bush to be President of the United States, he must become the Emperor of the World. This unclothed emperor is, as they say in Texas, all hat and no brains.

In the years before us, I fear there will be causes worth dying for. There will be tyrants so unstoppable that we will have to fight them to preserve our own freedom. But that is not the case now. Instead of standing up against tyranny, we are bringing it to our own doorstep. We have met the enemy, and it is us.

What Glenda Gilmore Really Said

The following is the text of my remarks to the Yale Peace Coalition meeting on April 9, 2003. I invite you to compare it to the story written by two Yale freshmen and published in David Horowitz’s on-line magazine. The “critical questioning” to which they refer, occurred when James Kirchick, a student columnist at the Yale Daily News, asked if I didn’t think that Daniel Pipes, director of the Middle East Forum, who sponsors Campus Watch and wrote a column including me among five “Professors Who Hate America,” and Andrew Sullivan, a journalist and a blogger who disagreed with my Yale Daily News column opposing the invasion of Iraq, were simply trying to get my opinions to a larger audience. I said that I had thought about that, but that Pipes’s call for “adult supervision” and “outsiders” to “establish standards for media statements by faculty” made me think otherwise. That was the only question Mr. Kirchick asked.

April 9, 2003

In case you are wondering what we are doing here tonight, while film of jubilant Iraqis greeting U.S. troops in Baghdad runs on CNN, I offer this: Around lunchtime today, I got this e-mail from an old high school friend who acts as an armed escort for CNN news teams:

GG,
   From the streets of Baghdad
   Liberation and Freedom, nuff said.
   Semper Fi,
   Mac
I’m here tonight to tell Mac—and you—that ‘nuff hasn’t been said, that amid the fall of Baghdad, it is our duty as citizens to continue to question how we got there, what we will do there, and what lesson our policy makers will draw from our invasion of Iraq in the weeks and months to come.

I was in Memphis last weekend when I read the obituary of Edwin Starr. Starr is best remembered for his 1970 #1 hit, War, a song that questions the value of war. Does it actually ensure our freedoms—and at what costs? War shatters the dreams of the young men sent to fight it. I almost wept as I wondered what the reaction would be today to such a song. Number 1 hit? I doubt it. Starr, who served three years in the military, would be condemned on Fox News (an oxymoron if I ever heard one) as a traitor.

I know, because I have been branded a traitor. I wrote an op ed in the Yale Daily News and received death threats and rape wishes, was called a slut in the YDN comments section by a Princeton PhD (whom I don’t know and who offered no evidence to back up that assertion), won blogger Andrew Sullivan’s Susan Sontag award for fuzzy moral thinking, and was named by Daniel Pipes as one of five “professors who hate America.” It’s tough to be an anti-war patriot in the vicious climate that Bush has encouraged and that Rumsfeld embodies. Tonight, I want to talk about the relationship between anti-war activism and patriotism, about who has the right to speak for our country, and about the organized plot funded by right-wing foundations to shut down dissent.

First, let me recap the position I took on October 11 in an opinion piece that the YDN solicited from me. I argued then that a preemptive strike on Iraq, which I defined as invading Iraq without immediate provocation, would be the most craven abdication of democratic principles in our country’s history. It would transform our country into an aggressor nation if the U.S. followed the Bush Administration’s foreign policy as articulated in his National Security Strategy: “Our forces will be strong enough to dissuade potential adversaries from pursuing a military build up in hopes of surpassing or equaling, the power of the United States.” I argued that Bush was trying to do an end run around the UN, and that he seemed to want to undermine weapons inspections so that he could invade Iraq. Instead of standing up against tyranny, we were bringing it to our own doorstep, I predicted.

I pointed out that I, too, believed that Saddam Hussein was a bad guy, and that we were the good guys, but that good guys don’t invade other countries unless they have exhausted every other option. We had not. If
our goal was to disarm Iraq, we had a workable plan that was proceeding to do so.

Did I argue as an expert on the Middle East? No. I argued first as an American citizen who thought the entire scheme fantastical and devoid of common sense and, second, as a professor of U.S. history who teaches about the quest to perfect democracy in the twentieth century. You don’t have to be an expert to say what you believe. It is every citizen’s right to speak out. Okay, perhaps, as my momma suggested, I was a bit rough on Bush when I said he wanted to become the “Emperor of the World,” and “This unclothed emperor is, as they say in Texas, all hat and no brains,” a riff on “all hat and no cattle” that brought me scorn from bellicose Texans. But let me quote the much ridiculed and much beloved Imperialist Teddy Roosevelt on the subject of criticizing the President:

The President is merely the most important among a large number of public servants. He should be supported or opposed exactly to the degree which is warranted by his good conduct or bad conduct, his efficiency or inefficiency in rendering loyal, able, and disinterested service to the nation as a whole. Therefore it is absolutely necessary that there should be full liberty to tell the truth about his acts, and this means that it is exactly as necessary to blame him when he does wrong as to praise him when he does right. Any other attitude in an American citizen is both base and servile. To announce that there must be no criticism of the President, or that we are to stand by the President, right or wrong, is not only unpatriotic and servile, but is morally treasonable to the American public. Nothing but the truth should be spoken about him or any one else. But it is even more important to tell the truth, pleasant or unpleasant, about him than about any one else.

(Theodore Roosevelt, 1918, “Lincoln and Free Speech”)

What I did not know when I wrote that op ed is that I would walk straight into a preplanned campaign aimed at antiwar university professors in an attempt to cut them off from their students, to endanger their jobs, and to shut them up.

By the next morning, a YDN columnist had sent my piece to Andrew Sullivan, a hawkish blogger (I didn’t even know what a blog was), and probably also to Daniel Pipes. My inbox filled up with nasty, nasty little messages, and the comments section of the YDN (I didn’t even know what a comments section was) filled up with the same. The kind of criticism I received fell mainly into four categories, all four tropes intended to dis-
credit me in different ways by composing for me fantastical past lives that had nothing to do with my real life. More importantly, 90 percent of these messages—and there were hundreds—had absolutely nothing to do with my argument to protect U.S. and Iraqi lives by letting the UN do its work.

First, there were the people who accused me of being a left-over 1960s liberal professor, reliving my anti-war days and imposing them on my students. In this scenario, I had acted treasonously as a young woman in opposing the war in Vietnam, corrupted the minds of Ivy Leaguers for thirty years, and now I was baaack. . . . I was disloyal then and had simply been waiting to commit other acts of disloyalty. The truth is that I was married to a Marine Corps Captain and spent the Vietnam War at Parris Island, where many of the Marines themselves had turned against the war by 1970.

Second, there were the misogynists, those who thought they could scare me by impugning my sexual reputation. Hence, the slut comments, along with those who wished I would be raped by Saddam's hired rape squads, and finally to a pathetic guy who said he bet I was fat, dubbed me elephant woman, and guessed that I hadn't had a date until I was 26. Sassy girl gets slapped down.

Then there were those who called me a communist, or the child of Communists. This was baffling, since Saddam isn't a Communist and my parents were virulent anti-Communists. I grew up reading John Birch society publications.

Finally, there was the Ivory Tower/Ivy League nitwit criticism. In this fable, I knew nothing of the real world and was an effete snob to boot, trying to impose my eastern intellectual ideas on real Americans. Since I went to grad school after a career in business, and came to Yale with a degree from a public university, and with all of the effete snobbishness that one can pick up at a North Carolina barbeque joint, this was particularly funny.

Andrew Sullivan put a direct link from his blog to the YDN comments section, and it was clear that the vast majority of comments came from nuts with time on their hands who were outside of Yale. Why would they bother? They bothered because there was an organized campaign to shut up anyone from the academy who spoke out against the war. Within a month, Daniel Pipes had reached millions of people around the world, starting with the New York Post and the Jerusalem Post and moving on to syndication, by profiling my op ed, with four others, in an article entitled “Professors Who Hate America.”

Here is Pipes:

Visit an American University, . . . and you'll often enter a topsy-turvy world in which professors consider the United States (not Iraq) the
problem. . . . Yet, the relentless opposition to their own government raises some questions:

Why do American academics so often despise their own country while finding excuses for repressive and dangerous regimes?

Why have university specialists proven so inept at understanding the great contemporary issues of war and peace, starting with Vietnam, then the Cold War, the Persian Gulf War, and now the war on terror?

Why do professors of linguistics, chemistry, American history, genetics, and business present themselves in public as authorities on the Middle East?

What is the long-term effect of an extremist, intolerant, and anti-American environment on university students?

And here are Pipes’s recommendations to solve the problem he imagines above. I’ll continue quoting him, with emphasis added to the original.

The time has come for adult supervision of the faculty and administrators on many American campuses. Especially as we are at war, the goal must be for universities to resume their civic responsibilities. This can be achieved if outsiders (alumni, state legislators, non-university specialists, parents of students and others) take steps to create a politically balanced atmosphere, critique failed scholarship, establish standards for media statements by the faculty, and broaden the range of campus discourse.

In Pipes’s imagination, professors give up their civil rights when they take the job.

Another professor mentioned in the article, Eric Foner, and I answered Pipes in the Los Angeles Times. We began to hear from people who had long been Pipes watchers. We discovered that his organization, the Middle East Forum, runs Campus Watch, an group designed to listen to and report to the right wing media what professors are saying on campus. I bet we have some members in this audience.

Dave Johnson of the Commonweal Institute, in a story on History News Network revealed how these organizations work. Pipes is funded by the Bradley Foundation, which funds the Heritage Foundation, as well as the American Council of Trustees and Alumni. The latter organization, set up to monitor speech on campus, was founded by Lynne Cheney, wife of the vice president. She is now a fellow at the American Enterprise Institute, funded by the Bradley Foundation. Moreover, these organizations meet weekly and generate “talking points” for the media. The talking point that
they generated in early October last year was apparently “professors who hate America.” The National Committee on Responsive Philanthropy found that these organizations had formulated an assault on academia, “to attack the patriotism of liberals and to convince trustees of colleges and universities to remove them, replacing them with ideological conservatives.” Surprise, surprise, they maintain a “Collegiate Network” with links to seventy college newspapers. The campaign I ran into was a preplanned, carefully orchestrated attempt to ask, “Why do they hate America?” and to imply that anti-war professors are like terrorists, who also hate America.” Johnson informs us that if you google the phrase, “they hate America,” you will get over a million hits. He summed up what happened this way, “Foner and Gilmore encountered a well-funded campaign to pursue an ideological agenda.”

Why does this matter to you? Because you should know that there is a campaign out there to shut me up and to shut you up. There is a concerted attempt to question the patriotism of anyone who criticizes Bush and, now that we have invaded Iraq, anyone who criticizes what we do there. That campaign will not die; indeed, its planners have perfected it on rubes like me. Next, it will be directed against anyone who speaks out against our country’s policies.

On Sunday, Richard Perle (Pentagon policy advisor) said, “There’s got to be a change in Syria as well.” James Woolsey, a friend of the administration, predicted last week that “the U.S. [will] have to spend years and maybe decades waging World War IV . . . in Iran, against the Hezbollah, in Syria. . . .” If this is the case, what of our country will be left? If our children—if you—must temper your disgust at war and take up the responsibility of invading other countries to “solve” their problems, we won’t have lives worth protecting anymore. They can’t do these things if we speak; they must silence us.

This censorship campaign drives the cost of deposing Saddam Hussein even higher, because it signals the extinction of our civil liberties. And I believe that is exactly what the cabal who attacked me wants. They want to extinguish civil liberties so that they can move, unfettered by criticism, to world domination. Why? Because they believe that they alone know what is right. What can you do? You can refuse to allow anyone to question your patriotism. As Paul Krugman wrote this week in the New York Times: “After all, democracy—including the right to criticize—was what we were fighting for” in World War II. Yet, today, he warns, “self-styled patriots are trying to impose constraints on political speech never contemplated during World War II, accusing anyone who criticizes the president of undermining the war effort.” You can be strong, be loud, be patriotic, and be anti-war.

Do I still believe what I said on October 11? Yes. I regret risking and losing U.S. and Iraqi lives, and I believe—if our aim was to disarm Iraq—
that the UN was accomplishing that. If our aim was to silence dissent in this
country, position the U.S. as an imperial power, and breed terrorism in the
Middle East, then Bush may have accomplished his goals. Yesterday, a
wounded and bleeding Iraqi civilian told the New York Times:

Is this Bush’s promised ‘liberation?’ no, this is a red liberation, a liber-
ation written in blood. Bush said he would disarm Saddam, and look
how he’s doing it now—killing us, one by one. Please ask him, how
do you liberate people by killing them?

And in case you think I exaggerate the enormity of the conspiracy against
free speech, guess who President Bush nominated this week to the U.S. Insti-
tute of Peace, a federal think tank established by Congress to promote “the
prevention, management and resolution of international conflicts?” George
Bush nominated Daniel Pipes.

Note
2. He resigned in February 2004, which is after I gave the speech.
SECTION IV

Bridging the Gap Between Academia and Activism
The discussion that follows was inspired by an exchange between Kitty Krupat and Drucilla Cornell during the session entitled, “Fatal Women, Feminist Futures and the Past that Would Have Been.” Kitty spoke about a dilemma she has faced since publishing a book on the subject of lesbian/gay rights and the labor movement. Though she identifies as a heterosexual woman, most people assume she is a lesbian: Why else would she care about a gay/lesbian labor alliance? Until very recently, she refused to challenge this assumption out of a sense of solidarity with gay people. But at some point, she began to think that it was better politics to claim the privilege and assert the obligation of straight people to join the struggle for lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, and queer peoples’ rights. Kitty also talked about the personal side of her dilemma. Maintaining silence sometimes made her feel dishonest or like a person with no identity to call her own. Drucilla responded by proposing a broader approach to defining identity by considering not only one’s identity, but also one’s identification and position. This, she argued, serves as a usable way to both complicate and clarify the way we understand ourselves and others in political movements. When we sat down to continue this conversation a year later, on March 30, 2003, the U.S. led invasion of Iraq had just begun. While the issues raised by the war are the subject of much of this dialogue, the themes addressed are central to many progressive political movements in the United States today:
How can the university campus serve as a site of social justice activism?
What is the relationship between feminism and U.S. exceptionalism?
How can the left build successful coalitions?
What is the role of the media and political rhetoric in a democracy?

1. Campus as Site of Social Justice Activism

We began the interview by discussing the recently commenced war, the responses of those around us in academia, and the strategies and actions of the anti-war movement. How should we as leftist educators respond within the university community? What is the potential role of the university in a time of crisis? Should we try to bring the system to a standstill and protest in the streets? Or, in times of chaos and uncertainty, are we better to maintain stability, to show up for our students, our commitments, and our work? What is our work anyway—and what is the work of the university? In this first section, Kitty and Drucilla speak of some of the ways that universities can function to unite social justice activism with academia. For Kitty, this occurs through the presence of organized labor on campus and building coalitions. For Drucilla, this is also the case, but using philosophy as a tool for political aims is critical.

—Jennifer Manion

Kitty Krupat: I’m at the Queens College-CUNY (City University of New York) Labor Resource Center, which is a model of academic activism at work. The Center provides research and other resources for the labor movement, forums for discussion and college education for working adults, most of whom are sponsored by their unions. Recently, we had a breakfast forum on the subject of “Labor in a Time of War.” The audience was almost equally composed of academics, trade unionists, and activists in related fields. That combination made for an extraordinary and very provocative discussion. I’m also a doctoral candidate at New York University (NYU), where 500 or so students walked out of classes in protest of the war in Iraq. Interestingly, I heard about it, not from students, but from faculty members who identify themselves as activists. From where I sit in the academy, there’s a small but visible movement toward political engagement among intellectuals. In times like these, we face the dilemma of going on with daily routines. I’m never sure when it’s okay—or under what circumstances it’s right—to go on with business as usual.

Drucilla Cornell: I agree with you. I want to connect philosophy to activism. One aspect of my work entails the defense of the importance of ideals, of the left defending ideals. So that the idea of freedom, particularly freedom, but also equality, aren’t discarded empty shells or mere historical residues.
Forging Activist Alliances

I decided to cancel my participation in a conference that was planned on my work. I felt if there was going to be a conference on my work I would have to turn it into an anti-war teach-in. In other words, it’s not that I think we don’t need to address Jacques Lacan, Levinas, Kant and Hegel, or any of the other philosophers that I’ve struggled to understand. Particularly now, they are more and more relevant to what I do as an activist at teach-ins, for example in defending the ideal of perpetual peace against just war theory. I think we do need to engage with philosophy. I decided against the conference, because I believe that what we are doing in “shock and awe” is a crime against humanity. It was a way for me to say to some of my friends in the academy that we cannot go on anymore as if this is not happening, as if we were not in a serious political and moral crisis.

K.K.: I think it’s probably normal to want routine in our lives and to keep routine going as a protection against chaos or loss of control. Or because we need relief from a sense of doom many of us have been carrying around since 9/11. But there are other, more compelling reasons for continuing with business as usual, especially if the work we do helps people to understand or interpret the world around them. Would you abandon the classroom if you were an educator? Whose interest would that serve? I say we go back to the classroom, but with a heightened sense of responsibility. Whatever you teach, whether it’s music, mathematics, theater arts, nursing or computer programming, you’re potentially preparing people to make their contribution toward a better world. But, in going back to business as usual, we need to bring a degree of self-reflexivity about what we teach and how we teach it. We need to re-think our assumptions. In that mood, maybe we could consider opening up the classroom and allowing students to shape and change the discussion. If we are able to make some productive changes, then of course we aren’t really returning to business as usual.

D.C.: Indeed, we have to think hard about what business as usual is. Certainly, we don’t want to desert the classroom. This semester I’m teaching a political theory pro-seminar for graduate students. We began with Hobbes, whom I read in a whole different light, because Hobbes’ biggest concern is peace and security, arguing as he does that civilized behavior cannot emerge in an environment where people are so frightened and paranoid all the time (as in our current political climate!). Each of the thinkers I have taught in this pro-seminar, such as Hobbes, Hume, Rousseau, Kant, Hegel and Marx, has relevance in helping us come to terms with our current situation even though they’re, of course, classical thinkers of the canon.

K.K.: To come back to business as usual: The academy is not just an intellectual sphere; it’s also an activist and political one, where workers engage in struggles for rights and benefits. When we return to business as usual we have the opportunity to participate in these struggles, not only
through direct political action but also through teaching and learning. One of the most important things for us and our students to understand is how the class interests of clerical workers, graduate students, maintenance workers, and faculty intersect. And because there is a visible academic peace movement, we have the opportunity to forge solidarity with other workers on campus through our mutual participation in the peace and justice movement. This possibility helps us to envision the academy as a larger site of political action in which all of the actors begin to discover their interdependence and interrelationship.

D.C.: I started out my life in the academy working as a phone operator at Columbia University and was fired for union organizing in 1973. So I’m very conscious of the class element of the university. I may, in canceling my conference, have been rebelling against part of the university that I’m not very comfortable with. We have huge discrepancies between adjuncts and professors, professors and secretaries, secretaries and janitors. The university really has to face the underside of the star system. Some people make $250,000 and some people make $23,000 and there’s a connection between them. Some people are considered stars, some aren’t. How did we get into this? It’s an illusion. No academic is really famous. It’s a terrible illusion, a fantasy. But we perpetuate it in our own circles, in the class hierarchies that have become so embedded in the university.

K.K.: The academic star system seems to reflect the society’s appetite for celebrity, wealth and fame—in entertainment, in sports, so why not in education. The academy’s mini star system is just another manifestation of the way our values have been shaped by a culture of commodification.

D.C.: I think, ironically, it’s against thinking and intellectual creativity. It’s certainly against the democratic project that you’re describing, where you become very aware of how hierarchies in the university get played out to block the most productive, imaginative, and creative discussions we need to have as part of a movement for social justice.

K.K.: The war in Iraq seems to have motivated many academics to try to incorporate global political realities into theoretical discussions that might otherwise be abstract. This kind of pedagogy is typical in a hybrid academic world like mine, where trade union ideals and political principles underwrite the workplace culture. Here’s a telling example. Two days after bombs began dropping on Iraq, Elizabeth Bunn, Secretary-Treasurer of the United Automobile Workers, spoke at a forum at the Cornell School of Industrial Labor Relations. The forum had originally been planned as a celebration of International Women’s Day. Under the circumstances, it’s not surprising that Elizabeth began her remarks with a reference to the war. What’s interesting is what she said: The war, she said, is a wake up call to labor, reminding us of our mission to be a social movement. While there’s a range of opinion
on the war among union leaders, members and activists, we’ve been forced to enter a very necessary discussion that is drawing more and more unions and union members to the debate. As Elizabeth pointed out, that’s very healthy. It may even be an opportunity to re-imagine ourselves as a social movement. Elizabeth’s observations made me think that academics and activists should also think about what opportunities this awful war might present. What could we do to influence the debate or the terms of discussion? Could we change people’s thinking in productive ways? Could we do our academic work in new ways, adding new dimensions to the same old discussions?

2. Feminism and U.S. Exceptionalism

The bombing of Afghanistan created immense interest in the plight of Afghan women among Americans. U.S. feminists who believed Afghan women needed to be liberated from their culture and their men found themselves allied with the Bush administration. Other feminists, often women of color, critiqued the racism that was inherent in this approach. Drucilla begins this section criticizing the exceptionalism that informs many U.S. feminists. Kitty also found using the “liberation” of women to justify the war a troubling development. Together, they consider the complexity of developing universal theories of feminism and equality.

—J.M.

D.C.: I am very active in Take Back the Future and in United for Peace and Justice. We acknowledge the need to take theoretical positions on multilateralism, the question of the relationship of social and economic justice, etc. I don’t think that all philosophy has to be directly related to activism at all times. But right now I have felt very much the call to think about what practical philosophy is. What is its role in activism? What is the role of feminist theory in activism? Not that I ever didn’t feel that call. Does that mean I’m against philosophy for philosophy’s sake? Of course not. There is always a place for such work. But right now I have felt the need to be engaged with the burning issues raised by 9/11 and its aftermath. However, I have always seen my work as grappling with transformation, with how we change the world, not just with how we understand it. When we are citizens in a country that is engaging in an illegal and unjust war, indeed in a crime against humanity, I feel called to take a stand and explicitly condemn the militarism of the current administration. My recent Gilbert Ryle lectures grappled with competing ideas of development, contested the notion of the clash of civilizations, and tried to understand what is progress, war, terrorism. These questions all have a philosophical dimension, particularly
given the failure of certain U.S. feminists after 9/11 to understand the ramifications of their support of the so-called humanitarian invasions.

J.M.: Would you elaborate on that?

D.C.: U.S. exceptionalism is deep both in the labor movement, and certainly very deep in feminism. Perhaps it is more theoretically deep in feminism. I think that some feminists have actually bought into the idea that there is a clash of civilizations and that western civilizations represent freedom and democracy, therefore failing to see that, for many feminists, it is perfectly consistent to be both a Muslim and a feminist. The challenge after 9/11 was to listen very carefully to organizations such as the Revolutionary Association of Women in Afghanistan, to hear how and why they condemn Muslim fundamentalism and indeed all fundamentalisms, and yet respect that religious women may find in their religion, including the Muslim religion, the inspiration for their feminism and their commitment to equality. It actually turns into a philosophical issue: what is secularism? What is its relation to the establishment of one religion as the basis of a state? Are they the same thing? I would say no. But there are political theorists, feminist theorists, who claim that multiculturalism itself, let alone the Muslim religion, is antithetical to feminism, and therefore what the United States did in Afghanistan was legitimately framed as a humanitarian intervention. Humanitarian interventions always have to go through the UN. Yes, when Europe and the U.S. bombed Kosovo, the UN gave it over to NATO, but this was done through negotiation with the UN. I was not for that bombing, although I was very much against what Serbia was doing. But I knew many Serbian feminists who were very active in Women in Black and other Belgrade feminists were out in the streets constantly fighting Milosevic during his regime. And again, the answer would have been to listen to them, because they were of course the ones who would have to endure the bombing of Belgrade. I was also against bombing of Afghanistan and remain against it today.

K.K.: I was puzzled by the feminist argument that suggested war in Afghanistan might be justified if it resulted in the liberation of Afghan women. I found that as hard to take as the argument that war in Iraq will be justified if it liberates Iraqis from Saddam Hussein. Of course, the liberation of women—as of all oppressed people everywhere—is hugely important. But who is to do the liberating and by what means? That said, I’m not clear how American exceptionalism figures in the discussion.

D.C.: What I mean by it is this idea that we really are the most morally advanced nation of the world. It then follows that U.S. feminists are exceptionally situated to teach other women about feminism, liberation, freedom and democracy. Hopefully that has now been shattered, as we see the recent attack on women’s rights in the United States.
J.M.: When discussing the situation and rights of Muslim women in Afghanistan, I’ve heard students quickly swing from American exceptionalism to cultural relativism in defense of the oppression of women. How do you negotiate this jump from one extreme to the other?

D.C.: I would want to introduce a more complex notion of universality. If we actually had conditions of transparency, which I consider necessary for democracy in this country, we would be hearing the Iraqi point of view constantly. But the information that could help us consider their perspective is actually being kept from us. If we were involved in that dialogue, if we were listening to the Iraqi news station, if we weren’t in a situation of having a major media manipulation, we would have to hear their voices. And I think we would find that those voices are voices that resonate with us in many ways. The way I think about universality is that it’s always being translated. We’re always seeking to take ideals like equality, freedom, dignity, and humanity itself and give them a certain reach. But as we do that, we understand that how we each grasp these ideals philosophically may be very different. A Buddhist may say, “I completely agree with you that torture is always wrong and I defend it as a human right. I do it from within my Buddhism, you do it from your Kantianism, but we get to the same universal. And we may even say that this is connected to something like humanity in its ideal form.”

K.K.: All my life, I have been attracted to universalist ideas—universal peace, universal justice, universal equality. It turns out that universality is problematic, if you stop to think about where and how the idea is produced—out of what set of cultural values; in what historical moment; and by whom. I’m assuming the doctrine of universal freedom, as preached by American chauvinists at this moment in our history, is not what you have in mind when you imagine a universality, mediated by different cultures and different ways of knowing, seeing and being.

D.C.: Like you, I’m very afraid when the United States sets the terms. We reach agreement over universal norms only by challenging the predominance of one road to them especially when these universals are imposed through military force. Otherwise, in spite of ourselves, we end up affirming a particular perspective as universal and right only because of the might that forces them down the throats of others.

K.K.: But I would probably also be afraid if representatives of other cultures imposed a notion of universality that was not attentive to the nuances and localisms of American life—whatever in all its diversity that is. I was raised to value as universal European ideas of right and wrong. Somewhere along the line, however, I adopted cultural and moral relativism in a big way. Who am I to say what’s right for peoples of other cultures and different circumstances? Then I started to rethink relativism. Female circumcision
was an important issue in the evolution of my ideas. The universalists say female circumcision is an atrocity, pure and simple, and intervention is required to eradicate it. The relativists say that it’s part of a culture which is embraced by families and women in some parts of Africa. But the fact is, no one in either camp is actually listening to feminists in countries where female circumcision is practiced; or to the young women who have run away in order to escape circumcision; or to organizations in those countries that campaign against it. Those are the people and institutions who have taken the responsibility for social change. Their actions and ideas should inform our own political position on the issue. They are taking charge of their own lives. What we have to do is support them in their struggle.

_D.C._: For me, relativism is a vague and indeed contradictory term because you’re always saying relative to what? How do we reach the judgment that some norms should be universal, accepted say by all the world peoples. We for example argue that torture is wrong, circumcision is wrong, and this moral judgment should be sharable by everyone. How do we reach that judgment? Do we reach it just by U.S. feminisms saying to others that their understandings of female equality and freedom are simply more advanced than those of other women throughout the world? I often say, “We’re a culture of hysterectomy” and people say, “Well, losing your uterus is nothing.” But it is significant, and it forces us to recognize that our femininity is also defined by certain forms of invasive surgery. We are also a culture of breast implants. When it comes to how we view our own bodies, we find that we are caught up in all sorts of fantasies about the norms of female beauty necessary to achieve happiness our place in society, acceptance by men, etc. To reach a certain universality, we have to recognize how distorted our own femininity is. Why do we have breast surgery? Why do we have this heterosexual normativity that so many of us have lived in and been shaped by?

The idea that we represent female freedom in our bodies is a fantasy that we have to examine. We judge that a particular invasion of the female body is wrong. To universalize this judgment we have to undergo serious engagement with others, as well as critical engagement with ourselves. Can we take something like circumcision and say this is wrong for everybody? Can we take torture and say this is wrong for everybody? We are called to make such judgments all the time. An important aspect of universality is to be open to a constant process of translation that involves us as individuals and as members of groups reviving our own understanding of a norm we believe is universal. If we want to use western words, we might use dignity and respect for the other human beings in the course of struggle over these norms. Other peoples and individuals may use other words for how they approach the process of universalizability.
J.M.: This brings us back to the issue of academic activism. I assigned your short piece from *Signs* about RAWA (the Revolutionary Association of the Women of Afghanistan) and 9/11 to my women's studies class. Even though many had accepted the rhetoric about liberating Afghan women from the burqa, after they read your article and I had them read sections of the RAWA Web site, they quickly shifted their criticisms away from the removal of the burqa to the need for jobs, education, and healthcare.

D.C.: And RAWA said that so clearly. Of course no one should be killed for not wearing the burqa. But the act of wearing the burqa was not the primary issue for them at all. They were saying it very openly, as you put it. You see Gloria Steinem and others wearing the burqa pin, saying, “free women from the burqa.” They were participating in what I’m going to call bad universalism, the assumption that somehow U.S. feminists represent the ultimate last word on what freedom is and that this freedom must involve a certain dress code, one not accepted for religious reasons. Again, think of how constrained many secular women remain by the images of fashion. Are we ever free of cultural dictates when we get dressed in the morning? Certainly I am not. There can’t be any ultimate last word on how women should dress including according to their religious beliefs or it wouldn’t be freedom anymore. If we say, this is your freedom, then it’s not freedom because we have already denied your agency. There is the danger of assuming an integral connection between certain ideals and secularism. A certain feverish commitment to secularism implies that you know god is dead. I’ve said to so many people: “Did god tell you that he was dead? It’s a famous argument of Immanuel Kant—How can you know that god is dead? If someone believes deeply in god, why would that have to mean that they are not a feminist?”

K.K.: I’m not a philosopher in any formal sense of that word, so my response to you has to be pretty simple. Which is to say only this: Feminism as a de facto form of secular modernism is certainly accepted as conventional wisdom in many quarters. But, I don’t believe the idea is universal, in any profound sense of the word. Feminist scholarship hasn’t coalesced around any one, encompassing or universalizing definition of feminism. Feminist studies cut across lines of class, race and ethnicity—and in fact intersect with those categories of analysis. Certainly in practice we see feminists doing activist work through faith-based organizations as well as through secular groups—especially in immigrant communities where the church or synagogue may be the one place women can come together to talk freely and openly about their concerns. So, I assume that—for the most part—feminist movements are not saying it’s secularism or nothing all.

D.C.: Let’s hope not. It doesn’t characterize you and me. It does not characterize feminists in the peace movement more generally. Still, I was
surprised by how many feminists supported the war in Afghanistan for these reasons.

K.K.: It’s not so much that these radical feminists were for the war but that they saw complexities in the issues brought to light by the war. They were challenging us to consider the possibility that war in the service of women’s liberation might be justified. It’s something like World War II exceptionalism, when pacifists participated in the war effort because the fight against fascism was a special case.

D.C.: But of course the war against Afghanistan was not justified on the basis of the liberation of women. For years RAWA had been pleading with the UN and individual governments to take some action against the Taliban. Little or nothing was done. The United States turned a deaf ear. It seems both cynical and hypocritical to bolster support for the war through a last minute appeal to the liberation of women. I think the majority of feminists should have been able to see that they were being manipulated.

3. Coalition-Building on the Left

Both Kitty and Drucilla are committed to broad based coalition-building on the left. Kitty has done this through the labor movement for many years and has been a leader in getting unions to reach out to gay and lesbian workers. Drucilla has led the anti-war movement in New York as a cofounder of Take Back the Future. Both are active in United for Peace and Justice. Here they consider the success and limits of coalition building in the anti-war movement inspired by the U.S. bombing of Afghanistan and fueled by the war on Iraq.

—J.M.

D.C.: The anti-war movement is neither simply about the war in Iraq, nor is it just a negative condemnation of everything associated with the United States. We need to take positions and espouse ideals. Take Back the Future, a peace organization based in New York City, has argued for multilateralism, and for a real reconsideration of our domestic as well as foreign policy. We’re against militarism, we’re certainly against nuclear proliferation and ultimately we support the destruction of all nuclear weapons. The war in Iraq has brought this country into a serious crisis. The sense of crisis, indeed of emergency, seems at times to force us to say that we cannot go on as usual. And yet at the same time we have to balance the sense of crisis with a long-term movement that cannot survive if it is only directed by a kind of crisis sensibility.

K.K.: And that’s not all. While we’re not looking—because we’re focused on the war—the Bush administration is systematically chipping away at
our rights, not just women’s rights or the rights of immigrants, but workers’ rights. Behind our backs, Bush is trying to lower the forty hour week, take away overtime pay and attack the minimum wage. These attacks on entitlements cut across lines of gender and class. They’re all connected by the administration’s plan to turn our economy into a permanent war economy and to sacrifice the poor and working classes in order to reward giant corporations and the tiny percentage of America’s wealthiest men.

D.C.: This is why Ann Snitow and I started Take Back the Future. Like you, we felt the need to connect the undermining of the infrastructure of democracy, including workers rights, medical care, schools, and the basic attack on constitutional rights through the U.S.A. Patriot Act and the Homeland Security Act. The economic and social policy of the administration needs to be understood as intimately linked to its foreign policy. This is why we so strongly believed that the movement against the war has to be a movement for social and economic justice.

K.K.: Absolutely. I’d like to come back to the Labor against War forum I mentioned earlier: The moderator of that forum was Leslie Cagan, coordinator of United for Peace and Justice. She opened the discussion by saying that organized labor can play a pivotal role in the anti-war coalition because it is in a unique position to help us connect the dots between the war in Iraq, the administration’s goals for the Middle East and its attack on the poor, people of color, and women—not to mention its efforts to concentrate more and more wealth and power in a tiny minority of already obscenely rich people.

D.C.: I completely agree with you and that is why the organization of the labor movement within United for Peace and Justice is so important. We need mainstream unions to get involved now more than ever. Grassroots organizations such as the Workplace Project have played such a significant role in organizing immigrant workers and establishing workers’ cooperatives that have often spoken out loud and often against U.S. foreign policy. These organizations have always tended to be anti-war. Many are refugees from other wars with the United States. But in the past twenty years or more, many unions have been reluctant at best to protest against U.S. foreign policy. It took most unions a long time and, even then, not all joined in the protests against the war in Vietnam. So I am with Leslie Cagan that this is an important opportunity to rebuild a labor movement that also represents significant opposition to the current foreign policy of this administration. Hopefully, a more widespread opposition will develop in the academy. But we cannot wait for it. In my field, political science, many of my colleagues regrettably supported the bombing of Afghanistan as the necessary response to 9/11. I was an isolated voice at that time in the academy. Actually, I should qualify that statement: many academics of color were actively opposed to
the bombing. I was the only white person on panel after panel of academics that were explicitly against the bombing of Afghanistan.

K.K.: That’s so interesting to me because my experience—at NYU—was quite different. Immediately after bombs started dropping in Afghanistan, there was a rash of teach-ins, hastily put together by different academic departments and campus organizations, clearly intended as critique of the war. I and many, many others found lots of support for our anti-war positions and our ideas about the domestic fallout of the war.

I’m optimistic, but then I’m a Pollyanna. I’ve been very encouraged by the development of U.S. Labor against War (USLAW), a national group with quite an impressive array of union leaders and local unions among its endorsers. It’s actually history-making. Since the days of Samuel Gompers, the labor movement has been either silent on questions of war or outspoken in support of U.S. military policies. This time around, the AFL-CIO itself came close to taking an anti-war stance. True, it fell back the moment bombs began dropping, but what’s significant is that the federation said at some point that war was a last resort; that Iraq should be disarmed through diplomatic means; and that the UN should be a partner of the U.S. in working toward this goal. Many of us took that to be an anti-war statement, however equivocal. Unfortunately—in my opinion—the AFL-CIO later issued another statement, supporting the invasion once troops had been committed. That was a disappointment. But there was an opening there. It’s up to us to continue the discussion. I’m not sure how well we’ll do. But I like to believe that Elizabeth Bunn was right when she said this moment—however awful—presents us with an opportunity to re-think ourselves as a social movement.

D.C.: Unlike Kitty, I have a tendency to be a pessimist, but I’m always struggling in the other direction as well. There is a danger that we all know we must confront in a nuclear world, a third world war where nuclear weapons will be used, which would be, as the philosopher Theodore W. Adorno said, a true catastrophe. Ironically, this is where Kant’s optimism came in. He said at some point, what he called the unsociability of humanity would click in and we would recognize that we had brought ourselves to the point where we either embrace the idea of perpetual peace as an ideal or end up in the long and silent graveyard, a human species that killed itself through its own technological advances. You know Albert Einstein said nuclear weapons changed everything except our thinking. That’s why I think just war theory is no longer appropriate. There aren’t any meaningful non-combatant immunities in a nuclear war. As we’ve seen, there aren’t any meaningful, non-combatant immunities for the people of Baghdad. What does it mean to survive “shock and awe” even if you’re not one of the people actually bombed? I think of it in terms of how bad 9/11 was. It was, however, quickly
over. We didn’t expect it the next night, and the next night, and the next night. That in itself is imposing a horrible trauma on people. There is the dread that there is no end in sight. That the bombing will go on and on and with the horrifying intensity, which members of the Bush administration actually bragged about. Most of the countries who have spoken out have said that they consider the war to be illegal in terms of the UN charter and immoral under just war theory. Many countries have considered the strategy of “shock and awe” a crime against humanity, which is a perfectly legitimate claim. And I join these voices. I consider “shock and awe” a crime against humanity.

This anti-war movement has, however, not limited itself to the actual war in Iraq and the horrible effects of that war on the Iraqi people. It has also taken an enormous toll at home, including the loss of young people in the military. It was against the whole Bush agenda, which includes its foreign policy and its corresponding toll on our day-to-day lives in the U.S., that the huge mobilizations of the people in this nation directed their resistance. As we both have already said, the infrastructure of democracy is in danger through an attack on constitutional rights, workers rights, and women’s rights. Interestingly enough—I never thought I’d hear myself say this—I would include the attack on the basic ideal of the rule of law as being better than the rule of men. The vice president said he’s not insulted when he’s called a “gun-slinging cowboy” because he thinks that’s what we need. This is throwing out the idea that there’s anything to lawfulness!

K.K.: Well, if you think you’re a “gun-slinging cowboy” who’s above the law, it doesn’t take you very long to abandon all pretense of civility and self-censorship. Your message gets out pretty fast. Before you know it, the cowboy press has a license to run a banner headline—as it did in the New York Post not long ago—calling Iraqi soldiers “savages.” And the average reader hardly noticed. We start using new words and slogans that are meant to make atrocities seem attractive—like the famous “shock and awe.” Labeling and selling war by these methods is the ultimate form of moral and political manipulation. It makes us all complicit.

D.C.: I want to really stick with the ideal of civility. I like the word. Civility implies that moment of self-reflection where I say that my behavior regarding you must be informed by my respect for your dignity, my respect for your humanity. That goes way beyond the simple idea that I never thought I’d find myself defending, namely the rule of law!

K.K.: Well, I guess the rule of law looks pretty good when it’s under attack by the likes of Bush, Cheney and Ashcroft. These characters are masquerading as the standard bearers of law. In the meantime, they have been working over-time to curtail our rights and take away entitlements that have been won through painful political and social struggle. Some of us are
afraid the loss of our civil and human rights may be permanent. That has made the anti-war movement a peace and justice movement, acutely conscious of its responsibility to draw parallels between war abroad and war at home. In that respect, these Bush guys have done us a favor, if only because they’ve raised our consciousness.

D.C.: I think you’re right. I long for those days when Nixon felt like he actually had to get up and say I’ve done horrible wrong things and therefore I resign. He had to act at least like conscience was important to him. These guys aren’t going to resign and worse yet they portray conscience as a faint-hearted response of the weak.

K.K.: Isn’t it a joke. We wanted to impeach a president for fooling around with his intern but it’s okay for a president to transgress international law and flout world opinion.

D.C.: Breaking international law! And undermining the UN! So now North Korea says “you’re a gun-slinging cowboy, so am I and I got my nukes right here!” Except it’s not guns we’re playing with—it’s nuclear weapons.

I think part of what you are getting at Kitty is that very early on in this movement people who would never have been in the anti-Vietnam movement or the civil rights movement, started to feel like they were about ready to lose everything they identified this country as standing for. So you have people in this movement who believe that this country actually has ideals including those embodied in the constitution and the Bill of Rights. If you look at United for Peace and Justice, there are some Republicans in it.

K.K.: What’s unique about the current situation is that we had a full-blown anti-war movement before the first bomb dropped! That didn’t happen during the Vietnam War for years, not until we began bombing Cambodia. I don’t recall how many years into the war that was, but in any case it took time to develop a sizable, powerful anti-war movement. In the end, though, I think that anti-war movement played a very important role in ending the war.

D.C.: No other regime has so bluntly sought world hegemony with no apologies for it being about the advancement of the rich. No nods to international law or the constitution of the United States, which Ashcroft seems to think is an outdated document. The call to impeach Bush is beginning to get off the ground and hopefully will continue to grow strong. We are seeing the labor movement getting involved in it. I think that is going to be an important movement. It is going to take us a while to make it serious and real, but I think we need to invest in it as if we really believe it can happen. We protested for months and months and we really did push back the start of the war in Iraq. Every time it was pushed back that was a victory even though it did not keep the bombs from falling. We have to follow up with both a short term and long term program. I think this is the basis for our
optimism: now that the Bush administration has taken it all away so graphically—the minimum of women's rights, workers rights, decency, civility—let’s really rethink these issues and the political program they comprise. I don’t think the left ever completely disappeared from public life. When my comrade Ann Snitow was asked what kind of peace movement she would be part of she began her response by stating that she had never left the peace movement. I didn’t either. The left never truly disappeared.

K.K.: We’ve had only a few moments in our history when the American left appeared as a coherent and discernable movement. The 1930s and early forties was one of them. That period was largely defined by the Popular Front, the New Deal and the rise of the CIO. We haven’t had another confluence of events quite like it since then. Nevertheless, the left has survived, in different configurations, of course. There was an anti-nuclear movement in the fifties; there was opposition to anti-communist witch hunts; leftists campaigned to free the Rosenbergs. Then, of course, there were the New Left social movements of the 1960s and seventies. I don’t know if we will ever have a united-front left-wing movement, but there is a demonstrable continuity of left-wing activity in this country. The rise of a new student movement—one that is as deeply concerned about issues of class as it is about social identity—is a great example in the here and now.

D.C.: Let us hope we can build a United Front Left. If there’s ever been an opening for it since the thirties it is now, precisely because of the unapologetic attack on just about everything that the left has fought for over many decades . . . I must say that I have been shocked at the way the Constitution itself and the Bill of Rights have been impugned by Ashcroft. It seems the constitution no longer has the symbolic hold it once did. We obviously have major problems with our first amendment. Journalism is controlled by a small handful of media moguls who prevent us from having the kind of transparency guarantees that democracy needs. We need to be able to watch on television what the French are watching—the debates happening at the United Nations, for example; especially since the UN building is in our city!

4. Justifiable Violence, Political Rhetoric, and the Media

While some in the anti-war movement advocated pacifism in all circumstances, others would not accept the idea that violence could or should never be used to end oppression. Memories of Nazi Germany and South African Apartheid inspired the need for a framework that was against militarism and excessive use of force, but still allowed for military involvement in limited circumstances. Just war theory, Drucilla argues, is an outdated model for the nuclear age. Kitty pushes for recognition of “ethics” in any
future framework of justifiable violence. Media coverage following the bombing of Iraq also inspired an exchange on the meaning of violence and the power of rhetoric. How did the Bush administration manage to neutralize the violence they enacted on Iraqi people while portraying Iraqis as savages? What are the limits to what can be done in the name of freedom and what freedoms have Americans actually lost by the hands acting in the name of their defense?

—J.M.

D.C.: In certain cases I would support preventive counter violence, but I would not want violence defended as such. I want to move away from Michael Walzer’s just war theory, to the ideal of perpetual peace. That is why I would want to defend armed struggle including that of the ANC in South Africa as preventive counter violence. Wrongs were committed in the armed struggle in South Africa and the Truth and Reconciliation Commission insisted that the ANC faced those wrongs in public. It was not enough simply to say that the armed struggle was itself righteous and explain away the deaths of innocent people on the occasions when they occurred. Perhaps most importantly the ANC never at any time justified offensive terrorism against civilians. Their efforts were mainly directed toward sabotage of electrical plants, factories, etc. Mandela saw the death of human beings as a tragic result of flaws in the best-laid plans, plans that were meant to succeed without killing. Some just war theory concedes too much to realism. Pacifists have to be against all wars and all forms of violence. I think as a matter of politics and ethics, we have to accept the need for preventive counter-violence and yet I want pacifists to be respected in the place the give to the ideal.

K.K.: The phrase preventive counter violence doesn’t roll off my tongue very easily. Where does the word “ethical” fit in?

D.C.: Let us name it “ethical preventive counter-violence.”

K.K.: If we don’t get the idea of ethics in there, the phrase “preventive counter-violence” is just the thing for reactionaries and police states. Which, of course, gets us right back to the debate between universalism and relativism. How do we define ethical without either essentializing the term or denuding it of meaning? And how does it resonate with someone like me, whose grandfather was killed in Auschwitz. Frankly, I find it hard to think of the war against Hitler as an act of preventive counter violence. It’s a struggle to take an experience like mine—which is not mine alone or unique to me—and try to transform it, to give it some larger ethical meaning. My outrage—and my fear—is too personal. In defining our terms, we have to account for political and moral contradictions, based on emotional and subjective realities.
D.C.: Preventive counter-violence has to be fought within my commitment to the ideal of perpetual peace and my insistence that we need to move beyond just war thinking. One of the projects I am working on now is to examine how black South Africans through words like ubuntu were able to express that kind of rage and yet temper it through forgiveness and reconciliation. Ubuntu is an interesting ethical word that was used in the 1993 post amble of the constitution that spoke to the need for reconciliation and justified the provision of amnesty under certain conditions to those who confessed their wrong doing. It resonates with dignity, but it is irreducible to dignity, it is a stronger word. If you are harmed in some way and you suffer a wrong, I am diminished in my humanity. So if we watch bombs fall on Baghdad, whether we are being bombed or not, our humanity is being diminished. It implies a very strong commitment to the singularity and preciousness of every human life.

K.K.: The hypocrisy of the Administration’s pro-war rhetoric is incredible. Here are these bible-quoting Christians, for whom—presumably—the most important body of law is the Ten Commandments. And President Bush violates one of the most famous ones every day, without blushing. Thou shalt not kill, but Bush doesn’t flinch when he says, “We will kill Saddam Hussein.” He says it on TV, in press conferences—any public setting at all—as though there is no moral problem contained in such a statement. It’s not, after all, about the rules of military engagement; it’s about murder; and hardly anyone bats an eyelash. The administration has heroicized war by giving it a grandiose name—Operation Iraqi Freedom. That helps them popularize or neutralize violent crimes and unlawful acts—like murder.

D.C.: Not only is it neutralized, but we are associating it with freedom. Two scary headlines stand out in the news. The first one is “Smoking Baghdad,” smoking is a street word for killing, so we are killing a whole city. The other one is “Blood in the Sand, Theirs not Ours” which gloats over “their” spilt blood.

K.K.: The most horrible headline I have seen was one I mentioned earlier. It was in the New York Post. There was a full-page cover photo of two Iraqi soldiers, pointing a gun at someone lying on the ground. The screaming headline in bold-faced type was one word: “SAVAGES.” Not a line to explain the circumstances of the photo or to suggest that in war soldiers do what they have to do to defend themselves—or what they think they have to do. What responsible human being thinks this scummy brand of journalism is defensible under any circumstances?

D.C.: I participated in a discussion on the same headline at a book party in an Irish bar. The general consensus was that this headline tells us why Iraqis are monstrous and why we had to kill them all. I jumped in and said, “Did you see any contradiction in what you just said? These people are at
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war defending their country and they killed some of our soldiers. We killed how many of theirs? If we’re proud of that killing, does that make us savages too? Or does it make all of us human beings?” I got hit with a tirade, of well, let’s just say impolite descriptions of my sexual difference. I said “are you saying that I’m out of humanity now because I’ve asked you to reflect if killing takes you out of humanity? Because if it does, we’ve taken ourselves out. Are “cunts” human beings to you?” I have found many people in the United States have accepted that we represent civilization and that the Arab world has remained savage. Bernard Lewis has written the same book twenty times defending this hypothesis. What I was trying to get these gentlemen to see is that they were doing exactly what they were criticizing.

K.K.: The news reports about Iraqi plans to subvert an invasion by burning oil fields and blowing up bridges were very telling. Instead of reporting these plans as defensive tactics, in response to bellicose threats coming out of the White House, reporters cited them as examples of Saddam’s brutality and lawlessness. They pretty much followed the administration line, saying these things proved that war was necessary in order to rein in Saddam and bring Iraq under our control. It’s incredible how we are being manipulated. That Post headline, for example, is creating and circulating knowledge—or what passes for knowledge. It’s one thing to argue about who is in or out of the human circle. It’s quite another to ask who gives us the authority to decide that question.

D.C.: The anti-war protests did not even make it to the news for months. At the same time the news bolsters the fantasy of the savages, the ghouls on the other side. This is a dangerous combination. Our violence becomes violence against monsters. Self-reflection becomes more difficult because at the same time we are shut out from the necessary information we need to get a sense of our actual situation. How can such a big percentage of the population of the U.S. actually believe that Saddam Hussein had a part in the attacks of 9/11?

We need to listen to what other countries are saying when they say not only that the war is illegal; but that it’s immoral, and a crime against humanity. We need to hear it! We’ve lost the ability to get the anti-war movement on meaningful talk shows, except in tiny little snippets. According to the U.S.A. Patriot Act, it is possible to be seen as someone who is violating the so-called security of this country by speaking out against some of the Bush administration’s activities and policies. It hasn’t reached the point where we’ve seen peace activists prosecuted, but it will.

K.K.: What about that guy at the mall who got arrested for wearing a shirt that said, “Peace Now”?

D.C.: Forgive me, you’re right, we are starting to see it. The fourth amendment says that you cannot have your house searched, your car, your
personhood without probable cause established. And yet many members of the Muslim community are being forced to endure such searches.

K.K.: I had occasion to go to New York Hospital several times after 9/11. Security guards would stop me and search my car. They would ask me—and presumably other patients—“What are you here for?” Then you have to say you’re going to the proctologist or the gynecologist or you’re going for chemotherapy—talk about invasion of privacy!

D.C.: We know that habeas corpus has simply been suspended for many members of the Muslim community. We know there are disappeared people. Bush has no moral standing to call upon the international community to condemn crimes against humanity when he refuses to take international law seriously. We have not treated prisoners from the Taliban, let alone from Al Qaeda, in accordance with the protocols of the Geneva Convention. The Fifth Amendment says you can’t be forced to testify against yourself and now it is okay for torture to be used, but maybe it’s not torture? For instance, if you’re shot four times and you don’t get medical aid, is that forcing someone to testify against themselves? I think it is a form of unacceptable coercion, and, yes, torture which can be committed by omission. So the fifth, fourth, and first amendments, these very basic rights, are being whittled away. We gave Bush unheard of war-making powers. If there is one thing the founding fathers were terrified of, it was the executive branch running politically and legally amuck. Congress alone was to declare wars. But the Congress conferred on Bush the right to go to war without a national congressional declaration of war. That’s unheard of in two hundred years of constitutional history! The basic infrastructure of the United States is in serious danger.

Notes

1. “Shock and awe” is a military strategy that aims to destroy the enemy’s will to fight by overwhelming them with force rather than physically destroying its military forces.
What happens when politically conscious historians do not take gender or sexuality seriously as intellectual inquiries? Does it matter if historians of women and gender are not cognizant of the ways gender or sexuality function in their lives? Why have the fields of women's history and queer theory grown so far apart when some of the earliest works on sexuality and gay and lesbian lives came from historians? What follows is both a critique of and an impassioned plea to liberal faculty and graduate students to be aware of the political and personal impact of homophobia and heterosexism in the classroom on all students. This chapter aims to identify an experience that many gay and lesbian students share but few have the opportunity to articulate within the academy.

This erasure of gay experience and the perpetuation of heterosexism occurs on multiple levels, including individual, disciplinary, and institutional; in the production of scholarship, the selection of course material, and the classroom dynamic itself. Along with all of their credentials and experiences, scholars bring their personal biases to work. Homophobia is still pervasive in the United States. A study by the Gay, Lesbian, and Straight Education Network (GLSEN) states that 84 percent of gay and lesbian teens reported verbal harassment at school because of their sexual orientation and 82.9 percent report that faculty “never or rarely intervene when present” for such harassment.1 Conservative politicians and religious leaders challenge
the very humanity of gays and lesbians on a daily basis, promoting fear and hatred for their own political and economic gain.

Jerry Falwell used his appearance on The 700 Club with Pat Robertson to blame gays and feminists for the attacks of September 11, 2001. Even conservatives thought Falwell went too far—and he apologized within days. Yet the attacks persist—most notably when Pennsylvania Republican Senator Rick Santorum equated homosexuality with polygamy and incest.²

In the United States, there is no federal hate crimes bill that includes sexual orientation, sexual orientation is not a class protected from employment discrimination under the 1964 Civil Rights Act, gays and lesbians are denied adoption and second-parent adoption rights in many states, and cannot openly serve in the military. Our relationships are not deemed legally significant enough to ensure the transfer of pensions, social security, and property to each other in the event of death, nor to guarantee hospital access, health benefits, or recognition in life. It is no surprise in this context that a fair amount of homophobia—defined broadly as an aversion to gay or lesbian people or their lifestyle or culture—resides in the hearts and minds of academics.

Within the field of history, gay and lesbian history is marginal, to say the least. Despite twenty years of highly original articles and numerous books—some of which significantly challenge historical convention and knowledge—a history major could easily graduate without reading any of this literature.³ Scholars with gay-themed doctoral dissertations are often deemed inadequate to teach the U.S. history survey by hiring committees. While many schools do have sexual orientation in their nondiscrimination policies, it remains an empty promise on many campuses. Without employment protection laws on the books, gays and lesbians can legally be fired for their sexual orientation. This fact alone keeps even gay and lesbian scholars from incorporating sexuality into their syllabi or challenging heterosexism in their pedagogy. Without institutional or departmental support, individual faculty who take on this important political and intellectual task also take risks.

Heterosexism is commonplace in the scholarship of most historians, even those who study women and gender. Though more historians put women in their work than ever before and analyses of gender are increasingly common, many still fail to understand the relationship between sex roles, gender presentation, and homophobia. Historians can work their way out of these traps by reading feminist theory. Without a critique of the current sexual order of society, it is difficult to offer an intelligent assessment of historical meanings that doesn’t simply reproduce our own values.

I have taken courses in feminist theory three times, twice at the graduate level. I suffered in these courses, for good reasons and less pleasant ones, but they were all integral to the development of my thinking as a historian.
of gender and sexuality. It is the best tool we have to deconstruct the relationships between sex, gender, sexuality, and power. Understanding why people behaved the way they did and how individual and collective actions shaped the experiences of people on large and small scales—this is the work of a historian. Feminist theory offers a multifaceted framework for the analysis of power—what forms it takes, why certain people have it, how they keep it, what they do with it, and the struggle of others to get it. Feminist theories of deconstruction also challenge the universality of the liberal subject and some historians have raised these questions to very productive and insightful ends. Several scholars have demonstrated the exclusion of women in the formation of the liberal subject and definition of democratic citizenship. Others show how whiteness is created through the bodies of African Americans. Feminist theorist Judith Butler contends that heterosexuals come into being and acquire a meaningful identity similarly—through the abjection of the homosexual. This framework alone opens up the possibility for historians to interpret the meaning and function of heterosexuality regardless of available sources on homosexuals.

Still, many historians are averse to theory for legitimate reasons. It forces us to re-think our assumptions and challenge our ways of knowing; it undermines our ability to speak with certainty about the categories we deploy in our work; it is often written in a language that is difficult to comprehend and requires re-reading and collective consideration. Theories that contest the boundaries of categories often make choices less clear-cut, and political action more complex. At its best, theory challenges us to critically examine aspects of our own lives that we don’t necessarily want to think consciously about. Who wants to acknowledge privilege? Who wants to dissect the inconsistencies between our political values and lived lives?

What follows is a reflection on my experiences in various feminist theory classes. I have struggled against theory as much as anyone, for many of the same reasons listed above. But I have also been challenged by it in the most productive ways. When things become too abstract and destabilized, I can return to the methods of history and consider theoretical concepts in relation to a historical subject. There is a reason I am a historian and not a cultural theorist or literary critic. I enjoy working with historical evidence, events that really happened, and people who actually lived.

As a junior in college, I enrolled in English Professor Lynda Hart’s course titled “Sexuality on Stage.” I tried to enroll in feminist theory in another department, but the professor would not allow me in without prior theoretical training, despite my interest in the subject and demonstrated commitment to feminist activism. Lynda, however, took in everyone who wanted to learn—especially activists, especially queers. Like me, she came from a working-class family and was a first generation college student. She did not
know what the Ivy League was until she was hired to teach there—and she never privileged the students from elite prep schools and the upper class.

We read work by Foucault, Judith Butler, Peggy Phelan, and Eve Sedgwick. We viewed performances by cutting edge feminist artists in the aftermath of the politically motivated culture wars that led to the de-funding of artists who challenged heterosexism, sexism, and other hegemonic values. We talked about the culture wars, sexual violence, class privilege, and bodily fluids. Class was always about the theories and always about our lives: our desires, our experiences, and our struggles. There was never a separation. There was never a separation for me, either. The course pushed me to think more critically, more consciously about the goals of my activism. What did it mean for me to be a lesbian-feminist activist after Lynda blew open the categories of “lesbian” and “feminist”—exposing the racism, elitism, and Puritanism which they often contained? Were our actions true to our ultimate aims? Did our categories enable or interfere with our activities? Did they contradict our mission? Academia was the site of much of my activism. There was a logical connection, a natural flow between the two.

Years later, upon entering graduate school in the Midwest, I enrolled in feminist theory again. In this particular course, there was no connection between the theory and real lives. It was always abstract, never contextualized, and never meaningful. This pedagogy of abstraction led to a classroom of disengagement. I learned the hard way that when the professor raised a theoretical dilemma, I wasn’t supposed to answer her, but was to wait for her to answer herself. My classmates somehow knew this. After I accepted the politics of disengagement, class went more smoothly. It also, however, drained my belief in the power and importance of doing feminist scholarship. I wondered whether I should aspire to be a feminist scholar, because whatever the political positions of my colleagues and the professor for the course, they were not at all like anything I had ever defined as feminist. The class spoke primarily of lesbianism in relation to sadomasochism—as if the two were synonymous. I struggled to understand why I was so put off by the class and how it could possibly not relate to my life at all when my life revolved around being a lesbian feminist activist. Was I more invested in contemporary politics than my classmates? Was I more connected to the goals of the gay rights movement? Or was I just stupid? On cold, snowy, lonely days in the middle of nowhere, isolated from the movement and my friends, I concluded the latter. Rather than inform my scholarship, my activism, and my life, this theoretical training threatened to pull me away from graduate school entirely, to drain what I saw as the power of doing feminist history.

One doesn’t need to study theory, however, to be a successful historian. I still wanted graduate training in history, especially when I recalled why I ever thought history was worthwhile or interesting in the first place. In
history, before graduate school, I found heroes, answers, and possibilities; heroes who blazed trails I can’t imagine having the courage to walk down, answers to my deepest and most frivolous questions, and possibilities for new ways of living, dreaming, fighting, and understanding. So I switched to a program with an established commitment to the study of women’s history, along with the largest concentration of feminist historians in the world.

In history departments nationally, it is not uncommon for there to be an anti-theory contingent. It can be a bizarre source of pride for some to resist critical theories of deconstruction, representation, and power. Some speak of theory as some big *other* thing that they would read if they had more time, if it was obviously more integral or critical for their work as a historian. In this context, I began to value theory again. Theoretical critiques of historical methods and content have gotten to me, gotten under my skin and into my brain. Theories of sexuality, deconstruction, power, and even psychoanalysis have fundamentally, irrevocably changed my orientation as a historian and my view of the world. History, I concluded, had no inherent value or uncontested meaning, and the process of history making should always be questioned. My relationship to history—the process, product, and discipline—needed to be redefined, again. I needed space to do this, so the time I previously would have spent at university functions, I put into my activist community in Philadelphia—mentoring and educating gay, lesbian, bisexual, and transgender youth at the Attic Youth Center, doing political advocacy on the statewide level with the Center for Lesbian and Gay Civil Rights, raising money for local AIDS organizations through the AIDS Fund.

And I enrolled in a feminist theory course, again. I also enrolled in a course on the history of women’s activism. And the spring semester began. The reading list for this latest version of feminist theory was different from what I was used to. I wondered what political theory, freedom, and development had to do with feminism—or feminist theory. But I was relieved to have a syllabus without historical monographs and I was looking forward to the change. I didn’t expect how significant the change would be, however.

There were no longer separations. Feminist theory with Professor Drucilla Cornell, as it had been with Lynda Hart, was always about the theories and always about our lives. We talked about the terrorism wars, sexual violence, racial privilege, and bodily integrity. It pushed me to think more critically, more consciously about the goals of my teaching, my research, and my life. What did it mean for me to do United States women’s history when Drucilla had just blown open the categories of “United States” and “women”—exposing the racism, elitism, and imperialism central to the how the U.S. government treats other governments, how western women view other women? What is my responsibility as an American citizen to the people of the nations that my government exploits, oppresses, and destroys? How do I chal-
challenge white, middle-class heterosexual women’s claim to the label “woman” in my work? Theory became the unexpected bridge between my politics and my intellectual work.

Back in the history department, the situation was more complicated. In the Women and Gender Colloquium, we dealt with feminism, activism, and social justice on a weekly basis. We read monographs and articles on women’s activism and a wide range of aspects of women’s lives by feminist scholars who were redefining the subject of legitimate history. We were studying activists, learning to teach about activism, and arguing over the success and skill with which various activists approached their work. We even talked about sexuality and homosexuality intelligently, though the instructors were obviously more comfortable and well versed in the material than some of my classmates. In fact, more often than not it was one of the instructors, Professor Nancy Hewitt, who raised the question of sexuality for discussion.

At the end of four years of graduate school, however, the extent to which ideas about sexuality in general and histories of homosexuality more specifically are not taught or engaged has been astonishing. The problem is two-fold. The first issue is the exclusion of gay and lesbian history from history courses. Why does it not make it onto many syllabi, undergraduate or graduate? Gay and lesbian themed books which also speak to political activism, reform movements, cultural studies, medicine, and racial identity, for starters, have been published by respected historians. And yet even liberal faculty often deem such works as special interest subjects, those with narrow appeal that can’t speak to greater issues in the historical narrative. One way of understanding this is through the pervasive presence of the liberal subject. As feminist theorist Judith Butler has argued, straight people come into being as heterosexuals through their rejection of homosexuality; resistance to gay experience as a worthwhile subject of social and political history is the reenactment of a centuries old battle over the definition of the liberal subject.

The second problem is the absence of an analytical framework that problematizes the categories of sex and sexuality. This is precisely why inclusion of gay and lesbian social history is only a partial solution to the heterosexism of history. Feminist theories offer historians ways to situate evidence and anecdotes within larger frameworks of meaning. Theories of sexuality provide a critique of social structures that have produced sexuality as an identity maintained through a homo/hetero binary rather than a practice. For historians of women and gender, Carole Patemen’s, The Sexual Contract, Judith Butler’s Gender Trouble and Monique Wittig’s The Straight Mind and Other Essays are useful reading. Women of color and third world feminists have demonstrated the particularly racialized nature of sex, sexuality, and gender, most poignantly engaged in the following collections: This
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At this time—30 years after gay liberation—gay and lesbian history and the history of sexuality is still marginalized. My experience is not unique; the problem spans higher education. There is no built in expectation that a historian—even one whose work has a heavy gender component—can at all speak intelligently about histories of sexuality or sexual minorities. If gay and lesbian history is not important enough to be taught in graduate school, then gay and lesbian history must not be important; if gay and lesbian history is not important, then gay and lesbian people must not matter. Historical invisibility intact, the heterosexist narrative of history continues.

Sexuality is currently categorized as a subfield, even of women and gender history. Sexuality has been a marginal category of analysis because many still believe that only gay and lesbian people have sexuality. Historical evidence supporting gay and lesbian identity—particularly before the twentieth century is hard to come by. The invisibility of gays and lesbians in historical records has led to their invisibility in historical writing. Without proof to the contrary, the interpretive default has always been heterosexual. What kind of intervention is needed for sexuality to be understood as a significant analytical concept in history? Even a reading of the feminist classics, “Compulsory Heterosexuality and Lesbian Existence,” by Adrienne Rich or Carroll Smith-Rosenberg’s, “Female World of Love and Ritual,” offer possibilities. Failure to incorporate analysis of sexuality and its relation to gender and race and class perpetuates heterosexism and leaves the structures of compulsory heterosexuality unnamed and unchallenged.

But lack of evidence is only one reason for the erasure of lesbians in history. In his provocative account about the political nature of writing history, Michel-Rolph Trouillot lays out four crucial moments when silences enter the process of historical production: the making of sources, the making of archives, the making of narratives, and the making of history. The creation and perpetuation of silences are central to the project of making history—even those histories which explicitly claim to give voice to the silenced. The consequences of the production and reproduction of invisibilities are difficult to measure. Trouillot writes, “Any historical narrative is a particular bundle of silences, the result of a unique process, and the operation required to deconstruct these silences will vary accordingly.” Few people’s histories in the United States have been as affected by the process of historical silencing.
as that of lesbians. Women who enjoyed intimate sexual and romantic relationships with other women often destroyed evidence of such. Surviving family members and archivists erase, destroy, or exclude sources that prove or infer a lesbian inclination. Scholars knowingly deny this information by not writing about the personal and/or sexual relationships of lesbians who were otherwise noteworthy women for their professional or political accomplishments. The construction of the archives already makes researching the lives of women a challenge. Finding lesbians in the archives is, to use Trouillot’s word, an “operation” only those most committed to challenging the heterosexist narrative of American history have undertaken.

To illustrate this multi-pronged process of the production of silence, consider the circumstances surrounding the life and death of Lynda Hart, former professor of English and Theatre Arts at the University of Pennsylvania. Lynda, as I mentioned previously, introduced me to feminist theory. She was a prolific scholar, writing and editing many volumes on feminism, theatre, pop-culture, and queer theory. The following story provides insight into the process of destruction of records of lesbian lives—even to this day. It highlights the ways that both heterosexism and homophobia ensured her marginal status in the department and on campus, despite her promotion to full professor shortly before her death. It is also a tribute to Lynda, who first taught me the value of feminist theory and modeled a challenge to heterosexist normativity in her teaching, scholarship, and life, at a time when I needed it most.

It had been five months since Lynda died. My friend Jim and I were back at Penn for a conference. We wondered what had been done with her things—her books, her files, her history—the life that she kept in her office. It didn’t seem like five months. It didn’t yet sink into me—into my heart or even my mind—that she was no longer around. I was acutely aware of what she meant to me—who she was in life. It was the death part that I didn’t get—I didn’t think her death really affected me. I didn’t yet know what she meant to me—who she was in death. But Jim did. At least that weekend. To him, Lynda was the late night phone call for a turkey sandwich, Diet Coke, and help with her footnotes. He told that story over and over—in her southern accent: “Now Jim I need you to come ov’r here right away, Jim. I lost everything. I need you to re-do the footnotes, Jim. I’ve been here all night. Oh—and bring me a turkey sandwich and a diet coke. Get here quick, Jim—I need you.” In death, it seemed, Lynda didn’t need Jim—at least at that moment.

We went up to the third floor of Bennett Hall, where her office had been for fifteen years. Jim had been her research assistant and still had keys to her office. Only later would we learn the extent to which the office was really her home. That day we had our own memories—mine of us smoking
cigarettes one day after class, sitting on the worn brown corduroy love seat, complaining about how elitist and homophobic Penn students were. That was back when I smoked, when she was still alive, when I thought she was crazy. Ten years later, I still think she was crazy—but now I see that the craziness started as courage, passion and determination. Refusal to sell out, sell her soul or compromise her truth in a world which rewards denials, secrets, and numbness—that is what makes people eccentric, what made Lynda so outrageous, what led me to believe she was crazy.

Jim got to her door first. The office had been partly cleared out—with only boxes of books remaining for shipment over to the Women’s Center. Jim became visibly upset. I didn’t understand. As it happened, he was in the office two days prior and everything had been intact. Eyes scanning the mess, he hurled a string of curses into the air. In the trash, on the floor, strewn in boxes in the hallway for any passersby to see were Lynda’s personal papers: her high school yearbook with markings over her face, an unpublished manuscript, a note her sister had written to her dad, and several unfinished articles. The scene indicated a complete disregard for her life’s work—and legacy. We—two of the many students Lynda adopted over the years—are historians. She was a prolific scholar, respected in her fields of performance studies and feminist theory. The primary sources of a late twentieth century out-lesbian academic’s life were in the trash and thrown across the floor. No wonder lesbian history is so impossible to find—we couldn’t even save Lynda’s.

The notion of the subject in social history is often categorized, knowable, and stagnant. Feminist theories of subjectivity challenge this stability and cohesion—so did Lynda, in her work and in her death. In Fatal Women, she writes on the instability of the sexual subject, “For on the one hand, heterosexuality secures its ontology by constructing the homosexual as external and foreign, and hence implicitly hostile. On the other hand, the homosexual is intrinsic to the constitution of the heterosexual—the “other” within—the “perversion” always only comprehended as a deviation from “normality.” Three months prior to her death, on the instability of life, as her own precarious subject she wrote, “I am beginning to really understand the connection between life and death, the deepest connection, that one cannot really live until one has fully faced death. Wouldn’t it be something if death were actually a release into the fullness of life?”

In the beginning of this chapter, I raised three questions about the relationships between identity, politics, feminism, and history. First, what happens when politically conscious historians don’t take gender or sexuality seriously as intellectual inquiries? Politically conscious historians of the 1960s exploded the field of social history, focusing on everyday life, common people, and history from the bottom up. Not averse to theory conceptually,
many of the most influential works employed a Marxist framework. Feminist theories which challenge a cohesive subjectivity, the liberal individual, and Marxist theories of power, however, were not well received.\textsuperscript{22} The marginality of sexuality studies within the field is in part a consequence of the resistance to contemporary feminist theory. But nothing has expanded our conceptual frameworks of gender, sex, sexuality, and power the way feminist theory has.

Second, does it matter if historians of women and gender are not cognizant of the way gender or sexuality function in their lives? The project of the historian is one of recovery, documentation, and analysis. Most women’s lives have not been considered important enough to merit the preservation of their records. The surprise success and institutionalization of women’s history reflects an increased consciousness of the importance of women’s experiences on the part of both men and women (though largely women—students and teachers of women’s history are disproportionately female). While some women have had experiences that enable them to conceptualize questions that are difficult for most men to understand or accept, being a female does not ensure that one is an especially skilled or gifted women’s historian. Certainly some men have done excellent work in the field and other women remain politically and conceptually opposed to it. Generally, however, those who exist outside of socially sanctified gender roles are more likely to see the social construction of gender. Heterosexuals have the privilege of not thinking very consciously about their heterosexuality because it is the social default and legal standard. Gay people have the privilege (or burden) of thinking about sexuality all the time, because ours is contested and has to be named to exist. Identity politics do not legitimize or authenticate intellectual pursuits. People who occupy positions of social privilege via class, race, sex, and sexuality, however, must go out of their way to understand the function of their power. In other words, historians who have not had to think extensively or consciously about the role of gender or sexuality in their lives need other tools to instigate this kind of critical thinking. We all do—being gay is not a ticket to theoretical superiority; it just makes it more likely that you’ve thought about the power of heterosexism to threaten your very existence.

Finally, why have the fields of women’s history and queer theory grown so far apart when some of the earliest works on sexuality and gay and lesbian lives came from historians? From its inception, women’s history has always also been gender history and sexuality history, though what gender meant in the early seventies was different from what it meant after 1986 with the publication of Joan Scott’s influential essay.\textsuperscript{23} Sexuality as a line of study has developed its own methods and questions and has not been integrated into women’s history. While some women’s historians have always considered
sexuality integral to the project, others allow it to rest within the category of gender and lie largely uninterrogated. Historians who don’t specialize in women’s or gender history rarely consider sexuality at all. This is unfortunate, as the structural relations of enforced heterosexuality shape women’s experiences as much as the sexual division of labor does.\textsuperscript{24}

The translation of Foucault from French to English and the increased use of poststructuralist theories were both crucial moments that divided historians of sexuality from women’s historians. Foucault’s \textit{History of Sexuality} reframed the central assumptions of the field and opened up many new areas of investigation and interpretation. The history of sexuality exploded in the early 1990s, and was marked by somewhat of a separation from women’s history, which can be accounted for in several ways. First, many questions of the history of sexuality were related to or sprang from the debates of gay identity politics by gay scholars. Heterosexual historians were less quickly to consider their own sexuality a vital topic of inquiry and reflected society’s tendency to marginalize and ghettoize gay people and their work. Second, sexuality studies deploy—and indeed produce—queer and feminist theories that are marginalized by historians but have become central in literary studies, women’s studies, and American studies. Sexuality studies have gone far in exploding the hetero/homo binary. Historians of sexuality consider far more provocative questions than whether or not one is gay or straight. New scholarship demonstrates moments when sex isn’t really considered sex, when the participants’ class, status, age, or race are far more integral to the framing of the interaction than their sex.\textsuperscript{25}

It is no secret that cutting edge feminist scholarship is more likely found in literature and American studies than history, though this certainly hasn’t always been the case. Perhaps the disciplinary emphasis on empiricism over theory has created this. But no discipline’s tools and boundaries are permanent; history has shown great expansive ability in the past 30 years. In the November 2003 issue of the newsletter for the Organization of American Historians (OAH), executive director Lee W. Formwalt addressed a concern which would have been unforeseeable in the field even twenty years ago. He writes, “Another complaint that we hear is that the OAH annual meeting focuses too much on race, class, and gender and not enough on the more traditional fields of military, diplomatic, and economic history.”\textsuperscript{26} The questions asked by historians have actually changed quite dramatically over the years.

Finally, a personal plea. In the introduction to her collection of writings entitled, \textit{A Fragile Union}, teacher, writer, activist, and cofounder of the New York based Lesbian Herstory Archives Joan Nestle writes, “I have experienced three sublimely beautiful things in my life, and each has been judged unacceptable by large parts of this society: the taste and touch of women
lovers, the wondrous feeling of being part of a people working to free themselves, and for almost thirty years, the trust and attention of students many others did not want to teach. In my bed, in the streets of political protests, and in the classroom, I felt the possibilities of life most keenly, I saw the wonder of human hope and creativity most clearly.”27 This statement captures multiple aspects of my own experience.

My radical politics, gender identity, and sexual orientation have earned me the disapproval of large parts of American society. This deeply informs the way I read and write history, supplying me with a suspicion and mistrust of the mainstream narratives. Nestle’s statement brings to the fore a somewhat unconscious decision I have made—to want to effectively teach the students “many others did not want to teach.” This desire was born of my own experiences—both of being rejected and dismissed by teachers who were uncomfortable with my androgynous appearance, lesbian identity, and research that highlighted my feminist and queer politics—but also of being supported, engaged, and mentored. I’d never explicitly thought of myself as a student others did not want to teach. I knew I was difficult and made some people uncomfortable—but this apt description reminds me of how frustrated I was with school before my life was touched by teachers who valued the opportunity to teach me, someone who was so passionate, engaged with ideas and hungry for a challenge but marginalized by the intellectual community and classroom dynamics of my peers.

It is because of this possibility that I am in graduate school. Had such teachers never entered my life, I would not have seen the college classroom as a possible site for empowerment, truth seeking, and radical challenges to hegemonic values, including heterosexism and homophobia. When I left college after my junior year, burnt out on campus politics, I would have never returned at all—even to finish my BA—if my only memories were of an English professor telling me that a homoerotic interpretation of Ishmael and Quequeg’s relationship in Moby Dick was not legitimate or any of the countless other hostilities aimed at me by teachers, administrators, and students for refusing to be silent.

Social, political, legal, and economic power is delegated not only along lines of sexuality, but also by sex, race, and class. As teachers and scholars, we are also human beings who live in the world and are shaped by society’s greater prejudices. Efforts to create a body of knowledge or classroom pedagogy that is inclusive of difference, both historical and contemporary, are valuable. This will only ever be a partial solution, however, in the absence of a critique of how the categories which give meaning to historical subjects, such as women, African Americans, heterosexuals, and others, came into being. And this is one of the most powerful insights of contemporary feminist theory.
Notes
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Preface

Although this chapter focuses on pedagogy as a form of activism, the authors met in an archive in Richmond, Virginia in 1988. Research, scholarship, and the production of knowledge have all served as a backdrop for the friendship that subsequently blossomed. By coincidence, both of us moved to the same Pennsylvania town, just blocks away from each other, in 1993. Over the years, our friendship has included conversations about new books, teaching methods, research projects, and our efforts to balance these academic and political passions with our personal lives. For both of us, these lives revolve around families with children. Each of us makes her living as an academic at an institution for higher learning in Pennsylvania. Each of us has spent numerous research hours recovering the history of slavery and the experience of enslaved people in eastern North America. As important as these similarities are, they should not obscure our view of the differences in our situations. While both of us have experienced professional pressures to publish in conventional formats, Kathy’s institution, University of Pennsylvania, requires a light teaching load and supports sabbatical leaves necessary for completing research projects destined for these conventional forms of publication. Tracey, in contrast, carries a heavy teaching load with little opportunity for a research leave. At Millersville University, publication is
also a requirement for tenure but other forms of scholarly production are increasingly recognized as legitimate, in part because of Tracey’s persistent efforts. This institutional context, as well as our collegiality and friendship, is important background for this essay, our first collaborative project to appear in print. In many ways we feel that it represents years of informal collaboration.

Introduction

Can pedagogy be a form of activism? This is the question we met to discuss in the autumn of 2002. Using an interview format, we interrogated each other for nearly four hours on tape and in several long meetings thereafter to try to make sense of our reasons for turning to the academy for training as historians and the combined effect of life experience and professional training on our practice in the classroom. This chapter highlights excerpts from these conversations and offers brief interpretations of their meaning.

We have organized the chapter around the three major themes that appeared in our analysis of this material: the impetus to enter the academy, the consequences of graduate training and subsequent professional experience for our intellectual development, and the efforts at pedagogical innovation—very different for each of us—that define our classroom practice today. In addition, several themes run throughout the interviews and subsequent analyses: The search for appropriate tools, fulfillment through personal connection, and an intellectual commitment to methods of historical inquiry. We will return to these themes at the conclusion of our essay to consider how they illuminate the issue of pedagogy as a form of activism.

Part One: Intention/Impetus

Tracey: I graduated from Duke in 1977 and I ended up at Rutgers’ History Graduate program in 1985. I spent seven or eight years after I graduated doing a variety of community organizing projects. The one that was the most formative for me in terms of graduate school was working with the Highlander Center, specifically with their land ownership study. . . . The land ownership study was the experience that really catapulted me to graduate school, although I think maybe I might have ended up there eventually. I remember the experience of working with a large group of people—fifteen or twenty people in six different states—trying to figure out how to conduct community-based research. With one exception, most of the people were political scientists or sociologists. I remember feeling kind of frustrated and somewhat lonely in that crowd. As eager as I was to help develop contemporary profiles of land ownership, I was really much more inter-
ested in what the origins of those ownership patterns were. I felt that only knowledge of those origins would really help us to develop effective strategies to change those patterns. Simply knowing what they were in 1977 wouldn’t take us very far. I think it was probably a frustration with my practice, my individual sense but also collective sense that deeper grounding in historical methods and historical investigation might help.

One of the insights that I gained from my experience working in the mountains at the Highlander Center around the use of technology is that technology could be a powerful tool for people in local communities to describe and analyze their local political and economic realities and that they could use the technology to communicate those understandings to other communities. And we could establish these processes of intercommunication that would result in local communities being able to draw on a wider range of strategies to solve everyday problems. When I think of the use of technology in community development work or in college classrooms, one of the things that strikes me immediately about it is its capacity to make what have essentially been private exchanges, to make those public and to give those exchanges a broader audience. In the past five years at the university, I have become much more engaged in that kind of work and those kinds of potentials but I realize that that [the use of technology] has a much longer history in my own life.

I think I approached going to graduate school with a great deal of trepidation. I didn’t have a clear sense of what I thought I would do with it. I was quite worried that I would see what I hoped would be an opportunity to test theory against practical experience and observation, that is what I think I imagined graduate school would let me do would be to test theories—take if you will, the case study, the land ownership study, and try to understand it in a much broader context. I think I was afraid that in the interplay between practice and theory, that theory would kind of trump practice; I would get caught up in a situation where the practice became unimportant; and the goal of social change would become subordinated to what might become endless rounds of theorizing. I remember talking with a colleague at the land ownership study who had just finished his PhD at Oxford; he was very encouraging about the back and forth between community-based research and academic training and academic work. That there could be some useful exchange was very encouraging. I think I thought I could deepen my own practice, and I think I sought an alternative to education as a round of hierarchically imposed solutions to the problems that people faced. And I think I thought with education, people could be equipped to resolve their own problems and not necessarily be reliant on so-called experts.

Kathy: I definitely thought about it [graduate studies in history] because I thought that I wanted to go back to school after college, but I wasn’t
quite sure what I would do . . . maybe go to law school or joint law/history programs . . . I didn’t really know what life as an historian was like, but having attended a small liberal arts college I knew that the historians I came in contact with were primarily teachers in my life. So I thought I ought to spend some time teaching to see if I liked it before I got myself into graduate school. So I taught high school for a while just to see if I liked it day-to-day. I loved the teaching that I did . . . [because] it wasn’t narrowly focused on an academic subject . . . You got to actually know the student in a much more well rounded way than you do in the college setting.

My frustration, actually, wasn’t with the teaching so much as it was with the curricular reform. I was teaching at a private girls’ school where the history program was called “Ages of Man.” Girls took “ages of man”—ninth-, tenth-, eleventh-, and twelth-grades. I taught ninth and I kept pointing out to them the irony of being at a girls’ school and having a curriculum named “Ages of Man.” This was 1981. And their response to me was, “Well, if you aren’t happy with the curriculum, why don’t you make some suggestions about how to change it?” . . . I knew I was interested in women’s history. I just couldn’t even get off the ground with any kind of curricular suggestions that had any usefulness because I didn’t even know where to go. I was living in Washington, DC, and I would go to bookstores and try to find books in women’s history . . . it was very isolating and there weren’t a lot of other people that I knew who were interested in this.

A friend of mine from high school who had gone to Bowdoin . . . knew about the Berkshire Conference for Women Historians and she told me she was working there. She let me sleep on a sleeping bag on the floor, which technically violated all the rules, but I did it anyway. I saw Gerda Lerner doing a presentation from her then forthcoming book on the creation of patriarchy . . . I went to as many panels as I could. I took tons and tons of notes. I just knew that that was what I had been hungering for and that’s what I wanted to do . . . everyday life as a high school teacher in the DC area, however was not the Berkshire conference. It was living off the memories of that and wondering how to take the energy from that and actually make something happen at the school where I taught . . . I also brought stunning naiveté to the process of applying [to graduate school]. Any institution that I had ever heard Gerda Lerner affiliated with, I applied to because I wasn’t sure where she was exactly . . . I applied to a few other places and I’m not even sure anymore how I picked them out . . . It was a shot in the dark. I really had no idea what I was doing or what I was in for.

Part One: Synopsis and Analysis

Tracey describes her experience with community organizing as both the formative moment for her intellectual and political development and as
the impetus to go to graduate school. Researching with a group of scholars and community members, Tracey experienced a heady sense of the possibilities of collective scholarship destined for a public and practical application. This resonated with her previous experiences applying audio-visual technology to connect communities separated by geographic and linguistic barriers but facing similar problems. Such uses of slide shows and videos also promised to democratize knowledge by bringing it to a wider audience and possibly expanding its impact, an issue that came to the fore during her days at the Highlander Center. It also spoke to her sense of the importance of community. In addition to this concern, she brought some dissatisfaction with the historical shallowness of the Highlander study and imagined that graduate study in history would enable her to learn more about the origins of political and economic inequalities that studies like that of the Highlander group could only reconstruct cross-sectionally. Despite this optimism, she entered graduate school with some trepidation as to whether concerns about theory would trump the concern with practical applications for research.

Kathy’s journey to graduate school began with an interest in scholarship on the history of women that was piqued by her fortuitous attendance at an early Berkshire Conference for Women’s Historians in 1981. Filled with a sense of the possibility of women’s history, but lacking the practical knowledge about existing literature or how one might remain connected to such an inspiring community of scholars, she began her first post-college job as a high school teacher in a history curriculum titled “Ages of Man.” When she found she was ill equipped to do more than complain about the problems with such a curriculum at a private school for girls, she began to think seriously about acquiring the training necessary to do such transformative work. The practical goal of learning enough to create an alternative feminist curriculum, rather than the pursuit of scholarship, motivated her application to graduate school. Like Tracey, she felt trepidation at committing to such a lengthy program of study when she knew next to nothing about what she was getting into. She kept open the possibility that a few years of graduate school might prepare her to achieve another one of her goals: to write a historical novel that would evoke the experience of her great-grandmother, an Irish immigrant who worked as a maid until a nervous breakdown required that she be institutionalized.

Part Two: Institutional Constraints

Tracey: One of the things that the academy did enable me to do was to get some more thorough and specific grounding in methods of historical investigation. Research and interpretation are two general skills I think I was able to refine. I think the one question that I felt throughout most of my graduate education was this issue of producing for use, even though I wasn’t
using that vocabulary then. I felt that I wanted to continue with this community-based research or continue to have the community be a sounding board for the utility of academic research. [It] seems as if the trajectory that was expected at graduate school was that one would perform more conventional historical interpretation—[conventional] in format, not necessarily in content—and then at the midpoint or endpoint of one’s career, one would turn to public history. That one would do academic history first and then public history. I felt a little confused because I thought I was coming in with what I might now call some experience in public history that I had to almost discard in order to be socialized into this other particular form of academic research and interpretation. It is only after maybe a decade of teaching that I feel I have been able to make a full circle and go back to that period of my life before I was in graduate studies and bring the experience of graduate studies, the experience of teaching in the academy to that.

I think what enabled me to continue to pursue and develop my teaching practice was, initially, the companionship of Women’s Studies faculty in my institution, people who were open to interdisciplinary thinking, people who were willing to go beyond their disciplines, and also people who were very clearly committed to investigating the transformative role of pedagogy. . . . But I do think the real turning point for me came in my involvement in the New Media Classroom Project in finding a cadre of disciplinary colleagues who were interested in exploring the uses of technology in the classroom. They were also interested in public history and interested in changing the world. . . . One crystallizing experience was serving as a local scholar for a Pennsylvania Humanities Council project. At one of the workshops, each of the local scholars was to stand up and explain what he or she had done with the local institution. For some reason I was about the last person to report, and I remember feeling a little anxious as I heard the other local scholars because they were giving accounts of their work in the archives and the interesting and exciting things they had found. They didn’t all seem to have a close connection with the institution or even a sense of how that research that they had done could be used in public programming. In contrast, I hadn’t really spent that much time in the archives. I had really spent more time trying to figure out how some existing resources could be deployed, perhaps more effectively, in local communities. That moment of waiting until it was my turn helped me to remember that kind of anxiety around what it means to be a scholar and the feeling when I was at Rutgers that the definitions of scholarship were more narrow and that I might not fit into them. Even though I was happy with my work, it might not necessarily be work deemed by others in the profession to be, as my advisor said, scholarly with a capital S, it might be scholarly with a small s.
Kathy: I guess I felt initially through graduate school, through my dissertation, and through first few years, that my personal resources, my engagement with my scholarship were not, in any way, at odds with the way the profession worked. I really didn’t experience a lot of conflict. Actually, I was very fortunate in the funding that I received at the time I was writing my dissertation. I was very fortunate in the years immediately after finishing the dissertation with postdocs that allowed me to quite quickly get around to what you were conventionally expected to do: revise the dissertation and get a book published. I was more than amply supplied with the resources to do what the profession at large expected you to do along the most conventional of career paths: Scholarship with a capital S.

I think for me the sort of bumping, the sense that this isn’t fitting my life as well any more, came with children because they were pitted against the sort of primal feeling that you have when you are engaged with your scholarship which is a very consuming feeling. It works best when you can shut out the rest of the world and it consumes you in a way that doesn’t leave much room for the rest of the world. I worked very well in that model as a scholar, but it was very clear to me once children came into my life that that kind of life wasn’t going to be available to me and that I actually no longer wanted that kind of model because the other kind of primal urge with children is to want to spend the time with the children. That is very consuming. It is consuming in a way that doesn’t leave much of you left to go into that very seductive zone where it is you and your thoughts and you are wrestling with the material and you can forget what time it is and you can forget to eat and you can forget to clean your study and you can forget to email—a lot of things. I think the incompatibility is really upon me right now. It’s really hitting me. I feel that I am as efficient as anyone about using small bits of time so I am taking it as a challenge to see if I can manage to quilt a book together in small blocks as opposed to weaving it or knitting it or something that implies a much more seamless process.

I think I am an example of somebody who has been socialized into the profession the way the profession likes to socialize people into it, but right now my identity is much more connected to my scholarship than it is to my teaching, though my teaching remains very important to me. When I started, among my motives, teaching ranked very high. In a certain way I feel as if the profession put an imprint on me in its own image and, unfortunately, that image is not always so compatible with my goals as a mother.

Part Two: Synopsis and Analysis
Graduate training in history honed Tracey’s research and analytical skills, but also made her aware of the difference between her own assumptions
about the importance of community-based research and the ruling model of academic history, scholarship with a capital S. She occasionally felt that her experience doing public history impeded her socialization into the academic mainstream. This sense of dissonance continued after she completed her dissertation and began teaching at Millersville. She recalls one incident, in particular, that captured her sense of being at odds with academic historians. Waiting to deliver a report to the Pennsylvania Humanities Council Project, she realized how much her approach differed from that of her fellow scholars, who had devoted all their attention to archival research but spent almost no time thinking about its usefulness or reception by a wider audience. She credits her Women’s Studies colleagues with providing support and a model of interdisciplinary and innovative pedagogy that encouraged her to continue to experiment with new teaching practices in the classroom. Tracey identifies her involvement with the New Media Classroom as an important turning point and one that brought her full circle to many of the concerns that had motivated her entry into graduate school. Participating in this project enabled her to bring together her interest in technology with her desire to continue developing her pedagogical practice.

Kathy describes her own graduate training as less ridden by conflict with the demands of the academic mainstream of the profession. She was well funded and less skeptical than Tracey about what she was being socialized to do. Indeed, she believes that her identity as a historian shifted from being mainly grounded in her teaching to being more grounded in her scholarship during this period. Her main conflict with the ideals for academic scholarship developed with the arrival of children in her life. She describes scholarly production, as she experienced it before becoming a mother, as an all-consuming process at odds with the priority of taking care of young children. Lacking the large blocks of concentrated time to think and write, she imagines her current process of scholarly production as akin to quilting small pieces of work together. She implies that this sense of conflict might not have been so deep had her primary identity remained rooted in teaching rather than in scholarship.

Part Three: Pedagogical Strategies

Tracey: I was very influenced when I was working in central Appalachia, working at the Highlander Center, by a number of other community educators, many of whom had experience in Latin America and had come to work in the coal fields [after] five, ten, fifteen years of experience in Latin America doing community development work. In particular, their insistence on what they would call “reading” reality. Myles Horton . . . and his methods of education were very influential. Horton, founder of the Center,
drew inspiration from the folk school movement in Denmark. An internationally known popular educator, he lived by the conviction that “Nothing will change until we change—until we throw off our dependence and act for ourselves.” So when I was thinking about the notion of activist pedagogy, pedagogy as a conceptual bridge between my experience as a community educator and my work in the academy, I went back and I thought, “What is an activist?” I looked in the dictionary “activist: practitioner of activism,” which took me back to activism, and the definition I found there I thought was very provocative, which was “the use of direct action.” The examples given were “demonstration or strike in opposition to or support of a cause; the policy of taking direct and militant action to achieve a political or social goal.” The part of it that sounds perhaps familiar in the context of African American Studies or Women’s Studies or Latino Studies, is purposeful action, although I am not sure it is always relevant. It just drew me back to the cause: self-determination as an antidote to having decisions made for people by other people who presume to know more than the people who are mostly going to be affected by those decisions. So I think it was that principle of people who are affected by decisions should be equipped as best as they could be to participate in making those decisions. . . . The approach of Highlander was to bring together people who are affected by a social, economic, or political problem and to get them to talk about that problem and begin to share with other people in similarly affected communities what some of their efforts at solving that problem had been. And that that kind of exchange would generate more sophisticated solutions to common problems that people face. And I think of the classroom in a somewhat similar fashion.

. . . There came a moment at the land study near the end, when we were trying to figure out, we’ve done the research, what do we do now? One of the participants raised a question to Myles Horton about how can we be sure people won’t take the research that we’ve done and turn it to other ends? And his response was very direct, which was, you can’t be sure of that. Almost the only way you can assure that is to use the research yourself. He cautioned us against thinking that we could somehow just produce research and leave it for other people to figure out the implications and to implement a course of action, that the point of research was to be useful. He argued that the same people who were involved in collecting the research should be involved in figuring out the implications and implementing the solutions that might come out of the research . . . His life, his experience, the whole approach to the Highlander study really influenced my understanding of education, which is that education was purposeful. I’ve developed a little slogan from that in my own teaching with university students, which is to “produce for use.” The work that students do in the classroom should have a purpose for them and it should have a purpose beyond the classroom as
They should, for example, produce knowledge that is socially useful. What “socially useful” means is a subject of lifelong discussion and student direction.

One of the ways that I can do that is through this culture of teaching and learning, in particular, the Visible Knowledge Project that I am engaged in right now. One of the questions about that project that I am trying to adapt for my students, to get back to your question about process, is how to share experiences and evidence in ways that make [for] reflective practice. There are four criteria: visible, shareable, portable, and expandable. If those are the goals I have for my own scholarship, that my practice of teaching be visible, shareable, portable and expandable, doesn’t it make sense that I have the same goals for my students? That their work should be visible, shareable, portable in some fashion, and expandable beyond the confines of that one semester course. One of the big challenges is visibility, moving from having the classroom as private space to the classroom as a public space in which others are invited into that space to see both the process and the product of education. Sometimes that is a novel, and for some people, a scary thought, that other people could see your classroom, that they could see what you do as a teacher, they could see what your students do. I find it an invigorating experience, but I can see how there is a certain wariness that people bring to that. This notion of going public for both teachers and students . . . raises the ante for everybody. It makes me think about classrooms as rehearsal halls for that moment of going public. Not everything that students produce in the classroom is ready to go public in the sense of being published on a website for the world to see. If students produce work that is useful for their public, their public might be their family [or] their high school.

Kathy: . . . I have moved from a model of fanatical effort to cover material in class to a looser structure in my classroom. Now my classrooms are still, by anybody’s definitions I think, fairly conventional places of learning and that has something to do with where I teach and what the general model of learning is where I teach. I feel like in almost every class there are opportunities where I try to do something with the assignments within a more conventional framework to make the knowledge . . . I don’t think of it as much as trying to give them . . . let’s see, how do I say this . . . when I place them in the position of doing their own production of knowledge they are doing it in a very personal way . . . I have geared the assignments for students to really think about the past and to think about their relationship to the past in a personal way. For example, in the class that I am doing right now, I have them try to think about the appropriateness or the boundaries of their assumptions that people in the past were like them, versus the dangers of assuming that any human being any time any place is not like them.
How do we figure out where those boundaries are and how do we avoid the kind of risks of the position of assuming that human beings are exactly the same and the opposite risks of deciding that some human beings, for whatever reasons, because they lived in the past or of a different race or ethnicity, are fundamentally not like you? . . . By giving them an assignment where they actually have to ask themselves, “So, if I were an Englishwoman going to the colonies, where do I think I would have flourished better? Where would I have wanted to take my chances?” Asking them that question raises all kind of difficult issues for them. Well, are they trying to think like an Englishwoman? Are they trying to think like themselves? By the time I ask them that question they know enough about how an Englishwoman of the period might have made her decision, on what basis she may have made her decision. They also know that their own values are very different and they have to wrestle with that. So, I guess within fairly conventional bounds, I try to seize my moments.

I hedge my bets maybe a little bit more than you do about what I think has, or potentially has, practical value through application. In part because it seems to me that whatever judgments I am going to make right now about what has practical value might give me a small pool of things that most immediately have practical value, but might foreclose certain lines of inquiry that actually might be tremendously valuable. Even though we might see their value ten or fifteen years from now. An example—this actually comes up sometimes in our women’s studies class at Penn—there are postcolonial theorists, among other scholars, whose work has been and continues to be difficult for people to comprehend. This is a debate within programs that want to bring in speakers or scholars who will enrich their intellectual community for a semester or whatever to be affiliated. My feeling has always been that although I have no special ability to make their work comprehensible, I guess that I’m not so sure that I will always feel that way. So, my feeling is if a women’s studies program or someplace like that should rightfully always lean toward practical applications, should always have those goals in mind, if women’s studies doesn’t embrace people whose practical value perhaps we can’t fully assess yet, if we don’t embrace them, who will? Especially if they are coming to us under the rubric of some kind of feminist project. So, in that sense I think I may be willing to put up with some people who are very frustrating in the academy simply because what we see them producing we don’t know what to do with exactly. In places with scarce resources you think, “What are we doing?” But I guess I hold out that possibility that they’ll look different to us at some point and so we might want to sustain them in some way in their projects. We might even want to influence those projects by being in dialogue with them. But in a more general way, in a very basic way, I think, through teaching and through my scholarship, my
bigger message is to have people question, skeptically, this very weighty argument about what they are told is natural for them to do. I feel like that connects almost everything for me. It’s not that I don’t believe there is such a thing as the natural, but I am kind of skeptical about our ability ever to get at that except in ways that serve pretty self-interested purposes of the people who do the identifying of what is natural. So, I feel like that really unites a lot of my teaching. It really propels a lot of the work that I have done trying to understand relationships between gender and race particularly. I think when I teach courses that don’t even come close to the present day in their chronological sweep that is very much the message of those courses—that we can look to the past and see that it was really very different from the present and that people then also had an argument about what was natural for women. Might that not lead you to question what you’ve been told in the present about what’s supposed to be natural? So, in a sense, I think that’s aimed at trying to free people up to think critically, also about their own lives and about their place in the world and how the world works and what they can look at and have to accept and what they can look at and say it doesn’t have to be this way.

One of the reasons that Jen Manion had wanted me to get involved in this is that she felt that when she took the second half of the women’s history course that I taught that it was the first time she had had a course where anybody, first of all, taught about lesbians, but also taught about them in a way that seemed completely integrated into the main body of the course. They weren’t just, “Oh yeah, and then there were some lesbians doing their thing and really nobody thought about them, lesbians, before, but starting around 1920 . . .” It wasn’t just a tag on, but it was actually integrally part of how I thought about the material. That actually means a lot to me because what that tells me is that even within very conventional bounds it’s possible to do unconventional things and reach students who really are served by that, students who really need much more. They need a curriculum that finds a way not to make them always feel like the exceptional case. We can say this about African American students. We can say this generally about female students. We can say this about gay and lesbian students where they can tell by the way the narrative is presented to them in a conventional lecture course or in a textbook that the generalizations about Americans are not about them. I think within that fairly conventional lecture framework and even the conventional framework of scholarship one thing that I feel that I’m pretty good at is questioning and adjusting the use of that term American, so that I am always thinking as I am about to make a generalization “who fell out of that generalization?” and I’m able to make an adjustment. I feel like that allows me even in a lecture situation to be able to lecture in a way that still gives them some kind of coherent story to hang on to, but
it is not a story where the coherence is based on marginalizing difference. It’s actually a story where I try to do my best to kind of embrace difference and rethink what mainstream means or what the big narrative thread is, based on all the different stories that don’t seem to fit. So, that’s still very important to me that I don’t lose sight of that. If I were to think that students came to my class and didn’t feel that anymore then I think I wouldn’t be serving the purpose that I originally got into this to serve.

**Part Three: Synopsis and Analysis**

Tracey’s vision of her classroom evokes the philosophy of the Highlander Center, where director Myles Horton pursued a philosophy of self-determination and interactive exchange for people in communities afflicted by social, economic, and political problems. When she consulted the dictionary to come up with a working definition of the term activist to help her determine whether her own pedagogical practice qualified, she discovered that the notion of purposeful action resonated with what Horton had tried to do at Highlander. It also echoes the philosophy of women’s studies and African American studies programs and her goals for her own students. Tracey sees Horton’s wisdom about the need to follow research with action as formative of her own view of education as purposeful. She reminds students that they need to “produce for use,” in their own lives and in the world beyond the classroom. Her involvement in the Visible Knowledge Project, which is based on the tenet that knowledge production should be visible, shareable, portable and expandable, has reaffirmed her commitment to opening her classroom, her teaching practice, and the products of her students’ labors to public scrutiny. Intimidating as this might seem for some teachers, Weis finds it exhilarating and believes that it makes for fundamentally different teaching, learning, and knowledge production processes when one knows one’s work will eventually reach a public larger than the classroom.

Kathy describes her pedagogical practice as an effort within fairly conventional bounds to enable students to think about their relationship to the past in a personal way. She is particularly concerned to elicit in students a struggle over how to think about connections to other human beings across time, space, ethnic, racial, and religious difference. Should a belief in common humanity guide our investigations of the past? How do we acknowledge differences produced by the contingencies of historical time, race, and culture without risking an effacement of that assumption of common humanity? Part of the challenge of hewing to the conventions of the lecture format is that such a format works best for the presentation of a tightly bundled, linear narrative rather than for questions about narrative
devices—for example, about the exclusions implicit in the term “American.” Kathy feels that the goal of making history personal for her students helps her to question the assumptions behind any mainstream history narrative. This is part of a larger intellectual project she describes as questioning the meaning of “natural,” however it might be defined in a given historical time or culture. Steeped in this skeptical framework, Kathy has doubts about measuring all feminist scholarship against the yardstick of practical value. Scholarship that seems not to have a practical application right now or that is difficult to comprehend might be exactly what we are looking for twenty years from now. Kathy feels more comfortable supporting some of this scholarship and trying to enter into dialogue with it, just on the chance that its practical value will become apparent at some later date.

As we wrote this chapter, we noticed several similarities in our otherwise quite different stories:

• The search for appropriate tools. Both of us searched for tools/methods to enable us to satisfy a larger vision for our lives, our intellectual development, and our political commitments. For both of us, this search took us to graduate programs in history, although our experience of graduate school was different in each case and ultimately had a different long-term impact on each of us.

• Fulfillment through personal connection. Both of us have struggled in the past and do struggle in the present with a sense of personal alienation from the profession we chose to join, and both of us currently encourage our students to forge personal connections to the past even as we insist that they acquire sound methods of historical inquiry.

• Intellectual commitment to methods of historical inquiry. Both of us have found historical methods crucial to our efforts to understand the past, to analyze the present, and to imagine the possibilities for social change.

As we worked to turn this transcript into a chapter, we were fortunate to be able to try it out on Tracey’s colleague, Dr. Barbara Stengel, and Tracey’s Women in U.S. History class at Millersville. In the course of that discussion, Kathy realized that many of the same goals she identified as part of her teaching practice have motivated her published scholarship. She concluded that her published work was also part of her effort to teach students to think critically about history and what is defined as natural. Students responded enthusiastically to learning more about Tracey’s biography and teaching philosophy, which they felt resonated with the goals they had discussed for their course. Kathy also noted that in characteristic fashion, Tracey had managed to produce for use by incorporating the article into an introductory unit in the class designed to help students re-think the trajectory
from interview to transcript to article. Students will next apply these insights to revising their own educational autobiographies and to preparing to conduct oral history interviews with women associated with Millersville’s past as part of that institution’s celebration of its 150th anniversary.

Despite the similarities we have identified and in part because of the differences in our backgrounds before entering graduate school and our current professional situations, our classroom practices are very different. We have enjoyed exploring these differences in our conversations and hope that they will resonate with the diverse teaching experiences of our readers. For both of us, this chance to reflect on the sense of purpose we bring to our teaching and scholarship has invigorated our pedagogical practice and sparked new efforts at outreach with colleagues with similar motives.

Notes
1. The Highlander Center, founded in 1932, sponsors research and educational programs addressing issues of social, economic, and environmental justice in the South.
I didn’t teach African American studies because I was part of the civil rights movement or a disciple of black power. I didn’t teach African American literature and history because I thought it made me progressive or radical, or, even worse, because it was politically correct; nor, did I teach African American studies because I had to.

I taught African American studies because it was fundamental to the American experience, because by ignoring African American literature and the history would not only undercut the major achievements that black people contributed to this nation, but it would also undermine any definition of freedom that I would attempt to explain to my students. As any historical accounting of black people in the United States would uncover, when the question of freedom was placed under political scrutiny, it was black people who put the question on the table. From the Emancipation Proclamation to the Fourteenth Amendment to the U.S. Constitution to the civil rights movement, black people’s fight for freedom has set the stage for the feminist and labor movements and provided the vocabulary for countless other political discussions.

In many colleges and universities, the fight to incorporate African American history and literature topics into the curriculum as either part of the larger survey courses or even as individual departments—for the most part—has been won. Certainly, college teachers continually struggle to teach these courses, but, at least, they can find the support of the outside scholarly
and professional communities to support their work. In high schools, however, across the country, the story is markedly different. Courses are not taught, historical events including African Americans are not mentioned, and representations of black people in literature remain distorted and marginal. The emphasis on preparing students for standardized tests, and focusing on math and science courses has only worsened the problem. Many of these students are not even getting social studies, let alone a history course that includes the African American experience. And, in many places where African American history or literature is taught, the rationale for teaching it often derives from issues relating to identity politics, not historical accuracy.

What follows is not an examination of the problems of secondary education or even an objective review of curriculum agendas. Instead, it is a personal meditation on my experience teaching African American literature in secondary schools. The motivation for this chapter stems largely from my own need as a former secondary teacher—who often fought against administrations, colleagues, and even parents—for a pedagogical strategy and context to situate my experience. This is not intended as an academic analysis to be locked off in academic journals and relegated to scholarly meetings, but as an accessible narrative, a guide through the tumultuous and controversial confrontations that I faced in the classroom and out of it.

My interest in becoming a secondary school teacher resulted largely from the ways in which my college professors had inspired me. As a college student in the 1990s, discussions on racism raged from topics as salacious as Anita Hill’s allegation that Clarence Thomas, the then Supreme Court nominee, sexually harassed her to the pernicious publication of the *Bell Curve*, which attempted to link race with IQ, to the never-ending debates on multiculturalism. As an undergraduate at The University of Pennsylvania, these discussions more closely hit home: Lani Guinier, of the Penn Law School, entered the national spotlight when President Clinton nominated her for Assistant Attorney General for Civil Rights. Misunderstood by her critics, she unfairly became touted as the “Quota Queen” due to her ideas on voting rights, meanwhile a group of black sorority girls, who were pledging outside my dorm room, received national publicity for being called “Water buffalo” by an outraged and allegedly self-identified nonracist white student. Add a few tenure battles, a campus lecture by the polemical author Camille Paglia, who denounced multiculturalism, and debates on whether the historically black dorm on campus should remain open, and no matter where you looked or to whom you spoke, questions about racism seemed to be everywhere. My professors, however, did not shy away from all that was happening around us. They used the examples of the “Quota Queen” and the *Bell Curve* to talk about the historical construction of race. And besides providing an often useful historical analogue to the many political debates
that were seething on campus, they found ways to use these moments to illuminate themes in American literature and history. I quickly learned, that being an academic was not about measuring the beats in a poem or allowing cobwebs to grow on my sweater in the basement library; instead it meant being right in the center of the action, at the rallies and in the protests, and, most importantly, using the classroom as a laboratory to test ideas and to experiment with various arguments and intellectual positions.

For me, questions about the history of racism were my intellectual passion. My classmates, then and still now, were intrigued by questions relating to gender, class, and sexuality, and have in their own ways continued to be part of important intellectual and activist discussions of these topics. When it was time to graduate, instead of joining a non-profit organization or going to graduate school, I wanted to go back to where I was from. To return to the place that most needed a teacher committed to using the classroom as not only a place of learning and intellectual stimulation but also of social change. I knew that where I was from few people read books by black authors or knew about the history of slavery. To define my hometown as having suffered from historical amnesia would only be to imply that they once knew that former slaves fought in the Civil War or created the Harlem Renaissance. But, to them, the Civil War was something that happened more than a hundred years ago, and had no relevance to these proud descendents of mostly Irish, German, Polish, and Italian immigrants—who, through hard work and “no free hand-outs,” managed to successfully send their children to school and make a decent a living.

For better or worse, I was hired by the first school that I applied to: an all boy’s Catholic preparatory school. The headmaster, after first meeting me, was nervous and a bit uncomfortable. During the interview, he would glance down at my transcript and then read off a course title, like “Venus Rising: Black Women’s Nonfiction, Theory, and Criticism,” and without trying to stumble, he adjusted his glance, and said, “So what did you actually read?”

I confidently responded with a list names that ran the gamut from the nineteenth century slave writer Harriet Jacobs to the contemporary poet Ntozake Shange. Still uncomfortable, he hired me. His second in command later confessed to me that the school was evaluated the prior year by Middle States, an accrediting agency, and was criticized for not having any multicultural courses. He then told me that hiring me was the solution, and at twenty-two, with sand still in my shoes from a summer on Cape Cod, the vice-principal appointed me as the chair of the diversity committee. In high school and college, I had served on a number of committees, and thought this was similar. At the first meeting, I soon recognized that the room was full of people my parents’ ages. I then found myself telling them their curriculum, which they had taught for the past twenty years, was outdated and useless.
While I was certainly naïve and cocky, my curriculum suggestions were not entirely off base. In the classroom, I met the products of their courses: students who after looking at the syllabus, complained that it was all about black people simply because it listed readings by Phillis Wheatley, the first known African American writer, and Frederick Douglass, the former slave, abolitionist, and author, in the course of twelve weeks. Two black authors in a syllabus that previously included none was clearly too many. When it came time to discuss Frederick Douglass, the students refused to read his autobiography. When I tried to redirect the conversation to something historical and less interpretive—since they didn’t do the reading—they abruptly responded with comments about black people taking their place in the race for college admissions or black people buying homes in their neighborhoods. Granted, I wanted to provide a context to discuss social issues, and in retrospect, as a first year teacher, I could have done more to control the direction of the discussion; but the truth was these students were mad, culturally and ideologically bound to the idea that black people had in someway destroyed their lives. I was then called in by the head of the school and scolded for teaching too much about racism—although that was what he hired me to do.

After a few more discussions like this, and faculty meetings in which I confronted hostile colleagues, who thought I was trying to justify crimes committed by black people, multicultural consultants came to the school to essentially mediate a discussion among the faculty about the politics of racism. In the midst of some ridiculous exercise, one of the other younger teachers made a comment that it was fine if our students wanted to feel better than the public school students down the street because public school students were “bad students” who listened to loud music and wore baggy jeans. And, while the multicultural consultants forced him to really think about what he meant by “bad students,” in a fury, he jumped up, grabbed his chair, and broke it in half. “See,” he said, “now this chair is a bad chair, you can’t sit on it anymore.”

Interrupting him, I said, “No, it’s a broken chair.”

By this point, the room was silent. I was later coached by senior, more sympathetic faculty members to keep my mouth shut at faculty meetings. So I did. By December, things had cooled down significantly, the students had relaxed a great deal and they finally began to become more interested and engaged in the material I presented. In one exercise in which we discussed the question of censorship in the early twentieth century, I decided to organize a debate in class that placed the question of censorship in a contemporary context. At the time, the National Endowment for the Humanities (NEH) and the National Endowment for the Arts (NEA) were under major scrutiny, and their funds were being dramatically cut. Among the controversies surrounding the NEA funding were questions about the
artistic integrity of Robert Mapplethorpe’s artwork, and the Piss Christ, a controversial depiction of a crucifix submerged in urine.

In order to structure these debates, I first gave the students some background on these organizations, which they were unfamiliar with, and then I asked them to take sides. They evenly divided. I then had a book on performance theory in my room that included some photographs that depicted these artists’ work. As part of the debate, I wanted to use this as evidence, and while they were drafting their arguments, they would each have the opportunity individually to come up to the center desk and flip through the book. Although most were seniors and the photographs in my estimation were not pornographic, I, nevertheless, said that it was optional to look at the material and asked those interested to write up a permission slip first in order to look at the photographs. Ideally, in a perfect world, their parents would have signed the slips, but I thought that having them think about it for a few minutes, would have been enough, and it was. They were fine. They looked at the book; they debated the material, and they began to understand that the definition of art was subjective.

A few days later, word got to Mr. Bad Chair, the teacher down the hall, that I showed the students the Piss Christ. He then ran to the headmaster and told him that I was corrupting the students. I was called in to the headmaster’s office and asked if I showed the students the Piss Christ, I admitted I did. I then held the intellectual ground for a few minutes that only Catholics would get such a photograph, that it was lost on non-Catholics, who would have no reaction to seeing a cross submerged in urine. I was then told that since I got there, I did nothing but start trouble. All I talked about was racism and black people, and that I had maddened the parents and frustrated the faculty. He then went on to say that I was “angry,” that I had something to prove, that I didn’t understand the “real world,” and that my crusade to teach African American literature was overblown. And, now this alleged debate, he said, about the crucifix had been the last straw. The debate gave them, in their mind, legitimate ground to indict me. They could not fire me for simply teaching African American authors, so they instead used this debacle as the scandal. And so, on December 15, a few days before the winter break, I was fired, just in time for them to truly enjoy a white Christmas.

Experiences like this are not unfamiliar to many teachers who tried to pioneer new curriculum changes. Certainly, my experience was wrought with some poor decisions on my part, my own inexperience, and the school’s need to simply have someone fulfill a state mandate, but the polemics surrounding the teaching of African American literature or history are not necessarily limited to only those who protest its place in high school curriculum. Sometimes, the problems lie with those who believe they are doing the most important work.
Fast forward five years. I now have a substantial amount of teaching experience under my belt—still a novice, but no longer a fire starter. I get a job at a seemingly progressive independent school in a Northeastern state. The white liberal dean of faculty once again peers down at my transcript and then awkwardly looks at me. By this point, I have earned an MA degree in American Studies, and courses on the Civil War and African American history line my transcript. And, then, in between glances of reading my resume and skimming my recommendations, she blurts out, “I just love it here, because it is diverse, and I get to live in a town with black people.”

Ok, I think, I will get you a subscription to Ebony for Christmas. “Yeah, she says, I need to live around black people.”

Looking at her, she does not appear to be Carl Van Vechten’s lost love child but she looks at me, waiting for a response, like I should say something, like, “Finally, a progressive white person.” Despite her eccentricities, she was right. The school was diverse and the surrounding towns were not as highly segregated as most. The year, overall, was fine until the twelfth grade English teachers needed to decide on which novel to teach in the spring. In years past, the department head, told me, they taught Toni Morrison’s The Bluest Eye. “Wow,” I responded, “what a great choice.”

But, the department head whispered, “Barbara doesn’t teach it.” Barbara was the soft-spoken twelfth grade teacher, who like the three other black women on faculty had graduated from Yale. That’s odd, I thought, why wouldn’t she like it? After the meeting, I approached her and asked her why. I noticed a few other faculty members stayed to listen. She told me that when she was growing up she never knew people like the characters in the novel that it didn’t ring true to her experience. I wanted to engage her, debate her on the point, that its not about her or her experience but it’s a novel with a theme that stretches well beyond the personal, but by this point, she had noticed that the others were listening. And so I dropped it. She then quickly said that she would teach Dorothy West’s The Wedding instead.

Leave The Wedding to Oprah’s book club, I thought, I am going for The Bluest Eye. Like any author who challenges her readers, Toni Morrison’s debut novel was no exception; my students got it, but it took a lot of discussion and a lot of work. The problem of the book’s meaning, however, arose when a senior faculty member asked me to substitute for her and to discuss the book with her class. Walking into the class, I heard the students complaining about the book. When I asked them a question about the characters, they responded not with statements about how Claudia, the protagonist, teaches a lesson about beauty and self-worth that sharply cuts across racial, class, and gender lines, but instead they responded with statements, like “This was the
way black people lived” or “this is what happened to blacks after slavery” in response to the poverty, abuse, and lack of family structure in the novel.

“Well,” the girl in the front row stated, emphatically, “that is what Ms. Multiculturalism [their teacher] told us.” “This is what happened,” a boy in the back chirped in, “after slavery but before Civil Rights.” He acted as if he knew something that I didn’t.

The book takes place in a small town in Ohio in the 1940s; it is not a book by any stretch of the imagination that attempts to unravel a historical narrative. Yet, this teacher, however, had thought it did. I responded to their questions by drawing a timeline on the board, highlighting the major moments after the Civil War: Reconstruction, The Great Migration, and the Harlem Renaissance. I took a breath and quickly told a story about Madame C. J. Walker, the inventor of black hair products and first black millionaire, to illustrate the point that not all black people at this time were poor or unsuccessful, as they had assumed from their reading of the novel. And, in the midst of this, I remember Barbara’s comment that she didn’t teach this book, because it was not like her family and that she couldn’t relate to it. It made sense now why she made that decision. These teachers had set up the parameters for reading the novel that in some brought it back to identity politics.

When Ms. Multiculturalism found out that I spent the majority of the class period drawing a timeline on the board, she questioned my assertion that *The Bluest Eye* was not representative of black life in the 1940s. She responded by arguing that using fiction to teach historical fact is appropriate—which it is, when it is done correctly, I told her. She then laughed at me when I suggested using a scene from Fitzgerald’s or Joyce’s novel as examples of their respected periods, but thought nothing of using an African American text in the same way. In fact, she almost felt that they should have been congratulated and praised for abandoning the all white, particularly male, canon of Western literature for a few weeks and teaching a novel written by a black woman about alienation and abuse.

What was most disconcerting about my discussion was her insistence that the poverty and despair that Morrison described in the novel was a fair representation of African American society. Perhaps, in her world, where black people are crowded into ghettos and are the recipients of their Christmas donations, it made sense that the characters in *The Bluest Eye* have real flesh and blood parallels in society. And it makes even more sense that teaching the novel allows them to continue their community service. Yet, as teachers of African American literature, it is critical that we distill good intentions from historical fact.
While I would like to close with an important and useful anecdote, one experience that does not neatly fit alongside the others continues to press forward in my mind. Early in my teaching career, I taught at an Afrocentric, independent school. Founded by two civil rights activists, the school was an alternative to the public school system for members of the surrounding black community. I was hired to teach African American literature in the middle school. The opportunity to teach in such an environment where curriculum battles and questions about identity politics seemed inapplicable was particularly appealing to me.

Yet, even in this environment, where Harriet Tubman or Martin Luther King Jr. were not just names whose accomplishments were mentioned every February, but were part of the everyday curriculum, identity politics pervaded. I was required to teach nineteenth-century literature, but could not spend too much time on slavery. I could mention the Harlem Renaissance, but had to ignore author Nella Larsen, whose characters’ sexual orientation was questionable; and instead focus on Jessie Fauset, whose characters, according to the administration, better reflected black society. If I played classical music during Arts and Crafts, I had to pick black composers. And, if the students wanted to believe that Beethoven was black, because the music teacher told them, I couldn’t disagree. If I wanted to show them a movie that dealt with triumph over adversity, I could not bring in a movie that had Italian or Chinese characters, but instead—and I am not lying—I had to show them Mahogany. And, last but not least, when the administrator and founder of the school, called me “European” in front of my class, I was speechless. When my students—who were more astute than he gave them credit for—asked me what part of Europe I was from, and I said Philadelphia. He went on explain to them that he meant my ancestors—which, for the record, he had no inside information about my mixed ancestry. What he meant was that since I appear white, I am presumably of European descent.

By bringing back the discussion to my identity, he unwittingly undermined the whole point of his institution and my being there. I was there because I believed that his school could be an alternative to the public school system; that in his school, the American experience from the colonial period to the present could truly be explored. By evoking my identity, he empowered the whole idea that there is something truly empirical and pedagogically valuable in drawing lines between black and white people. If the whole point of his school is to offer an opportunity, a chance, an alternative to students, who otherwise do not have one, he only confused the students more by bringing the discussion back to identity politics and away from history.

Furthermore, if we study and teach African American history and literature based on a teacher’s identity, we have already lost the battle. The point of teaching African American studies is to fully understand U.S. culture
and history. The politics of identity, as sexy, and, as titillating, as they may seem, offer little in the way of support for one’s academic agendas after being in the trenches. Truth—or at least some poststructuralist derivative of it—offers a more productive and comforting path to change.

Note

1. For a detailed discussion, see Lani Guinier, *The Tyranny of the Majority: Fundamental Fairness in Representative Democracy* (Free Press, 1994).
2. Carl Van Vechten was an early twentieth-century white patron and enthusiast of black artists.
The conference on “History of Activism, History as Activism” in April, 2002 was not sponsored by or officially connected with the Columbia University teaching assistants (TAs) and research assistants (RAs) union, Graduate Student Employees United (GSEU), and the program included some antiunion students. Ironically, union activists were at a crucial stage of organizing and were too busy to give the conference much attention, although some participated. However, the conference took place in a context that I think had been largely produced by union activism at Columbia, which is part of a larger movement at many universities across the country, including Yale, Brown, the University of Minnesota, Michigan State, Cornell, New York University (NYU), Tufts, and elsewhere. (On March 29, 2002, one week before the Columbia conference, a radical history conference at the University of Minnesota surprised its organizers—and university administrators—by drawing two hundred people.) Many history graduate students are active in GSEU.

Less than three weeks before the conference at Columbia, research and teaching assistants had voted on whether to be represented by GSEU, which seeks higher stipends, better health care, a grievance procedure, and workload guidelines. Although union poll watchers believed that they won, the bal-
lots were impounded. Columbia, using the prestigious union-busting law
firm Proskauer Rose, which NYU had used earlier and unsuccessfully, had
appealed an earlier National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) decision clas-
sifying TAs and RAs at private universities as employees. Columbia stakes
its hopes on the possibility that the January 2002 addition of two
management-friendly Bush appointees to the NLRB will reverse the earlier
decision. (As of May 2004, the ballots are still impounded!)

This is the context in which the conference took place: activism in
academia was a concrete reality. On April 29, three weeks after the confer-
ence, GSEU staged a one-day strike. Unionized clerical workers joined the
picket line, where the cry was, “Count the Votes!” A large inflated rat sat
upright at the 116th Street main entrance to Columbia University, as it of-
ten does in union pickets elsewhere in New York City. As of this writing, the
outcome is unresolved. If, to its shame, Columbia holds out, I hope the rat
will take up long-term residence there.

*****

We’re all here because we’re in favor of bridging the gap between activism
and the academy, and we’re hearing lots of good ideas here about how to do
it. But far less frequently considered among leftists and other dissenters are
the 0.5 reasons not to build that bridge, or at least not to make this our
primary goal. I’ll get to those. But first, a few words in favor of gap bridging,
at a time when this campus, among others, is the site of some of the most
important union organizing going on in this country, which I fully support.

Being an activist is a necessary prerequisite for historians who want to
see through the reigning lies, and I take it as a given that we must be activists.
Writing history is about challenging received authority. Activist experience
gives the historian experiential understanding of the power of the state,
repression, social change, agency, surprise in history, the distortions peddled
by authority, and the depth of commitment of those with power to main-
taining the standing order through their journalists, historians, police, and
law firms. Activism shows us how it is that people told that there is no alter-
native to the way things are, can, in fact, invent new alternatives, particu-
larly in the streets and on the picket lines.2 You can’t begin to understand
how history happens unless you have this basic training as a historian/ac-
tivist. A good dose of tear gas makes us think more clearly as historians.

*****

Let me (after the conference) develop a little further some of the points
made in the preceding paragraph:

• Surprise in history: I can’t be the first to note the role of surprise, and
I am sure that others have seen this. Historians (Marxists in particu-
lar!) can always establish a persuasive causality after the fact. This misses
the reality of surprise in history as it is actually lived. Radicals who are living history should take heart (or, often the reverse) from the fact that things do not necessarily have to turn out as they appear to be headed, and that history is marked by sudden turns.

- **Journalists and the standing order:** Speaking in the shadow of Low Library (as I was at the conference), where soon-to-be-no-longer Columbia President Grayson Kirk’s office was located in 1968, it is hard not to recall the *New York Times*’ placing on the front page Abe Rosenthal’s despicable classic article, written after the police attack on protesting students at Columbia in April of that year. Rosenthal exaggerates the damage wrought by students and all but ignores the bloody police assault. The article begins with Kirk returning to his office at 4:30 a.m. after the police bust that removed the student occupiers, passing a hand over his face, and saying, as he observed the condition of his office, “My God, how could human beings do a thing like this?” The first passing mention of the bloodied heads of students appears in paragraph fifty.3

- **Law firms and the standing order:** Columbia’s law firm, Proskauer Rose LLP, boasts that it has, in its “Labor & Employment” practice area, “160–plus . . . lawyers [who] provide unmatched breadth of expertise capable of addressing the most complex and challenging labor and employment issues faced by employers.”4

- **Tear gas and the historian’s education:** One friendly but critical hearer of this phrase at the conference thought that I was presenting an idea left over from the bad side of the sixties, implying that consciousness will rise if enough of us are beaten by police. I can understand this misreading, but I retain my phrasing, since it is literally true: my capacity as a U.S. colonial historian, to understand the terror and flight involved in eighteenth-century crowd behavior was enhanced by the experience of being in a crowd that was tear-gassed and nearly blinded by Chicago Mayor Daley’s police on Michigan Avenue in August 1968 during the Democratic Convention.

So much of my generation once knew experientially the necessity of activism for the historian, but it has been deradicalized and demobilized. I remember the 1988 John Jay College building occupation by students, when I tried to get our faculty group, heavy with one-time radicals, to organize in support. (The issues involved racial composition of the faculty—as compared to the student body—and CUNY-wide (City University of New York) issues having to do with tuition and cuts in funding.) One member of our faculty group, a well-known American historian, told me, no, we should not picket because such action might fail, and, anyway, it was our job as
faculty to lay the theoretical groundwork for resistance by composing *position papers*. Another famous left historian told me, “We must get the kids out of the building before they get hurt,” failing to understand that “the kids” knew very well what risks they were taking and that holding the building was their only leverage.

Another big Upper West Side left intellectual and sixties veteran spoke to Columbia Architecture students three or four years ago. Some of the students seemed to wonder how they, in a profession that depends so much on the rich, might still be able to be radicals. This person, who looks so sixties, with an admirable collection of multicolored T-shirts, in no way addressed the students’ yearning. He could only say to them that the Disneyfication of Times Square wasn’t really so bad, and that we should just wait and see how it all works out. But the sixties were not about our being passive spectators, waiting to see how things worked out, but rather about being active makers and participants, and it saddens me that so many of my cohort have put themselves into voluntary retirement from activism. (In 2000, I described this widespread predisposition as “a kind of I-wonder-what-will-happen-next attitude, a spectatorial stance that waits for others to make a movement.”)

In talking about the deradicalization of former radicals, I haven’t begun to mention the increasing inability of many of them to distinguish radicalism from liberalism. It’s bad times when *The Nation* adorns its cover with an adoring piece by Kennedy fan and journalist Jack Newfield on Teddy Kennedy, at that time Bush’s new friend—with Teddy pictorially represented as a knight on a white donkey—and boasts that “Mario Cuomo is a longstanding Nation reader.” Why in the world would we want to read a left magazine that boasts of its appeal to Mario Cuomo, the Clinton-before-Clinton, whose cutbacks as governor of New York, especially in public higher education, had such devastating effects?

A decline on another front: Cindy Cisler, an unsung hero and pioneer of the pro-abortion movement (I said pro-abortion, not pro-choice), told me that in speeches she was invited to give to young academic feminists in the late 1980s she had taken to saying, in confiding stage whispers, “you know, feminism was a movement before it became an academic discipline.” The program for the 2002 Berkshire Conference on Women’s History, though full of wonderful things, in some ways reflects this academicization, depoliticization, and specialization. The program looks a lot like that of the American Historical Association. Leafing through it, people my age recognize a tier of older veterans of feminism balanced precariously on top of the younger scholars’ more academic sessions, with the older women speaking on general topics and trying to relate scholarship in women’s history to feminism. Nonetheless, the accumulating scholarship in the field is immensely valuable.
2.5 Cheers for Bridging the Gap Between Activism and the Academy

But it’s no big news to you that there’s a lot around that calls itself radical but has lost touch with what radicalism means. I’ll now turn to the 0.5 part beyond my 2.5 cheers for bridging the gap between activism and the academy. Why do I carp in the midst of this fine conference, with all this fine work about the history of activism? I’m here to speak for the importance to the left of doing history, regardless of its relevance or irrelevance to current movements of resistance. I see doing history as deeply connected to building a democratic and self-critical left, and as preparing the way for utopia, as well as for the joyful and playful intellectual life that will be part of utopia. Let me explain by looking back for a moment.

In 1968 some of us founded the New University Conference (NUC), an attempt to organize academic-based activists and to build on and promote the organization of radical caucuses that was then in process across the academic map, from the Modern Language Association to the American Historical Association and beyond. The opening session at NUC featured a talk by my friend and sometime coworker, the great blacklisted radical historian Staughton Lynd, who is now a creative radical labor lawyer in Youngstown, Ohio. At the 1968 NUC, Staughton issued a call for us radicals to get out of the university: “Not Marx,” said Staughton, “not Engels, not Plekhanov, not Lenin, not Trotsky, not Bukharin, not Rosa Luxembourg, . . . not Antonio Gramsci, not Mao Tse-Tung—put bread on his table by university teaching.”

Although Staughton argued well, his idea fit nicely with the tsunami of guilt then passing through movement people in academe (“We’re not where it’s at”; “We’re irrelevant to The Struggle”; “We’re being paid [$8000]”). Since I believed, and do believe, that the challenge is not to get out of the university—God knows, the universities wanted us out; they were making little brown-bag lunches for us, saying, here, take this peanut-butter sandwich with you, have a happy trip—but rather to stay and fight, to be radical wherever you are—in dance, in arts, at your workplace, in history, in science, in architecture, in academics—I wrote a leaflet that was circulated at the conference, and later by the New England Free Press, and reprinted in the Journal of American History, with perhaps the oddest title that journal has ever published. I called my leaflet (which ridiculed the sexist terminology popular in the movement in 1968), “Who Will Write a Left History of Art while We Are All Putting Our Balls on the Line?”

I asked then, and I ask you again today, “What is going to be your attitude toward intellectuals who call themselves left but whose work has no immediate or even apparent long-term usefulness to the movement?” Then I turned to a question that I think is also relevant for this conference, a question that arises from a perspective that sees intellectuals not as better than anybody else, but as necessary, independent critics within the movement.
“I wonder who is going to write a Marxist history of art in America?” I asked, and went on, “What if the movement is wrong?” as it was at the time in sharing the larger society’s sexism. “If the movement is wrong on this and on other matters, will its intellectuals have served it well by responding to its ‘needs?’” “And what kind of an enduring left will we have in this country if left intellectuals feel that they have to apologize for leaving the picket line to go back to the ivory tower to write a Marxist history of art?” Today, I would add that the attitudes I was criticizing echo the old notion that “those who can, do; those who can’t, teach.” For reasons that should be clear, this is an ultimately sexist notion widespread in the mainstream (it was certainly common when I was a Yale undergraduate in the 1950s), which the left often adopts unquestioningly.

After its founding and early peak, NUC died a fairly rapid death as, in its ardor to prove its activist credentials, it lost its academic identity and became indistinguishable from so much of the rest of the activist left in the grim years following the self-destruction of SDS (Students for a Democratic Society) in 1969. NUC failed largely because, as those of you who are now organizing academic unions know, you can’t organize academics around their guilt and shame at being academics, reducing them to self-hating and self-sacrificing cheering squads for other people’s movements, no matter how worthy those movements are. Columbia’s John McMillian has described NUC’s “peculiar ethic of self-flagellation.” (Something of the same sort happened in the student movement of the sixties, which started to die later in the decade after such glorious earlier high points as Berkeley’s Free Speech Movement, as students began to grow ashamed of seeking student power, which many New Left leaders saw more and more contemptuously as merely parochial and privileged.) You went into history presumably with some element of passion for figuring out how things really were, and some excitement over ways of reconstructing the past, even about arcane questions of methodology. There will even be times when you feel joy in this work. Don’t bury those passions in shame, under some idea that your political mission must directly determine your research agenda. The quest for a better society only loses when you define your purpose so narrowly.

Not discussed here is another frequently heard argument: we live in such dire times that we cannot afford the luxury of a non-relevant history. But, terrible as these times are, history is in fact a perpetual state of emergency, with atrocities committed on an hourly basis, and we will never develop a left that is proactive, and more than a response to emergency, unless we manage to keep working on this vital project even in the midst of the dire present.

So here I am at this great conference, railing against relevance and arguing for constructing a broadly ranging left culture not all of which is necessarily immediately useful. The conference papers on activism are wonderful and
fulfill the left intellectual’s duty to write the history of and assess social movements. But letting a movement define your scholarly goals and the questions that you ask isn’t good for the left. A vital source of debate and criticism will be cut off if the left’s intellectuals become captives of a current left and reduce themselves to—as Staughton would have it—a merely “accompanying” role, or, in his words, “to live amongst [the poor and marginalized] for a time, and to assist, if possible, in articulating and transmitting their collective experience.” Staughton takes his term, *accompaniment*, from Archbishop Romero of El Salvador, and I think it may be a fine role for the Church, but for an intellectual, mere accompaniment is an abandonment of the historian’s critical responsibility and apt to lead to the kind of distortion that we see in a spectrum that extends from, for instance, Helen Garvy’s recent film on SDS to the magnificent but highly ideological popular front mythologizing of Studs Terkel. We don’t serve the people very well by uncritical admiration.

Concern for what may seem even the most abstract and nonactivist kinds of questions, such as form in art and music, can be part of building a better left. To understand the rebellions involved in the breaking of form, you have to understand what artistic form is. Who knows, until we have actually done it, what unanticipated fruit may come from studying such seemingly abstract questions? Sneaking into, er, sitting in on, an introductory history of art course at Barnard College four years ago, I found that notions such as form, beauty, and even art itself are not in fashion. I can’t see much hope for an enduring left that lacks contact with art, science, truth, and beauty. Yes, I did say, truth. We need people who know about everything, not only about movements. For instance, although it may sound like an oxymoron, we need left engineers. The collapse of the World Trade Center in 2001 was the result of a vile assault. But it appears to the layperson that a factor contributing to the resultant catastrophe was the weakening of the structures by market values: supports placed so as to maximize rentable space; cheap and inadequate fireproofing, etc. If the left discourages people from becoming engineers or building designers by denying the “relevance” of such fields, then we won’t have people with the skills to make informed judgments about the complex causalties in the WTC’s collapse. And, to look at a related larger issue, after the seventy-plus-year-long debacle of the Soviet Union, the left appears to have utterly lost touch with the notion of planning and the expertise necessary for it.

One major difference between 1968 and now is that you are making your own unions. Hallelujah and congratulations, and hurray for the movement that picks up where the movement for student power started to fail in the sixties when it gave up on this allegedly too privileged a goal. What will your unions be about? We know that they need to be about wages, hours,
and benefits. But a union of academics should also be thinking about whether teaching assistants have academic freedom and should provide a center of intellectual activity, offering to its members an alternative in intellectual life to the university’s still medieval hierarchy, in which your fellowships, jobs, and lives depend on currying favor with one professor—who may be capricious, or utterly insane—and your fate depends on carrying on his or her ideas in your own research. If a union doesn’t include in its agenda the creation of alternative arrangements that enable us to function as intellectuals, I fear that it will wilt and lose touch with its members’ passions. So, in this sense, this conference is a fine step, connecting as it does history and activism.

To conclude: I hope you will be both activists and historians and will figure out how to put the two together, maybe not only in the kind of mechanical and unexamined way suggested by the session title, “Bridging the Gap between Activism and the Academy,” but also by thinking deeply about alternative roles for intellectuals. You are here because you want to do history—don’t let anybody embarrass you about this. Try to get beyond the repeated invocation of the word community, which seems always for left academics to be code for someplace else. Face the challenge of figuring out how to be radical where you live. I say, stay and fight.


The events leading to the U.S. war in Iraq in 2003, and the war itself, led to a rekindling of activism among left historians, and other scholars in opposition. Historians signed anti-war petitions, brought before professional associations resolutions on the war, repression and free expression, protested in the streets, refounded radical caucuses and participated in a nascent alliance of radical academic/intellectual organizations.

Two organizations that have emerged from the anti-war ferment are of particular relevance to this essay: Historians Against the War (HAW), and the Alliance of Radical Academic and Intellectual Organizations. I have been a member of the steering committees of both organizations during their founding periods, so what follows is in a sense a report from the trenches. First, I will sketch in the history of these organizations; then, I will assess their chances of survival.

_Historians Against the War_22

In November 2002, as war seemed to be approaching, the Campaign for Peace and Democracy (CPD) circulated a statement entitled, “We Oppose both
Saddam Hussein and the US War on Iraq: a call for a new, democratic US foreign policy.” I signed and sent it on to History News Network, where it was published with a short introduction by me (December 17, 2002) under the title, “Why I am Opposed to War with Iraq.”23 Although not intended as a historians’ petition, the CPD statement drew the signatures of many historians.24

Meantime, historians were organizing themselves. Historians Against the War was formed at a meeting at the annual convention of the American Historical Association (AHA) in Chicago in January 2003. This continued the sixties radical caucus pattern of radicals meeting in, around, and in spite of professional associations.25 HAW drew up a statement:

“We historians call for a halt in the march towards war against Iraq. We are deeply concerned about the needless destruction of human life, the undermining of constitutional government in the US, the egregious curtailment of civil liberties and human rights at home and abroad, and the obstruction of world peace for the indefinite future.”

Within less than three weeks, more than a thousand historians had signed the HAW statement, which was circulated widely on the Internet, and got 2,209 signatures (as of April 28, 2003). After the AHA, HAW members connected with each other, sometimes in actual gatherings, sometimes in conference calls, and most of all via the Internet. On February 15, about sixty members marched, under HAW’s new banner (with a logo designed by the talented artist-historian Josh Brown), together with perhaps a million others in the New York City portion of a huge world-wide anti-war protest.26

The next major professional meeting of historians was that of the Organization of American Historians (OAH), which met in Memphis April 3–6. On the evening of April 4, while U.S. troops were advancing through Baghdad, in Memphis fifty to seventy people participated in a HAW meeting.27 This was, among other things, the first activist gathering of historians that Staughton Lynd and I had participated in together in more than twenty-five years. (We found ourselves mostly in agreement at that point). Spirits revived in this collectivity, and some of the old comedy was also in the air. A steering committee was chosen (including Staughton and me). We presented the OAH Executive Board with a resolution (April 5; written mainly by Alan Dawley, Professor of History, The College of New Jersey), which the Board changed slightly and then endorsed. This was then adopted by the OAH business meeting (April 6):

In view of the threat to free speech in the current climate, the Organization of American Historians affirms the centrality of dissent in American history, the sanctity of the rights guaranteed by the First Amendment, and the necessity for open debate of public policy issues, including United States foreign policy, in order to maintain the health of this democracy.”28
Another event that is relevant to the history of the interconnection between scholarship and activism among historians took place at the OAH. Immediately before the April 4 HAW meeting described above, I had participated, along with Staughton and others, in an OAH session called, “Remembering the Student Non-Violent Coordinating Committee (SNCC) and Students for a Democratic Society.” This took place at the Lorraine Motel (now the Civil Rights Museum) thirty-five years to the day, and almost to the minute, after the assassination of Martin Luther King, Jr. there. Other participants included early SNCC activists Bob Moses and Judith Richardson, early SDS president Al Haber, and historians Marcus Rediker and Wesley Hogan (with Rev. Jesse Jackson joining the panel). Most of the panelists had been founders or early members of SNCC or SDS—the two organizations that had been so central to the anti-Vietnam War and Civil Rights movements in the 1960s. The room was packed, well beyond capacity, with people sitting on the floor and standing against the walls. With the country in the midst of war, Rediker began by reminding the audience of Dr. King’s rejection of the Vietnam War in his April 4, 1967 Riverside Church speech, “Beyond Vietnam: A Time to Break Silence.” Staughton, aided both by his experience (he was Director of the Freedom Schools in the 1964 Mississippi Freedom Summer Project) and by some SNCC documents uncovered by the young historian of SNCC, Wesley Hogan, gave a paper on the Mississippi Freedom Democratic Party’s attempt (unfortunate, as he saw it) to be seated as the official Mississippi delegation at the 1964 Democratic Party convention. It was an excellent work of history, critical and enriched by Staughton’s own activism and by his distinctive perspective. I gave a paper, “Was SDS Pushed, or Did it Jump?” This was an attempt by a historian/participant to write a sympathetic yet strongly critical account of what went wrong in SDS, leading to its demise in 1969. At Memphis, the mood and the moment were such that vehement applause broke out in the largely anti-war audience when I said, of SDS, “we were making history from the bottom up, as we’re doing again in today’s anti-war movement—may we stop this grotesque war, and the others ahead!”; and again, when I held up the Campaign for Peace and Democracy’s petition and read its title, “We Oppose both Saddam Hussein and the US War on Iraq.” All in all, this session at a professional meeting was an extraordinary moment of intersection between left activism and history.

Since April, and after the supposed U.S. victory in Iraq, HAW has continued its activities. There have been internal debates and discussions about such issues as: immediate withdrawal of U.S. troops, and whether or not we should endorse a “provisional international administration” for Iraq; about different approaches to publicizing our activities and stands; and about
unilateralism and multilateralism. HAW contemplates issuing pamphlets with conflicting arguments on such matters; circulating and publicizing a new sign-on statement on Iraq, U.S. foreign policy, and civil liberties; increasing our membership; HAW subcommittees are also working on teaching materials (curriculum and resource development), a speakers’ bureau, academic freedom in the face of repression, government deception, bylaws, various forms of public outreach, research towards war crimes trials, and possibly towards impeachment of President Bush. And HAW was active and visible at the American Historical Association annual meeting in Washington in January 2004.

Alliance of Radical Academic and Intellectual Organizations

A number of the radical caucuses and left intellectual organizations of the sixties and seventies did not vanish with the end of the Vietnam War. The Historians Radical Caucus, beginning in 1968, morphed, over the years, into the Radical Historians Newsletter, Radical History Review, and now, Historians Against the War. The Modern Language Association’s (MLA) Radical Caucus in English and Modern Languages saw some of its members (Louis Kampf and Florence Howe) elected to that organization’s presidency in the early 1970s. The Union for Radical Political Economics (URPE), organized in 1968, continues to be strong.

With primary initiative coming from the MLA Radical Caucus, in the winter of 2003 efforts to create an alliance of radical academic and intellectual organizations began. (As of this writing, the organization has not made a final decision as to what to call itself, so I will refer to it simply as “the Alliance.”) On April 19, ten days after the prematurely vaunted fall of Baghdad to U.S. troops, the organization held its first meeting, at the City University of New York Graduate Center. About thirty representatives were present from: Radical Caucus of the Modern Language Association, Radical Philosophy Association, Radical History Review, Historians Against the War, New Political Science, Brecht Forum, Research Group on Socialism and Democracy, Latin American Studies Association, North American Congress on Latin America, New Caucus of the CUNY Professional Staff Congress, Union for Radical Political Economics, Working Class Special Interest Group, Conference on College Composition and Communication, and Caucus on Class of the Society for Cinema and Media Studies. As the call for that meeting says, “The types of scholarly and intellectual groupings in the Alliance are diverse, including radical caucuses in academic disciplinary and professional organizations; organizations publishing radical scholarly academic journals; radical caucuses of faculty, professionals, and graduate students both organizing and already within unions.”
Of themselves, the organizers say:

We are radical scholars and intellectuals. Many of us are activist-scholars and activist-intellectuals who work in non-academic settings. Some of us are veterans of the sixties, and some of us are younger; all of us are active participants in today’s new movements. In 2002–2003, we came together in the streets, the teach-ins, the academic associations and elsewhere in opposition to the ‘war on terrorism’ and to the war-related fiscal crisis in higher education and across the economy; we oppose the governmental lies that brought the US into war, and we oppose US imperialism and the emerging US empire. We are deeply concerned about growing repression and, in particular, its impact on critical thought and expression.

The Alliance’s statement of purpose concludes:

We are all activists, and we affirm the dignity and value of intellectual work. We seek to build a better society, free of . . . bigotries and inequalities . . . , in which the passion for knowledge will flourish. We believe that activism, as well as teaching, research and writing have an important role to play in bringing about a just and humane society. We want to establish institutional and social conditions that will encourage analytic and critical thought as well as [to] foster the full development of human potential and creativity. To these ends, we seek to build and be part of a re-born left.”

The “Call for a Founding Meeting” is addressed to “all collectives, caucuses and organizations— . . . all groups working in, around, and in spite of institutions of higher education.” The Alliance seeks “to create an organizational structure to facilitate communication among member organizations for action around... The Empire, The Fiscal Crisis [and] Repression of Civil Liberties.” It will engage in “action in the academic arena” and also seeks to support “research bodies and think tanks to present new alternatives for public debate.”

Can These Organizations Survive?

I rejoice at the rebirth of activism among left academics and intellectuals: bliss it is in this new dawn to be alive. But my re-immersion in this kind of activism has forced me to consider anew the fragility of left intellectual organizations, and to try to figure out what impedes their survival and what might give them extended life. Will the academic radicalism born in opposition to the war put down roots and last?

It is an unfortunate truism that our left is reactive rather than proactive. We thrive and grow in times of conflict, like Vietnam, like Iraq. But what
will happen to our organizations if conflict lessens, or at least slips back beneath everyday immediate visibility? Will this activism outlast the present crisis? How can our organizations be sustained?

As we remind ourselves of the old problems in left organizations, we must also deal with new ones. We have to figure out how to work with the Internet. It has been an extraordinary instrument for circulating information (particularly information from beyond the moronic and Tom-Tomorrowish U.S. press during the Iraq war), for calling demonstrations, distributing and signing statements and petitions, and building our organizations.

But there is a negative side of organizing via Internet that has not yet been faced. Let’s call it the “Kitty Genovese Phenomenon,” drawing the name (admittedly, with some hyperbole) from the notorious murder in New York City in 1964 in which it was widely believed that not one of thirty-eight witnesses who heard Genovese’s cries in their homes helped her or called the police. Part of the psychology behind such nonresponse lies in the widespread assumption among witnesses to crime that surely, somebody else is doing something about this. And so it sometimes is on the Internet. While the Internet is a magnificent instrument for organizing, again and again something comes along in an organization—an idea or a task—that must be responded to and dealt with in some way, and nobody responds, always (in the privacy of their own homes) assuming that someone else will take care of it. We have to be aware of this problem and face it with a renewed sense of responsibility.37 And, recalling the old debates about structure and structurelessness, we should note that the Internet has not done away with the need for leadership (even if only on a rotating basis for some matters),38 people who will see the agendas that group discussion is expressing and will also initiate new ones, and will remind people of what needs to be done.

One of the reasons for the occurrence of the Kitty Genovese phenomenon is that we are in fact too busy: baited and maligned within the left (even sometimes by a guilt-ridden left professoriate itself) as no other workers are, and yet working as much as seventy-hour weeks, often unable to take off to celebrate whatever our personal sabbath might be.39 Observing the Kitty Genovese phenomenon, one friend with whom I have argued about this has complained about professors limiting their anti-war activity due to what he denounces as mere “personal projects,” “freelancing,” and “doing their own thing,” by which he means their teaching, research, writing, professional activity, travel, personal lives—and even other political activities. This exudes disdain for the lives, struggles, passions and contributions of academics. In addition, hadn’t we learned from the sixties that we can’t sustain movements which demand participants’ total commitment? People will participate as well as they can, but if they are made to feel that what they are
doing is never enough, then they will vote with their feet to get out: one day, they just won’t be there anymore. (The Alliance’s Steering Committee fell, in a short time, from nine members to five—and the missing four, including the chair, could not be located despite several APB’s). So the Kitty Genovese problem has to be faced with a more fully developed sense of responsibility in organizing by Internet, and with more face-to-face contact, but also with recognition that the Alliance’s constituency works among the longest hours in the United States.

Although we have not yet seen in these organizations what Jo Freeman brilliantly named, years ago, the “tyranny of structurelessness,” there has been a slowness to think about issues of governance and procedure, and how conflicts will be resolved, and what processes we want to follow in defining our organizations’ politics. So far, the Alliance has managed to weather internal political disagreements about: government repression of dissidents in Cuba; the minuses as well as the pluses of “collectives”; whether we believe in the notion that a person can be a radical without being a Marxist (believe in it? I’ve seen it with my own eyes, in the mirror); and the organization is attempting to work through its relation to demonstrations organized by other progressive groups, such as one for Immigrant Rights. After a seeming consensus that this wasn’t the time to argue out the Alliance’s politics on, say, repression in Cuba, some continued to stoke the flames by posting inflammatory Fidelista statements which they apparently thought were as neutral as, “pass the biscuits, pappy.” There was intense disagreement over my unsuccessful proposal that we dedicate our founding conference to the memory of Edward Said, a model scholar-activist. In HAW, as previously mentioned, there have been internal disagreements about advocating multilateralism in U.S. foreign policy, and about supporting the idea of a provisional international authority in Iraq; about whether stating our position in an ad in the New York Times is “elitist”; and about my unsuccessful proposal that we attempt to set up a debate between the brilliant linguist and left political analyst Noam Chomsky and U.S. Deputy Secretary of Defense Paul Wolfowitz. As yet, neither organization has defined its politics very amply, nor even decided to what degree it should aim to define its politics; and neither organization has made enough progress in the direction of having elected and accountable officers. If the experience of the sixties is relevant, there will be problems ahead unless these blind spots are faced.

The large solution to many of our problems brings us back to one of the central topics of this chapter: can left intellectuals escape the chains of relevance and their own supposed inauthenticity to affirm the dignity and value of what they do? Is it permissible for the scholar to do research out of a passion for it, and to derive joy from it? Or must intellectuals, as I have
suggested some feel pressure to do, bury their scholarly passions in shame? These were the rocks on which the most pertinent earlier effort, the New University Conference, foundered.

At one point during the process of drafting a statement of purpose for the Alliance, I criticized its “utter lack of vision or passion, especially [the lack of] any statement about the value of intellectual work, or any statement that we see this organization as part of building the left.” Some of this had an impact. But then I ran into various kinds of opposition in advocating, as I have earlier in this essay, that critical scholarship is “deeply connected to building a democratic and self-critical left, and . . . [to] preparing the way for utopia, as well as for the joyful and playful intellectual work that will be part of utopia.” In accord with this thinking, I attempted to build into the Alliance’s statement a phrase about seeking a better society, “in which thought of all kinds will flourish, and intellectual values including playfulness and truth will enrich the lives of all.” This phrasing did not make it through the drafting process—“too abstract” was the judgment. (But note that one other reasonable basis on which the Alliance rejected the notion of playfulness arises from the feeling that post-structuralists have run off with the term).

What do I mean by playfulness? I use the term to summarize the joy of history: discovering truth and new truth; figuring things out, imagining, testing and revising explanations; and doing work that is often non-instrumental and not directly relevant. It is this that keeps many of us in the libraries and at our computers. Earlier in this chapter, I wrote of the danger of intellectuals letting their scholarly agenda be defined by whatever it is that an existing left seeks to know for its present purposes, and of responding to a movement’s sometimes limited perception of its “needs,” an approach that impedes and devalues research that is not immediately relevant and refuses to allow intellectuals a role as I wrote earlier in this chapter, as necessary, independent critics within the movement. How will we get to utopia if we are not free to imagine it, beyond the seeming realities and needs of today? So, I want to reaffirm that we are going no place as a movement, and no place in building a better society, unless our intellectuals (and artists as well) have free rein. You can’t organize academics and intellectuals—many of whom went into this line of work with a passion for research and truth—on the basis of a narrowly instrumental definition of what their work is about. And if we do not honor intellectuals and artists for doing what they love,42 their continuing participation in activism will be uncertain and our attempts to combine activism with scholarship will fail. Let’s not go there again. For us, our longevity as activists is connected to our joy as scholars.
The Joy of History in the Midst of War: Marc Bloch

The great French medieval historian Marc Bloch, was, in a deep sense, both a historian and an activist. He was cofounder in 1929 of the influential *Annales d'Histoire Economique et Sociale*. A French Jew, he fought the Germans in World War II, and, in 1942, went into the Resistance, where he was a member of the regional directorate and headed a group centered in Lyons. He refused to leave Vichy France for a job at the New School for Social Research in New York. In March 1944, he was arrested and tortured by the Gestapo—bones broken and crushed, thrown in cold water—and taken to prison unconscious. He was shot to death June 16, 1944. (On the way, he told a tearful teenager not to be scared, that it would be over quickly.) Under these grim circumstances, and without library or books, Bloch had written, beginning in 1941 and continuing into 1942 and beyond, and left unfinished at his death, the classic that was later to be published as *The Historian’s Craft*. And Bloch’s experience confirms my belief that the writing of history, and the joy in such writing, may legitimately continue in what I have called above the “dire present,” even, as in Bloch’s case, in the gravest of circumstances.

Bloch was certainly a powerful example—indeed an astonishing one, given his circumstances—of a historian who refused, even in the midst of terrible crisis, to put aside his work as historian or to treat it as if it were a mere personal project. To his death, Bloch remained a historian and functioned as one. And if he speaks to us today as both activist and historian, the content of what he wrote is also relevant to our situation. “Tell, me, Daddy,” Bloch begins, “What is the use of history?” Bloch’s answers in his introduction focus on some of our present concerns. He acknowledges that history’s “role, both as germ and, later, as the spur to action, has been and remains paramount.” Nonetheless, what comes through is his willingness, without any embarrassment, to see writing history as a source of joy:

Certainly, even if history were judged incapable of other uses, its entertainment value would remain in its favor. Or, to be more exact, it is incontestable that it appears entertaining to a large number . . . As far back as I can remember, it has been for me a constant source of pleasure — as for all historians, I think. If not, why have they chosen this occupation? . . . each scholar finds but one [field] that absorbs him. Finding it, in order to devote himself to it, he terms it his ‘vocation’, his ‘calling’.

Speaking of the “keener pleasure of true research,” Bloch continues:

Moreover, this charm will be far from diminished once methodical inquiry, with all its necessary austerities, has begun. On the contrary,
all true historians will bear witness that the fascination then gains in both scope and intensity... history has its peculiar aesthetic pleasures. The spectacle of human activity which forms its peculiar object is, more than any other, designed to seduce the imagination—above all when, thanks to its remoteness in time or space, it is adorned with the subtle enchantment of the unfamiliar . . . Let us beware of the inclination, which I have detected in some, to be ashamed of this poetic quality . . . the good husbandman takes as much pleasure in plowing and sowing as in the harvest.45

It seems to me that Bloch speaks directly to our concern for scholarship and activism. He would die for his political beliefs, but while struggling against the Nazis, he would without guilt or remorse speak of history’s “charm,” “aesthetic pleasures,” “subtle enchantment,” seduction of the imagination, “poetic quality,” and as a “constant source of pleasure.” His work outlived him, and our work will have lasting effect only if we can figure out how to respect the activist within us without crushing the scholar within us.

Notes

Copyright 2003, 2004 by Jesse Lemisch. My thanks to conference organizers Jim Downs and Jennifer Manion; also Joanne Landy, John McMillian, Gerald Markowitz, Bryan Palmer, Naomi Weisstein, Staughton Lynd and my colleagues in Historians Against the War and the Alliance of Radical Academic and Intellectual Organizations and our friends in Graduate Student Employees United at Columbia University. This chapter is a revised and significantly extended version, with an added epilogue, of an essay that first appeared in Radical History Review, 85 (Winter 2003), 239–48. This chapter builds in part on some themes presented in Jim O’Brien, “‘Be Realistic, Demand the Impossible’: Staughton Lynd, Jesse Lemisch, and a Committed History,” Radical History Review 82 (2002): 65–90.


2. A tragedy of the current left is the extent to which many academic leftists have turned their backs on the notion of agency. At the Columbia conference, one faculty participant repeatedly rent her garments, justifying her inactivity by saying that the “‘00s are different from the sixties,” and that today “there is no alternative.” In saying this, she was unthinkingly echoing conservative British Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher’s (1979–1990) “TINA” (There Is No Alternative) doctrine, which is well analyzed in Daniel Singer’s Whose Millennium? Theirs or Ours? (New York: Monthly Review, 1999). Singer describes his book as “a gesture of revolt against Tina, a refusal of the prevailing religion of resignation. . . . We are not doomed to impotence and inaction by fate. . . . We are not prisoners of this system. Though sobered up by past defeats and burdened by the weight of our environment, we . . . can try to be masters of our fate and fight for a different future” (8–9).


8. Available at http://www.berksconference.org. One older historian I spoke to also found the program unpromising, but found the actual conference better than her expectations had been.


10. There are opportunities for important research around Lynd’s firing from Yale in 1968. See presidential records of Kingman A. Brewster, record unit 11, boxes 138–40, Sterling Memorial Library, Yale University, New Haven, CT, for files concerning Lynd, including alumni letters, history department chairman’s review, statements by William Sloane Coffin, and speeches. Thanks to Yale’s Public Services Archivist William R. Massa Jr. for calling these to my attention. C. Vann Woodward of Yale played a central role in Lynd’s firing—as he did later in the nonhiring of Communist historian Herbert Aptheker to teach a one-semester undergraduate course at Yale. See James R. Green, “Past and Present in Southern History: An Interview with C. Vann Woodward,” Radical History Review 36 (1986): 80–100; Jesse Lemisch, “If Howard Cosell Can Teach at Yale, Why Can’t Herbert Aptheker?” Newsletter of the Radical Historians Caucus 22 (1976): 1–9; Staughton Lynd, “The Bulldog Whitewashed: A Critique of the Investigation of Herbert Aptheker’s Nonappointment at Yale University,” in African American History and Radical Historiography: Essays in Honor of Herbert Aptheker, ed. Herbert Shapiro (Minneapolis: MN: MEP, 1998), 119–54. Woodward’s papers are now available at the Sterling Memorial Library, Yale University, including material on the Aptheker controversy, the American Historical Association radical caucus, and much else. These materials cry out for a dissertation-seeking graduate student interested in tracing a major liberal’s movement rightward in the sixties and after.

11. Jim O’Brien has a fine article about some of these themes in the Radical History Review 82 (2002): 65–90, entitled, “‘Be Realistic, Demand the Impossible’: Staughton Lynd, Jesse Lemisch, and a Committed History.”

12. Staughton Lynd, “Intellectuals, the University, and the Movement,” New England Free Press, 1968, reprinted in Journal of American History 76 (1989): 479–85. In this talk, Lynd also made another remark that might be reexamined, contending that it is “intellectual hubris . . . to hope . . . that upper-middle-class white professors can have much illumination to shed on black power.” Both Lynd’s talk and my response were originally published in the NUC Newsletter, but were then given wider circulation as a New England Free Press broadside/pamphlet (Boston, n.d. [1968?], unpaginated). NEFP, ca. 1968–1981, was an important left print shop and pamphlet publisher, and research should be done on it.


15. For the best account of FSM, see the magnificent study by Robert Cohen and Reginald E. Zelnik, eds., The Free Speech Movement: Reflections on Berkeley in the 1960’s (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2002).

16. For this and the following, see Alice and Staughton Lynd, eds., Rank and File: Personal Histories by Working-Class Organizers (Boston: Beacon, 1973), 42; Staughton Lynd, Living Inside Our Hope: A Steadfast Radical’s Thoughts on Rebuilding the Movement (Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Press, 1997), 6–7, 14–15, 37, 46, 234. It should be added that attorney Lynd’s creative role in developing the legal notion of a community right to industrial prop-
erty belies his own doctrine, for this fertile intellectual work goes far beyond mere “accompaniment.” See Lynd, *The Fight against Shutdowns: Youngstown’s Steel Mill Closings* (San Pedro, CA: Singlejack, 1982), 141, 163, 166.


18. I have enormous affection and respect for Terkel, but I disagree with important elements of his re-creation of the American past. Research cries out to be done on the Popular Front line that I believe he lays over his interview material. It would be interesting to scrutinize the kinds of questions he asks and does not ask, and to see what makes it through his editing and what does not. Possibly useful in this connection are the Chicago Historical Society’s Studs Terkel/WFMT Oral History Archives.


20. For a powerful defense of the idea of objective truth, and a critique of poststructuralist subjectivity, see Naomi Weisstein, “Power, Resistance and Science,” *New Politics* 22 (1997): 150–51 (available at http://www.wpunj.edu/newpol/issue22/weisst22.htm): “[One scholar] mentions the ‘tentativeness,’ ‘anxiety,’ and ‘paralysis’ of postmodernist post-structuralist counter-Enlightenment feminism. Of course, there is paralysis: once knowledge is reduced to insurmountable personal subjectivity, there is no place to go; we are in a swamp of self-referential passivity. Sometimes I think that, when the fashion passes, we will find many bodies, drowned in their own wordy words, like the Druids in the bogs. Meanwhile, the patriarchy continues to prosper. . . . [I]n times of no movement, reality itself falls into question. In times of dynamism, change and movement, people abandon doubts about reality, properly seeing [such doubts] as part of the conservative past which they are rejecting. The fog lifts. The fact of movement gives us a clearer picture of what is really out there.”

21. It’s my understanding that some graduate student unions-in-the-making have yielded to universities’ dread that TAs might “interfere” with curricular matters (which would bring Western Civilization and the entire Judeo-Christian Tradition, as it used to be called, to an immediate end). This yielding has taken the form of union commitments not to involve themselves with course content and other “academic issues” that are thought to be the sole prerogative of faculty, but rather to stick to bread-and-butter issues such as job descriptions, stipends, benefits, etc. This is a position that may come back to haunt these unions, a kind of tacit sweetheart deal that places very narrow limits on TAs’ academic freedom, while creating a dangerous two-tier system distinguishing those who have it from those who do not. Forty years ago, as a TA at Yale (with its customary pollution of language, Yale called TAs “assistants-in-instruction”), I found myself teaching a course whose accompanying reader, coedited by Yale Eminence David Potter, carried the implication that approximately 50 percent of former slaves had happy memories of the institution. I resisted this, and offered my students supplementary primary materials. (For a brief account of this conflict, see David W. Wills, “Research and Training in American Religious History,” p. 2 and note 1: www.amherst.edu/~aardoc/Yale-1.html.) I’m glad I was not constrained by a contract that prevented me from making an independent assessment of the curriculum, and acting on that assessment.

22. Except where otherwise noted, information about this organization comes from my experience or from the HAW Web site: http://www.historiansagainstwar.org


24. It was published in *The Nation*, January 6, 2003; *The New York Times*, February 10, 2003; and elsewhere; the full text and the list of 5261 signers may be found at http://www.cpdweb.org.

26. The New York Police Department did its best to prevent this demonstration. See HAW’s website for pictures of historians in the demonstration, including unsatisfactory ones of the author :-).


31. I took a position critical of the latter.

32. I took the position that the peace movement’s cry for multilateralism has been wrong, an effort to provide a kosher veneer to the construction of a U.S. empire (by bringing in other dominant economic powers), which should in fact be opposed in an unqualified way. For an updating on developing political disagreements within HAW, see below, p. 200, and note 41.


34. Available at http://www.chmn.gmu.edu/rhr

35. Available at http://www.urpe.org

36. The following is based on e-mails and direct participation in meetings; the “Call for Founding Meeting,” which includes the organization’s draft statement of purpose, background, goals, and preliminary constituent groups, may be found at History News Network, July 18, 2003: http://www.hnn.us/comments/15341.html.

37. Another relevant problem involves posting on internet lists tasks to be done by some unknown and unnamed person. Not discussed here are the myriad other problems, both technical and interpersonal, involved in communication by Internet and conference call.


39. Just try to get through to an academic at home by telephone between 8 and 11 p.m. Sunday.


41. I disagree. By April of 2004 there was increasing disagreement in HAW, and I wrote the following:

   “At the 2004 AHA and OAH meetings, many HAW members supported resolutions brought in by Yale’s Graduate Employees and Students Organization (www.yaleunions.org/geso, www.leftalliance.org) against Yale’s intimidation and coercion of union organizing efforts. But the GESO resolutions were not endorsed by HAW organizationally, on grounds that HAW is and should remain a ‘single-issue’ organization.

   This is part of a larger debate within HAW: Are we just against the Iraq war, or do we seek new directions in American foreign policy? Do we oppose U.S. empire, and the wars to come? Are we anti-corporate, anti-imperial, anti-privatization, anti-IMF/WTO, against militarization, and for women’s rights and social justice, both domestically and internationally? Do we seek to scrutinize the domestic roots of U.S. foreign policy?

   . . . HAW is divided on issues of organizational democracy and leadership and on political questions, especially regarding calling for immediate U.S. withdrawal from Iraq vs. a ‘Popular Front’ strategy. [After Staughton Lynd and I had said that HAW should clearly state its advocacy of immediate withdrawal, one member of the HAW steering committee adopted classic left sectarian language on behalf of a liberal purpose, characterizing our position as the repetition of “the anti-occupation mantra,” “absurd ideological fussing,” and “ideological righteousness.”] And while opposing Bush’s policies and seeing them as in part departures from the past, we also have disagreements as historians about continuities and
discontinuities in the history of American foreign policy. I do not look back on the era of Cold War ‘containment’ as some sort of golden age, nor would I uncritically accept past and present Democratic Party foreign policy. I would seek to persuade a broad constituency of the relevance of radical alternatives to American foreign policy. My answer to the questions asked in the preceding paragraph is, ‘yes.’ Since there is some ABB (AnybodybutBush) feeling in HAW, I want to be sure that HAW does not become a de facto supporter of likely Democratic presidential candidate John Kerry, whose position on the war is unacceptable, including sending more U.S. troops and seeking multilateral means to continue the war, and/or the use of the U.N. as a ‘beard’ to cover continued U.S. domination of Iraq. I favor immediate withdrawal from Iraq and the termination of plans for U.S. bases there, and I support greater organizational democracy in HAW.”


42. The left, often driven by a kind of class bias, honors manual crafts but often refuses to see the work of intellectuals in this way as similarly involving labor, creativity and polished skills.


Strangely, the above-cited U.S. edition gives no French source; it is in fact a translation of Bloch’s Apologie pour l’Histoire ou Metier d’historien (1949). My thanks to Maria Fernanda Justiniano, History, Universidad Nacional de Salta, Argentina, for information about Bloch.

For this and the following, see Craft of History, 3, 7, 8, 18.

44. We began with the Columbia TA/RA strike of 2002. As I am reading proof on this chapter in May 2004, GSEU is on strike again, seeking recognition and a counting of the ballots, and once again the inflated rat sits outside Columbia’s main gate. For a brief account early in the strike, see Alan Brinkley, Jesse Lemisch, Staughton Lynd, and David Montgomery, “Liberalism and the Columbia Strike” (including my speech under that title delivered on the steps of Columbia’s Low Library on April 21, 2004): History News Network, April 23, 2004: http://www.hnn.us/articles/4820.html

What had happened to bring the rat back? Columbia had appealed the 2002 graduate student vote on a union to the NLRB, thus colluding with the Bush administration, since the university had reason to think that Bush’s NLRB would simply sit on the impounded ballots—which it did. As time passed, however, a development took place that suggested some liberalization of the Columbia administration: the appointment to the university’s highest offices of two nationally known liberals, Lee Bollinger and Alan Brinkley.

Bollinger had established an illustrious liberal record as president of the University of Michigan before he became president of Columbia on June 1, 2002. At Michigan, he had supported affirmative action and had become the defendant in a major affirmative action case before the Supreme Court. And, as president at Michigan, he had bargained with the Graduate Employees’ Organization and had said that graduate student unionization did not harm the educational process there.

Alan Brinkley, a historian of the twentieth century and Allan Nevins Professor of History at Columbia, is also a nationally known liberal. His students at Columbia had heard him saying in class that he would not oppose a graduate student union there (interview excerpted in History News Network, April 23, 2004; for the full interview, see Adyn Barkan, “Provost Alan Brinkley on the Strike,” Columbia Daily Spectator, April 21, 2004). Bollinger appointed Brinkley provost effective July 1, 2003. In taking the job, perhaps Brinkley persuaded himself that he could get Columbia to change its anti-union policies. But in accepting this appointment, he had to have known that he would likely be called on to implement those policies.

More time passed, and the impounded ballots grew moldier. Bollinger and Brinkley did nothing to break the status quo, presumably hoping that they could simply outlast GSEU. In mid-April 2004, GSEU voted to strike for recognition beginning April 19. As of this writing, the strike continues, with a large picket line (with cries of “What’s disgusting? Union busting;
What’s appalling? Columbia’s stalling”), rallies on the line and on the steps of Low Library
(where Grayson Kirk’s office had been occupied in 1968), marches through the campus and
in one case through Low, with baton twirlers, whistles, drums (Columbia’s crowded urban
campus has fine acoustics), and support by other unions including the Transport Workers
Union, Professional Staff Congress of CUNY, and John Sweeney, president of the AFL-CIO,
who spoke on the line. Undergraduates rallying in support cried out, “2, 4, 6, 8; don’t fuck
with my TA!”

Many academics and intellectuals from outside Columbia have been supportive of the
strike, with letters sometimes addressed directly to Brinkley and/or Bollinger. GESO people
regularly came down from Yale, one with a sign reading, “Workers of the Ivy League, Unite.”
When I spoke on the steps of Low Library (calling Columbia’s conduct “low-down, sleazy,
hypocritical”), other speakers included Stanley Aronowitz, Distinguished Professor of Soci-
ology in CUNY. I had organized a national support campaign, to which the historians who
responded included Yale’s David Montgomery, Rick Perlstein, and Staughton Lynd (who
historians Nelson Lichtenstein and Joshua Freeman organized a letter to Bollinger urging
Columbia to withdraw its NLRB appeal; the letter was signed by more than 130 faculty
members at universities that have TA unions.

Liberals Bollinger and Brinkley have not distinguished themselves for liberal behavior
before or during the strike. At one point, Bollinger said “there’s nothing the university can
do” [to expedite the appeal to NLRB], to which a student rightly pointed out that Columbia
could drop its appeal. But Bollinger has not been interested in this sane alternative.

As the strike began, Brinkley gave an interview to the Columbia Spectator, which may be
seen as poignant, hypocritical, or both. Brinkley stumbles, conveying confusion and surprise
that a strike has occurred, and says “There wasn’t a lot of time for planning . . . looking back
maybe it would have been a good thing to try to talk to some graduate students . . . we don’t
have a plan for ending the strike . . . Well, the plans as of now are that we’ve taken our
position, and we’ll try to ride out the strike . . .” The student interviewer points out to him
that, a year before, he had said that he would not oppose a graduate student union, and asks,
“is your personal position at odds with that of the Administration?” Brinkley replies:
“Well, I can’t answer that. I’m a great supporter of unionization. I think that the decline
in unions is one of the great catastrophes of our recent economic life. I think there are many
areas in economic life in which unions can play a constructive role, do play a constructive
role. On this campus, we have lots of unions—we don’t have unions for students. I don’t
know what else to say.

This seems another episode in that endlessly running soap opera, “The Crisis of Liberal-
ism.” Either these people aren’t liberals, or liberalism means hypocrisy. During these hard
Bushian times, many former radicals of my generation have blurred the lines between radi-
calism and liberalism, and forgotten that they are not the same. The situation at Columbia,
with liberals playing so central a role, should serve as a strong reminder of the difference.

Meantime, at Columbia, the struggle continues: people know the difference between lib-
erals and radicals. I dedicate this essay to the scholar-activists of GSEU, and look forward to
a sequel.
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